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Preface
This thesis consists of a compilation of publications relating to the com-
putational investigation of the Mn4CaO5 cofactor of the Photosystem II
(PSII) holoenzyme, which is implicated in the light-driven four-electron
oxidation of water (2H2O −−−→ 4e– + O2 + 4H+). This reaction constitutes
the first step of photosynthetic metabolism in the chloroplasts of plants
and cyanobacteria.
Photosynthetic water oxidation is of great practical interest as it pro-
vides a concrete example of facile hydrogen and oxygen production
through a photo-assisted process. Whereas approximately 90% of hy-
drogen production in the world is presently achieved through catalytic
reforming of fossil fuels (with a minority achieved through brine electroly-
sis), adapting insights from photosynthetic water oxidation is anticipated
to furnish significantly more economic and sustainable routes to the pro-
duction of hydrogen. This hydrogen may either be used directly as a fuel
or as an intermediate product in the synthesis of value-added products.
Over the past decades, substantial progress has been made in un-
derstanding the structural nature of the photosynthetic apparatus as it
pertains to water oxidation. This progress is in large part due to the refine-
ment of preparative protocols, X-Ray Diffractometry (XRD), site-directed
mutagenesis, and the coming of age of X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL)
vii
diffractometry in the investigation of PSII. Nevertheless, key mechanistic
and electronic details of water oxidation still remain highly contentious.
Elucidation of these details is complicated by the fact that the active
site of Photosystem II exists in four natural metastable oxidation states,
as well as putative unnatural forms that are plausibly induced during
experimental investigation.
Experimental investigation of PSII exists in symbiosis with compet-
ing theoretical justifications for observed spectroscopic, metabolic and
diffractometric behaviour. Density Functional Theory (DFT) is an impor-
tant tool in the computational chemist’s arsenal, permitting investigation
of the electronic structure of complex models of bio-inorganic cofactors
whilst maintaining good computational efficiency and scalability on ex-
tant computational hardware. The size and fidelity of computational
models of PSII have necessarily been limited by the rate of increase in
central processing unit (CPU) speed and memory capacity. Nevertheless,
the explosive increase in available computational resources and efficiency
has resulted in a flourishing of increasingly sophisticated computational
models of components and features of the photosynthetic apparatus.
Integration of these models into a coherent and consistent picture of
the photosynthetic mechanism is a colossal multidisciplinary and mul-
tilateral undertaking. Even the incomplete understanding of biological
photosynthesis obtained thus far has led to the development of a large
viii
number of functional mimics of the Photosystem II OEC. In turn, the
wide variety of morphologies and chemistries of these water oxidation
catalysts provides insight into the irreducible features of photosynthetic
systems.
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Abstract
The first step of photosynthetic metabolism effects the facile oxi-
dation of water to dioxygen and hydrogen cations. This is achieved
through an incompletely-understood process of light-driven four-
electron oxidation at the Mn4CaO5 cofactor of the Oxygen-Evolving
Complex (OEC) of the Photosystem II (PSII) holoenzymatic complex
in photosynthetic autotrophs. Biomimesis of this reaction—artificial
photosynthesis—may offer energy-efficient routes to industrial hy-
drogen generation and value-added derivatives, with implications
for solar energy fixation. This thesis consists of a compilation of
four publications relating to Density Functional Theory (DFT) stud-
ies of structural and spectroscopic aspects of the Oxygen-Evolving
Complex (OEC) of PSII. These publications consist of research re-
solving the basis of structural anomalies in metal-substituted PSII,
combinatoric simulation of difference spectra corresponding to
proton-coupled oxido-reduction scenarios of PSII models, simu-
lation of the hyperfine and superexchange magnetic interactions in
PSII models, and the development of a methodology for obtaining
vibrational intensities in the Mobile Block Hessian (MBH) approxi-
mation, with applications to accelerated modeling of the vibrational
structure of complex models of PSII, as well as other large molecules.
These publications are presented alongside explanatory introduc-
tions and preceded by a general survey of the state of the art of
xiv
photosynthesis research, context for the relevance of this research,
and methodological discussion. Concluding remarks are also pre-
sented.
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Photosynthesis, Natural and Artificial 1
Stand a little out of my sunshine
Diogenes of Sinope
1.1 What is Photosynthesis?
Schmitt and coworkers describe plant metabolism at its base as the ‘cap-
ture of solar radiation and transformation into Gibbs free energy’. [1] This
sentiment expresses the underlying truth that the Earth lies in a thermo-
dynamic gradient between the Sun and the cold vacuum of deep space,
and that the ultimate provenance of almost all biochemical energy on
Earth is the fixation of solar energy in the form of thermodynamically
unstable chemical species. The metabolisms of heterotrophic life flow
1
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on from herbivory of these autotrophs. There are notable exceptions to
photosynthesis as an ultimate source of biological energya however they
are distinguished by their provinciality and transience, whereas stellar
evolution is nothing if not ponderous.
The evolution of photosynthetic life on Earth precipitated epochal
changes in Earth’s biogeochemistry, including the considerable reconstitu-
tion of the ancient atmosphere. [12] It is photosynthesis that is responsible
for almost all free dioxygen on the planet, and the generation of this oxy-
gen by the emergence of photosynthetic organisms approximately 2.4 Ga
before present is correlated with considerable changes in the palaeo-
geochemical record.b Notably, increasing oxygen concentrations in the
atmosphere and oceans precipitated a mass extinction of anaerobic life.
This transition in Earth’s palaeobiogeochemical history is termed the
‘oxygen catastrophe’, and was also accompanied by a dramatic drop in
the atmospheric concentration of CO2 and H2. [14] Nevertheless, the
oxygenation of the atmosphere paved the way for aerobic respiration and
the wide variety of complex lifeforms it supports.
aIncluding the symbiotic chemosynthetic ecosystems that have evolved to exploit the
heat and chemistry of underwater volcanic features including so-called ‘black smokers’
and recently discovered and quite chemically distinct ‘Lost City’-type features. [2], [3]
There now exists evidence that reduced hydrocarbons supporting chemosynthetic mi-
crobiota at these sites may be in part produced abiotically via geological serpentinisation
and Fischer–Tropsch pathways, and that chemosynthetic microbiota may extend quite
some distance into the suboceanic mantle. [4]–[8] Additionally, submarine features
involving the percolation of lower temperature hydrocarbons through the seabed such
as so-called ‘cold seeps’ and ‘asphalt volcanoes’ are known to support ecosystems. [9]–[11]
bAlthough see [13] for a recent presentation of evidence of nontrivial atmospheric
oxygenation processes as early as 3 Ga b.p.
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1.2 Natural Photosynthesis
1.2.1 Photosystem II
Photosystem II (PSII) is a transmembrane holoenzyme (i.e. a supramo-
lecular complex of multiple associated proteins) which transfixes the
thylakoid membrane. The thylakoid (from Greek θύλακος, ‘sac’ + -oid)
is contained within the chloroplast, which is itself situated inside a
photosynthetic cell. The schematic relationship of these components
is illustrated in Figure 1.2. PSII is composed of 17 transmembrane sub-
units held together by supramolecular interactions, as well as a collection
of extrinsic and integrated cofactors. [15] PSII is implicated in the pho-
tooxidation of water in plant metabolism. In this process, four oxidising
equivalents are accumulated by the oxidation of manganese ions within
the Oxygen-Evolving Complex (OEC), a bioinorganic cofactor within PSII.
These oxidising equivalents are ultimately generated by a Förster Reso-
nance Energy Transfer (FRET) process originating in Light-Harvesting
Complex (LHC) proteins which are embedded proximate to PSII in the
membrane, potentially supplemented by supramembrane phycobilisomes
and other peripheral antenna units supplementing the light-harvesting
efficiency of the gross photosynthetic apparatus. [16]
PSII is dimeric and possesses a quasi-C2 symmetry element normal
3
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a)
b)
Figure 1.1: Dimeric PSII holoenzyme, 300 pm structure of Loll, et al.,
[17] viewed perpendicular to thylakoid normal. a) Polypeptide structure
of PSII. Note the visually distinctive parallel α helices, which interface
with and transfix the thylakoid membrane. b) Non-peptide cofactors
of PSII, including chlorophylls, carotenoids, and the OEC Mn and Ca
ions (represented as spheres) in the center-left and right of the figure.
The OECs are related by an approximate C2 rotation element, vertically
perpendicular to the page normal. (PDB accession code 2AXT.)
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Plant cell wall
Chloroplast
Thylakoid
Stromal face
Lumenal face
PSII
OEC
Thylakoid
Membrane
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the locale of PSII within a
plant cell. The PSII dimer is a transmembrane protein that transfixes
the thylakoid membrane. The thylakoid is located inside the chloroplast,
which is in turn located within the plant cell.
to the phospholipid bilayer in which it is embedded. Differential hy-
drophobicity of the surface residues of PSII along this axis stabilise the
transfixation of PSII to the thyalakoid membrane. Concretely, the holoen-
zyme possesses a transverse region exposing a large number of alpha
helices perpendicular to the thylakoid surface, which interface with de-
tergent cofactors and the membrane.c
In crystallographic structures of PSII, the visually apparent associ-
ation of water molecules with the lumenal and stromal surfaces of the
cBlankenship, R.E. Ch. 6 offers a good survey of the gross morphology of PSII and
its situation within the plant cell, although it was published without the benefit of
high-resolution XRD structures that are now available. [18]
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holoenzyme, and absence of peripheral waters in the transmembrane re-
gion permits facile identification of water channels in the structure. These
water channels are networks of water molecules and associated cofactors
which provide a route for diffusive transport of water molecules and
protons to and from the active site of PSII, the Oxygen-Evolving Complex
(OEC). [15]
1.2.2 The Oxygen Evolving Complex
The Oxygen-Evolving Complex (OEC), also known as the Water-Oxidising
Complex (WOC), is a cofactor coordinated by the D1 and CP43 subunits
of PSII. It has been identified as the site where storage of four oxidising
equivalents and catalytic oxidation of water takes place, effecting the net
reaction given in Equation 1.1.
2H2O −−−→ 4e− + O2 + 4H+ (1.1)
The OEC is now known to be comprised of a Mn4CaO5 cluster where
oxidising equivalents are stored by successive oxidation of Mn ions. The
Mn ions of this cluster are coordinated by carboxylate moieties donated
by residues of the D1 and CP43 subunits as well as a imidazolyl nitrogen
provided by a histidine residue of D1.
6
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The gross morphology of the OEC is characterised as a distorted het-
erometallic cubane comprised of three Mn ions (Mn1,2,3) and a calcium
ion bound by capping oxo ligands, and a further pendant Mn (Mn4) con-
nected to the cubane via Mn3 by a further µ
2-oxo bridge as well as weak
interactions with the O5 atom, which is of contentious identity and con-
nectivity. A recent crystallographic geometry of the PSII OEC obtained
by Umena, et al. is illustrated in Figure 1.3. [15]
The proton concentration gradient generated across the thylakoid
membrane by water oxidation powers membrane-transfixing ATPases,
representing the first step in the so-called photosynthetic Z-Scheme.d
[19]
N
Mn1Mn2
Mn3
Mn4
Ca
W4
W3
W2
W1 O4
O5
O3
O1
O2 D1-Asp342
D1-Glu189
D1-His332
D1-Glu333
D1-Asp170 D1-Ala344
CP43-Glu354
Figure 1.3: Illustration of the OEC and coordinating amino acids in
monomer ‘A’ of PSII, adapted from the 190 pm-resolution XFEL crystallo-
graphic geometry of Umena, et al. Inorganic cofactor has been visually
highlighted. (PDB accession code 4ub6/a).
dPSII is so-named as it was the second photosystem to be discovered.
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1.2.3 The Joliot–Kok Cycle
Studies originating in the 1960s involving short-duration illumination
of dark-adapted chloroplasts reveal that PSII water photo-oxidation is a
four-photon process which cycles the OEC through four oxidation state
configurations, termed S-states. This cycle is known as the Kok or Kok–
Joliot cycle, after Pierre Joliot, who experimentally resolved the cycle, and
Bessel Kok, who offered a kinetic theory for the periodicity of the cycle.
[20], [21] The cycle is illustrated in Figure 1.4. The existence of inter-
mediate photoexcited states of the OEC that are built upon by further
excitation may be inferred from the Emerson–Arnold experiments [22],
[23] which evidenced tuneability in oxygen yield via dark period duration,
and the observation of Allen and Franck that oxygen evolution is sup-
pressed in dark-adapted PSII in single-flash scenarios, [24] a phenomenon
which is now understood to be the result of regression of the OEC to the
S1 state from states S2−3. The oxidation state distribution within the OEC
corresponding to each S-state remains contentious, with two competing
models—the low and high-oxidation state paradigms—existing, sepa-
rated by two a two-electron redox. [25] Due to the inability to directly
and unambiguously probe metal oxidation states with currently existing
experimental tools, these paradigms are likely to stimulate heated debate
for the forseeable future.
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S0
2 3 3 4
3 3 3 3
3 3 4 4
S1
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3 3 3 4
S2
4 4 4 4
3 3 4 4
S3
S4
O2 + 4H+ 2H2O
Low oxidation state paradigm
High oxidation state paradigm
(net reaction)
hν hν hν
hν
Figure 1.4: Simplified representation of the two predominant
paradigms for oxidation state progression in PSII, based on the work
of Krewald, et al. [25]
It was inferred that oxygen evolution occurs only in the transition
S4→ S0, though massed chloroplastic PSII rapidly desynchronises due to
double-excitations, missed excitations and spontaneous state regression.
[20] Nevertheless, the S0 and S1 intermediates are kinetically stable and
the S2 and S3 states have lifetimes on the order of seconds to minutes.
The S4 state spontaneously oxidises water and reverts to the S0 state on
a sub-millisecond timescale. [26] completing the cycle. On the basis of
free-energy analysis, Krishtalik proposed that the oxidation of water at
the active site proceeds as a rate-determining two-electron redox to form
peroxide, followed by two rapid oxidations effecting free dioxygen. [27]
The difficulty in reliabily eliciting S-state transitions across entire pop-
ulations of PSII OECs has motivated the application of Markov models
in disentangling spectroscopic signatures arising from contamination
of a predominating S-state by other S-states (e.g. [28], [29], also see [30]
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for application of this insight in OEC Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
(EPR).)
1.2.4 Characterisation of OEC structure
Characterisation of the PSII OEC by diffractometric methods has been an
area of intense interest. Prior to a complete understanding of the general
connectivity of the OEC, important diagnostic information on the rela-
tionship between metal ions in the OEC was obtained via Extended X-ray
Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) and EPR, and these techniques remain
valuable adjuncts in OEC structural and mechanistic characterisation.
[31]
1.2.4.1 X-ray absorption methods
X-ray absorption techniques such as Extended X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy can furnish useful information regarding
bioinorganic cofactors within proteins. Briefly, EXAFS measures pertur-
bations at a core electron absorption edge due to photoelectron resonance
with nearby atoms. EXAFS is capable of obtaining indirect geometric
information regarding such cofactors, whilst placing few burdens on
experimentalists in terms of sample preparation.e [32] As EXAFS only
eAlthough Cinco, et al. cite contamination of samples by exogenous ions of the same
type as being probed by an EXAFS experiment can represent a confound to analysis
(vide infra), whilst Yano, et al. cite the presence of endogenous Fe elsewhere in PSII as an
interferent.
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obtains the distances between atoms and nearby photoelectron-scattering
nuclei, EXAFS data may be necessarily topologically ambiguous, however
the technique can be an important adjunct to other analyses.
Prior to the production of high-resolution X-ray structures capable
of identifying the connectivity of the OEC, Cinco, et al. established the
presence of a Ca/Mn cluster within the OEC via Ca K-edge EXAFS. [31]
Concretely, the data indicated a 340 pm Ca· · ·Mn vector. At this point, it
was known that Ca was an essential ion for photosynthetic metabolism,
however it was not known how Ca related geometrically to Mn. Cinco,
et al. also obtained Sr K-edge spectra consistent with Sr substitution for
Ca, establishing the mode of poisoning of photosynthetic activity in Sr-
substituted PSII prior to the availability of Sr-substituted XRD data (see
Chapter 4). These data indicated the presence of oxo-bridges of some
form between the Mn ions and the heterometal.
Yano, et al. obtained higher-resolution EXAFS measurements of the
OEC in 2005 to supplement the incomplete XRD picture of that time. [33]
At this point, loci of electron density corresponding to the OECs had been
identified, however the resolution (Yano, et al. cite 320 pm to 380 pm) fell
short of that required to unambiguously resolve the OEC connectivity, and
potential X-ray photodamage further reduced confidence in the diagnostic
quality of XRD results. [33]
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1.2.4.2 X-ray photodamage of the OEC
A potential confound in X-ray studies of PSII is the possible photoreduc-
tion of the OEC by X-ray irradiation. This was identified by Suga, et al. as
a plausible cause of dissimilarities in OEC internuclear distances between
their femtosecond X-ray diffraction (§1.2.4.3) and EXAFS data. In this
scenario, discrepancies are generated by photoreduction of Mn ions, gen-
erating putative S-states (see §1.2.3) below S0. [34] Contrariwise, Yano,
et al. indicated that EXAFS produces less photodamage than non-pulse
XRD due to the lower specific energy of the EXAFS technique. [33]
1.2.4.3 Crystallographic characterisation
In 2011, Umena, et al. produced an X-ray crystal structure based on single-
crystal synchrotron irradiation at a resolution of 190 pm, permitting
unambiguous identification of the atoms within the OEC and furnishing
interatomic distances with a low degree of measurement uncertainty. [15]
This structure was supplemented with an improved 195 pm structure by
means of X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) irradiation in 2015. [34] This
technique uses an ultra-short (t ≤ 10 fs) X-ray pulse of extreme specific
brilliance (delivering 1.4 MGy ·µm−2 per pulsef).
Whilst possessing a lower absolute resolution factor compared to the
fOn the basis of the experimental section of Suga, et al., XFEL pulses in this experi-
ment had a specific power of approximately 4.2 GW.
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precedent 190 pm structure, the 195 pm structure is considered supe-
rior to its predecessor structure on the grounds of the mitigation of the
presence of photodamage in the structure (see §1.2.4.2). Whilst catas-
trophic (and sometimes non-local) damage to the crystal occured in this
experiment, the extremely short duration of irradiation produced a non-
time-averaged ‘snapshot’ of the crystal structure. This structure therefore
lacks structural relaxation that would occur due to the photoreduction of
Mn ions. This principle is termed ‘diffraction before destruction’, and has
been explored theoretically by Jurek, et al., wherein XFEL irradiation of
molecular clusters is seen to produce almost complete ionisation, eliciting
isotropic Coulombic explosion over a timeframe of tens of femtoseconds.
[35] In practice, Suga, et al. found that XFEL irradiation of prepared PSII
crystals produced non-local macroscopic damage in some instances, ne-
cessitating careful selection of sufficiently spatially separated irradiation
sitesg on multiple crystals. [34] Nevertheless, XFEL diffractometry should
be considered the gold-standard of crystallographic characterisation of
PSII.
1.2.4.4 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)/Electron Spin Resonance (ESR)
has proven to be a powerful tool in characterising the OEC, as it permits
g7650 irradiations of 336 crystals in total.
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the inference of information regarding Mn oxidation state distributions
inside the OEC. In cryogenic EPR analysis of the S2 state, the OEC pos-
sesses a complex Mn nuclear hyperfine structured feature (commonly
referred to as the multiline (ML) signal) centered at g ≈ 1.98, as well as a
broad feature at g ≈ 4.1. [36] The presence of the multiline (ML) feature
was used to argue for a probable MnIIIMnIV or MnIIMnIII dimer in the
OEC before the topology of the OEC was established by XRD. [37] The
presence of 4 Mn ions in the OEC had been previously established by
stoichiometric studies ([38] and references therein). The observed ML
signal is consistent with both the high and low oxidation state paradigms
later established, which both contain potential MnIIIMnIV dimers (Figure
1.4).
Nuclear hyperfine anisotropy resolved within the OEC EPR signals
has important diagnostic value with respect to the coordination environ-
ment of Mn centres in the OEC, as the orientations and aspect ratios of
the hyperfine tensors are correlated with oxidation state and coordination
environment. As the anisotropic hyperfine response underdetermines
molecular geometry and electronic structure, a large number of credible
models accounting for the EPR response can be proposed. Neverthe-
less, the computational simulation of EPR spectra of candidate models
can be effectively used to test hypotheses regarding the oxidation states,
magnetic couplings and topology of the OEC (Chapter 6).
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1.2.5 Mn4CaO5 cofactor topology
Broadly, current understanding of the OEC oxo-metal cofactor indicates
the presence of an oxo-manganese heterocubane, with one metal vertex
substituted by a calcium ion and labelled manganese ions Mn1, Mn2 and
Mn3 constituting the remaining three vertices. Labelled oxygen atoms
O1, O2, O3 and O5 comprise the µ
3-oxo vertices of this cubane. The fourth
manganese—labelled Mn4—is connected to Mn3 via putative µ
2-oxo lig-
and O4 and via O5, which is of contentious bridging character, but which
is reasonably interpreted as a di-bridged ion pendant to the heterocubane.
The geometry of the cluster is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.5,
absent coordinating histidyl or carboxylate ligands and interstitial wa-
ters. Additionally, four putative µ-aqua ligands labelled W1, W2, W3 and
W4 coordinate the complex, with two coordinating Mn4 and completing
the octahedral coordination environment of this ion, and an additional
closely associated with the Ca ion. Crystallographic geometries of the
PSII OEC are presented in Figure 1.6, based on the 1.95 Å XFEL structure
of Suga, et al. [34]
1.2.6 Mn4CaO5 cofactor ligation
The Mn4CaO5 cofactor is ligated by a number of carboxylate and imidozyl
moieties donated by histidine, aspartate, glutamine and alanine residues.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration schematically representing the OEC Mn4CaO5
cofactor, and establishing the conventions used to define orientations of
the cluster. a) and b) Projections collinear with Ca/O3 axis with W3 and
W4 removed, from above and below, respectively. c) and d) Projections
approximately perpendicular to Ca/O3 axis, from the back and front,
respectively. The Ca/O3 axis has been designated the Z-axis on account of
it being approximately collinear with the normal plane of the thylakoid
membrane in vivo.
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Figure 1.6: Crystallographic geometries of the PSII OEC, based on the
X-ray structure provided by Suga, et al. [34]
This coordination is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.7.
1.2.7 Mn4CaO5 spin network
Each OEC cofactor contains 4 manganese nuclei in Kramers–Anderson
superexchange contact via multiple µn-oxo bridges, admitting a nontriv-
ial Heisenberg Hamiltonian and rich magnetic structure that evolves
over the course of the S-state cycle and is of important diagnostic value.
Briefly, Kramers–Anderson superexchange is the magnetic interaction
of ions that are bridged by a non-magnetic but spin-polarisable ligand.
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Mn1
Mn2
Mn3
Ca Mn4Glu189 Asp170
Glu354
Ala344
Asp342
Glu333His332
CP43 subunit
D1 subunit
Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of amino acids of D1 and CP43
polypeptides ligating the PSII OEC. All ligation occurs through sidechains
except for D1-Ala344, which is the C-terminus of the D1 subunit and
ligates via the α-carboxylate of the amino acid.
[39] The character and degree of the superexchange-mediated spin-spin
interaction is in part dependent on the precise geometry of the bridging
ligand with respect to the metal ions, however it is typically several orders
of magnitude larger than that which would be predicted for unbridged
cations. [40]
Mn3
Mn1
Mn2
Mn4
J12
J23
J13
J14
J34
Mn3
Mn1
Mn2
Mn4
J12
J23
J13
J34
a) b)
Figure 1.8: Representation of the magnetic coupling graph of the PSII
OEC, subsuming multiple potential superexchange pathways into Jij
couplings.
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Figure 1.9: Schematic representation of contributory Kramers–
Anderson superexchange pathways to spin-spin interactions in the OEC
Mn4CaO5 cofactor.
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1.2.8 Morphological differences between extant OEC
structures
Whilst being broadly consistent in gross structure with the 190 pm struc-
ture, the 195 pm PSII structure of Suga, et al. possesses a distinct coordi-
nation geometry of O5 with respect to the earlier structure. [34] Suga, et
al. note that the O5 position is somewhat biased towards Mn3 and Mn4
compared to the 190 pm structure, wherein O5 is more evenly associated
with Mn1, Mn3, Mn4 and Ca. The authors interpret this as potentially
indicating preferential photoreduction of Mn4 in the 190 pm structure.
h
The authors suggest that this provides some data on the relative suscepti-
bility of the Mn ions to reduction (specifically, Mn1 with respect to Mn4).
They indicate that this may be due to the relative solvent accessibility of
Mn4 (which has two binding sites for aqua ligands) with respect to Mn1,
which is coordinatively saturated with oxo-caps or peptide termini.
Suga, et al. point out commonality with computational and theoretical
results that produce preferential association of O5 with either Mn1 or
Mn4. [34]
hThis would suggest that while photodamage may be stochastic (albeit weighted
by the X-ray cross-sections of individual atoms), the oxidative flexibility of the Mn
ions act as a sort of attractor that could reasonably be expected to produce coherent
photodamage across independent OECs over the timescale of synchrotron irradiation.
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1.3 Artificial Photosynthesis
Artificial photosynthesis is the replication of key aspects of plant photo-
synthesis in artificial systems. This definition usually implies the harvest-
ing of solar photons to generate a redox potential catalysing a chemical
reaction germane to plant physiology, such as the oxidation of water the
reduction of protons, or the fixation of carbon dioxide associated with
plant respiration.
Artificial photosynthesis systems (artificial photosystems) are typically
most appealing if they are chemically simple, robust to photodamage and
other forms of degradation (potentially by recourse to self–repairing and
self-assembling behaviour) and are manufacturable with cheap, earth-
abundant materials. Earth-abundance refers to the abundance and facile
provenance of a material at or near the Earth’s surface. These desirable
properties of an artificial photosystem are most succinctly embodied in
the metaphor of the ‘artificial leaf’, a term popularised by Nocera, et al..
[41]
A candidate biomimetic catalyst will be synthetically straightforward
and robust with respect to a wide variety of environmental conditions
without requiring the delicate homœostasis of the intracellular environ-
ment that preserves the activity of PSII, nor the extensive self-repair
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2H2O
4H+
+
O2
sink
red.
ox. 4e
–
Figure 1.10: A generic water splitting catalytic cycle. red. and ox. rep-
resent reduced and oxidised forms of the catalytic species, related by
four-electron oxidation by an electron sink and four-electron reduction
by the oxidation of water. In the case of biological photosynthetic water
oxidation, the oxidation of the catalyst occurs in a step-wise rather than
concerted process.
framework required to recycle photodamaged subunits; neutron scatter-
ing studies [42] provide evidence of systematic conformational flexibility
in the PSII framework, indicative of maintenance activity beyond simple
immobilisation of the OEC. This would appear to recapitulate the rapid
photodamage, ejection, and de novo biosynthesis and reinsertion cycle of
the D1 subunit of PSII. [43]
Integral to the definition of a catalyst is the self–regeneration of the
catalytic species. Ideally (neglecting poisoning reactions) catalytic yield
does not rely on the relative stoichiometry of the catalytic species and
reactants, even if a sacrificial reducing agent, photoelectrode or external
electrical bias is required to regenerate the catalyst (Figure 1.10).
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1.4 Synthetic Water Oxidation Catalysts with
OEC-like Motifs
This section will introduce and briefly discuss two exemplary synthetic
water oxidation catalysts that possess noted structural similarity with the
PSII OEC. In each of the cases discussed, the irreducible water oxidising
component appears to be the presence of a redox-active polynuclear
oxo-bridged motif.
Figure 1.11: Representation of Mn and Co oxo-metal cubanes, pro-
duced from crystallographic coordinates published by Ruettinger, et al.
and Chakrabarty, et al. [44], [45] The embedded cubane motif has been
visually emphasised. a) A prototypical manganese oxo-metal cubane
of the form Mn4O4L6. L: η
1 :η1 bridging ligands, e.g. Ph2POO
– . b) A
prototypical cobalt oxo-metal cubane of the form Co4O4L4L
′
4. L: η
1:η1
bridging ligands, e.g. CH3COO
– , L′: monodentate ligands, e.g. NC5H5.
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1.4.1 The oxo-manganese heterocubane of Dismukes
and coworkers
Henceforth referred to as manganese cubium complexes, oxo-manganese
complexes of the form Mn4O4(R2PO2)6 bear an oxo-manganese hete-
rocubane motif (i.e. a cubane with alternating Mn and µ3-oxo caps.i The
coordination sphere of each Mn ion is completed by η1 : η1-bis(aryl)-
phosphinato ligation. This complex is known crystallographically in both
neutral and cationic forms, and a number of aryl ring functionalisations
have been described. [46]
The bis(p-methoxyphenyl)phosphinate-ligated form of this complex is
known to photocatalytically oxidise water when immobilised in a porous
nanostructured Nafionj substrate, at potentials as low as 0.8 V. [46] Whilst
strong analogy has been drawn between the oxo-cubane morphology of
this species and the OEC of PSII, it is contentious as to whether the
complex as crystallographically characterised is the catalytically active
form. To wit, Hocking, et al. have advanced the hypothesis—which they
support with X-ray scattering evidence—that the complex decomposes
into a Birnessite-like phase in situ.
Hocking, et al. note that the electro-oxidation products of both the
[Mn4O4L6]
+ cubane and the di-µ2-oxo bridged dinuclear OEC model
iThis motif may be considered as interpenetrating Mn4 and O4 tetrahedra.
jA cation exchange polymer.
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[(bipy)2MnO2Mn(bipy)2]
3+ generate the same EXAFS spectrum, and that
furthermore this spectra is nearly superimposable with the EXAFS spec-
tra of birnessite, todorokite, and to a lesser extent other manganese oxides,
but is not a good fit with the EXAFS spectrum of the unmodified cubane.
They draw parallels between the putative in situ catalyst and the amor-
phous cobalt–phosphate (Co−Pi) water oxidation catalyst of Lutterman,
et al. [47], [48]
Hocking, et al. also provide experimental evidence that the apparent
water oxidising activity of [MnIII/IV(µ−O)2(terpy)2(H2O)2]3+ is actually a
consequence of a similar decomposition in situ, which has important im-
plications with respect to ostensible correlations between heterogeneous
structural motifs and catalytic water oxidation. [49]
Birnessite is a manganese oxide mineraloid comprised of oxo-manganese
laminae with ideal stoichiometry MnO2, however in practice naturally
occuring birnessite contains nontrivial concentrations of water, non-
manganese counterions and other interferents. Birnessite rapidly accu-
mulates crystallographic defects in the form of oxygen vacancies and
proton-compensated manganese vacancies (also known as Rütschi de-
fects), with various permissible scenarios for functionalisation of these
defected sites. [50] The laminar structure of birnessite also offers a wide
variety of edge characteristics that may be of relevance to catalytic activity.
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1.4.2 Oxo-Cobalt Cubanes
Functionalised oxo-cobalt heterocubanes comprised of a Co4O4 oxo-metal
cubane core coordinated by four bridging carboxylates and four mon-
odentate O or N donors (e.g. Figure 1.11b) were identified by the group
of Das and coworkers as catalytic oxidants of a wide range of organic
species, such α-pinene, p-xylene, aromatic and aliphatic alcohols, and
ethylbenzene. [45], [51]–[55]
Complexes of this form consist of a heterocubane core with alternating
Co and O vertices. Four faces of the cubane are bridged by carboxylate
ligands coordinating pairs of cobalt ions in an η1 : η1 fashion via the
acetate oxygens, whilst the remaining two faces (on opposing sides of
the cubane) are capped with µ1-coordinating ligands such as pyridine or
methoxide.
Thereafter, McCool, et al. identified the complex Co4O4(CH3COO)4(py)4
as having putative catalytic activity as a water oxidant. Cyclic voltamme-
try suggests that the catalytic species in the water oxidation cycle exists as
the cationic form. [56] Catalytic water splitting activity has been observed
in this complex using a [Ru(bipy)3]
3+/2+ couple as a photosensitiser and
persulfate as a sacrificial oxidant. A similar cycle has been identified for
a polyoxotungstate with an adamantanoid oxo-ruthenium core complex
by Natali, et al. [57] Berardi, et al. have identified strongly divergent
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quantum efficiencies for the [Ru(bipy)3]
3+/2+/[S2O8]
2 – photocatalytic
cycle wherein the para- substituent of the bipyridine ligands is replaced
with other moieties such as OCH3, CH3,
tBu, Br, COOCH3, and CN. [58]
It is presumed that the neutral complex has an implicit electron con-
figuration of 4 × d6 arising from four CoIII ions, which in the low-spin
octahedral splitting regime gives rise to an obligate S = 0 electronic con-
figuration. One-electron oxidation of the molecule presumably results in
a d5,3×d6 configuration, whilst the 4-electron reduction of the cubane im-
plicitly necessary to dissociate electroneutral dioxygen from the molecule
suggests a final d electron configuration of d6,3 × d7 and a CoII3CoIII
valence configuration as the most parsimonious solution.
McAlpin, et al. have performed EPR and Electron-Nuclear Double
Resonance (ENDOR) simulation of the cationic form of this cubane, indi-
cating that the unpaired spin density arising from the cationic structure
is completely delocalised across the metal centres and µ3-oxo caps of
the molecule. Experimental ENDOR characterisation resolves a S = 12
ground state, with a high degree of consistency between experimental
and theoretical EPR and ENDOR results. [59] The result of complete
delocalisation of the unpaired spin in the cationic complex obtained by
McAlpin, et al. are consistent with unpublished exploratory results we
independently obtained on the complex at a BP86-D3/TZP-ZORA level
of theory in Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF). This delocalisation
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would appear to account for the lack of crystallographic distortion arising
from differential oxidation.
This complex bears a great deal of structural similarity with the
aforementioned oxo-manganese complex (§1.4.1), being comprised of
an oxo-cobalt cubane with alternating metal and µ3-oxo vertices. McCool,
et al. draw explicit analogy between cubane motifs of the form M4O4
where M is a 3d metal, and the Mn4CaO5 cofactor of the OEC.
1.5 Integrated Artificial Photosystems
Integration of a water oxidising catalyst into a functional device or pro-
cess is a prerequisite for viability as an industrial source of hydrogen.
Brimblecombe, et al. have recently realised an integrated package that
generates hydrogen gas from water without the application of external
bias, inspired in part by the dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) of Grätzel
and others. [60] The prior art of Grätzel, et al. in this domain must be
understood to derive a complete understanding of integrated artifical
photosystems and their likely future development trajectories.
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1.5.1 Dye-sensitised Solar Cells (DSSCs) / (Grätzel)
cells
Commonly referred to as Grätzel cells, DSSCs are a subset of organopho-
tovoltaic (OPV) cells. Such cells use photoexcitation of dye molecules to
promote electrons into the conduction band of supported TiO2 (titania)
nanoparticles. [61] These electrons diffuse into a transparent anode that
supports an electrical load. Electrons returning from the load are sup-
plied to a cathode at the rear of the cell. Electron recombination with
the oxidised dye molecules is prevented by competitive reduction via
a net reaction 3I– −−−→ I –3 + 2e– , which is a relatively rapid process.
[62] The process is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.12. A number
of alternative redox couples including CoIII(dbbip)2 −−−⇀↽−− CoII(dbbip)2
[63] and TEMPO+ −−−⇀↽−− TEMPO [64] have been developed, whilst the
development of viable ionic liquid [65] or solid state hole transport [66],
[67] substrates represents an important goal in making DSSC cells more
physically robust.
The microstructural properties of the TiO2 substrate are of great im-
portance in the enhancement of DSSC performance, with a large number
of structural parameters offering a number of dimensions of tuneability.
Enhancement of the surface area of mesoporous TiO2 increases the num-
ber of available sites for dye binding, whilst advances in the preparation
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Figure 1.12: Schematic representation of a dye-sensitised solar cell.
In a conventional DSSC, dye molecules are adsorbed to the surfaces of
individual TiO2 nanoparticles, contrarily represented here by discrete
layers.
of heterogeneous networks of semiconductor phases are anticipated to
give rise to new DSSC modalities or dramatically increased solar-electrical
conversion efficiency. [68]
Such cells bear arguable analogy to photosynthetic light harvesting
insomuch as they mobilise electrons via photoexcitation of a chromophore,
where conventional doped semiconductor solar cells operate on the basis
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of direct photoexcitation of semiconductor valence electrons. Electron
transport in the plant photosystems is achieved through multiple Chl
and carotene units in Van der Waals contact (for which there is evidence
of excitonic resonance energy transfer), [69] whereas in dye-sensitised
solar cells the dye molecules are directly adsorbed to TiO2 nanoparticles.
The use of a dye sensitiser carries two principal benefits over tradi-
tional doped semiconductor solar cells: there is no cut-off illuminance
behaviour due to slow recombination dynamics in comparison to the
3I– /I –3 couple (as such, the DSSC cells continue to operate under low
light conditions) and the dye absorption may be tuned to cover a much
larger effective spectral range than the TiO2(s) semiconductor bandgap
(typically 3.2 eV, [68] corresponding to a photon wavelength of ≈ 388 nm)
would permit, [70] with research continuing into near-infrared sensitivity.
Additionally, recent research in dye design has led to the develop-
ment of a number of all-organic dye molecules, [71] eschewing the use
of RuII based sensitisers, with clear implications for cost and environ-
mental friendliness. All-organic sensitiser species follow the D→ pi→A
structural principle. n→ pi∗ electron promotion from the photoexcited
electron-rich donor/antenna moiety D allows charge transfer through the
conjugated pi system to acceptor group A, which is generally covalently
bound to the semiconductor substrate. All-organic sensitiser-based solu-
tions are slightly less efficient than ruthenium-based dyes, however they
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have the potential to be significantly more cost efficient per Watt.
The use of a dye-sensitised microcrystalline phase as opposed to a
continuous amorphous or crystalline semiconductor phase facilitates the
construction of flexible DSSCs, as well as continuous fabrication tech-
niques. A criterion that may inform the desirability of a light harvesting
technology is the ability to manufacture the technology in a continuous
fashion, for instance by continuous extrusion or printing onto a sub-
strate. This manufacture methodology was pursued by the now defunct
Konarka technologies, who were able to achieve ‘roll-to-roll’ manufacture
of flexible organic photovoltaic (OPV) solar cells by repurposing existing
facilities. [72] The low specific power achieved by these devices is offset
by their very low dollar and energy cost of manufacture.
1.5.2 DSSC water photolysis
Water scission may be afforded by replacing the I –3 −−−⇀↽−− 3I– couple
of a dye-sensitised solar cell with oxidation of water on a suitable dye-
adsorbed substrate affording 2e– per H2O molecule. In the system [73]
of Mallouk, et al., the RuII-based sensitiser/linker units connected to
TiO2 nanoparticles also covalently bind IrO2 ·nH2O nanoparticles that
act as water oxidation substrates, with concomitant proton reduction at a
platinum cathode.
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Whilst demonstrably effective, this method of scission is hampered by
very low quantum yield (≈ 1%) and rapid degradation of the RuIII-bearing
oxidised dye in aqueous media (< 20 turnovers). [73] Quantum yield is
chiefly harmed by connective topology of the two types of nanoparti-
cle and linking dye molecule: a dye molecule must bridge both a TiO2
nanoparticle and an IrO2 ·nH2O nanoparticle for its excitation to actually
contribute to the photocurrent, whereas a dye molecule is 90–95% more
likely to only be bound to IrO2 ·nH2O. [73]
1.5.3 Tandem water-splitting cells
Directly inspired by the combined functionality of Photosystems I and
II, coupled DSSCs have been augmented to carry out photolytic water
scission. In this system, water oxidation occurs at a photoexcited WO3
substrate, wherein valence band holes oxidise water in a process essen-
tially analogous to the action of PSII. [70], [74] Conduction band electrons
from the WO3 substrate replenish the valence band of a dye-sensitised
TiO2(s) substrate, replacing the I
–
3 −−−⇀↽−− 3I– couple. Finally, conduction
band electrons from TiO2 reduce H
+ to H2, catalysing the net reaction
2H2O −−−→O2 + 2H2. Grätzel, et al., have drawn strong analogy between
the coupled WO3 water oxidation and TiO2 proton reduction systems
and the ‘Z-scheme’ model of photosystem electrochemistry.
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Similarly, Brimblecombe, et al. have recently reported the construction
of a dye-sensitised photoelectrochemical cell that carries out both water
oxidation and proton reduction without external bias (i.e. no voltage need
be applied). [60] In effect, this cell design combines the dye-sensitised
TiO2 concept of Grätzel and coworkers with the putative photoactive
Nafion–immobilised oxo-manganese cubane.
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The Wider Context 2
The idea of the future being
different from the present is so
repugnant to our conventional
modes of thought and behavior
that we, most of us, offer a great
resistance to acting on it in
practice.
John Maynard Keynes
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2.1 Photosynthesis in the Human World
2.1.1 Ecological Relevance
It is now uncontentious that global mean temperatures have increased
since the industrial revolution, concomitant with the widespread combus-
tion of fossil fuels and human activities and land use patterns associated
with industrialisation. There now also exists a strong evidentiary and
theoretical case for a causal relationship between human greenhouse gas
emissions and this increase in temperature. [75] Anthropogenic perturba-
tions to the global mean temperature are governed by and govern a richly
interconnected set of factors including but not limited to greenhouse
gas emissions (§2.1.1.1), planetary albedo, hydrological and cryospheric
cycling, atmospheric aerosols and cloud cover modulation, and oceanic
pH and dissoved gases. [76]–[82]
Factors which drive global mean temperature are known a ‘radiative
forcings’ and may be both positive or negative in direction. [83] The
second-order effects of this mean temperature increase on the planetary
climate are termed climate change. The effects of climate change may
include rapid (in geological terms) changes in the spatial extent of climate
regions, with attendant negative effects on land and ocean ecosystem
stability. [84], [85] Climate change may also induce sea level rise due to
the melting of glaciers, sea ice and ice sheets, and changes in extremal
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weather event patterns. [86]–[89]
The increase in global temperatures over the past hundred years is
amply illustrated by the Australian and global mean temperature anoma-
lies, depicted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. These figures depict
the difference (‘anomaly’) in mean annual temperature with respect to
a reference mean taken over a particular 30-year period, illustrating a
clear (albeit non-monotonic) increase in the annual mean temperature
anomaly with respect to their corresponding reference windows. Notably,
no part of Australia has exhibited a decrease in mean temperature with
respect to a 1910 reference. [90]
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Figure 2.1: Trends in Australian annual mean temperature anomaly
between 1910 and 2015, inclusive, with respect to reference interval be-
tween 1961 and 1990. Plot produced with data provided by the Australian
Government Bureau of Meteorology. [91]
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Figure 2.2: Trends in global annual mean land/ocean temperature
anomaly between 1910 and 2015, inclusive, with respect to reference
interval between 1951 and 1980. Plot produced with data provided by
the United States National Aeronautic and Space Administration Goddard
Institute for Space Studies. [92], [93]
2.1.1.1 The Greenhouse Effect
The greenhouse effect refers to the tendency for infrared-active molecules
(i.e. molecules possessing a fixed or inducible electric dipole momenta) to
absorb and scatter reflected solar radiation. [94] This effect traps some
portion of solar radiation that would otherwise be reflected directly back
into space, creating a relative increase in temperature (Figure 2.3). Mole-
cules that produce positive radiative forcings due to their participation
in a greenhouse effect are known as ‘greenhouse gases’. While the natural
greenhouse effect is responsible for Earth’s ability to support liquid water,
it is the case that a runaway greenhouse effect owing to a majority CO2
aThis includes species with permanent dipole moments such as H2O as well as
species that acquire a dipole moment due to vibrational motion such as CO2, but does
not include homodiatomic species such as N2, nor monatomic species such as Ar.
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atmosphere is also responsible for the intense surface temperature of the
planet Venus. [95]
Atmosphere
Earth Surface
Sun
Outer Space
atmospheric
albedo planetary
albedo
greenhouse
scattering
land/water
absorption
greenhouse
reabsorption
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the greenhouse effect on radi-
ation reflection, absorption, re-emission and scattering. Planetary and
atmospheric albedo is strongly dependent on the specific optical prop-
erties of regolith, plant life, cloud cover, atmospheric particulates, snow,
and other factors. Re-emission of solar radiation can be in the form of
prompt reflection as well as thermal re-emission.
Whilst the Earth’s carbon cycle involves large fluxes of carbon dioxide,
it is not until recently in Earth’s biogeochemical history that a large source
of excess CO2 has appeared in the form of a combustion byproduct of
fossil fuels, as well as other anthropogenic ‘process emissions’ such as
cement manufacture.b [97] These excesses contribute a large positive
bAlthough see [96] with respect to unintentional sequestration of CO2 by cement
carbonation.
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radiative forcing that accounts in climate models for much of the afore-
mentioned observed mean temperature increase. Global atmospheric CO2
concentrations, measured historically through ice core data and contem-
porarily through direct atmospheric sampling, have increased sharply in
the wake of human industrialisation (Figure 2.4). The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) nominates the dramatic increase in
atmospheric concentration of CO2 since the industrial revolution as the
largest contributor to radiative forcing. [98]
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Figure 2.4: Trends in historic atmospheric CO2 concentration between
approximately 13 CE to 2015 inclusive, derived from ice core and atmo-
spheric sampling. [99], [100] The 280 ppm pre-industrial CO2 level and
400 ppm milestone are indicated in grey. Deseasonalised Keeling curve of
in situ atmospheric CO2 data between 1959 and 2015 is overlaid in red.
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2.1.2 Economic and Geopolitical Relevance
2.1.2.1 Climate and Complex Societies
The United States Department of Defense has identified climate change-
related effects (‘[...] recurring conditions of flooding, drought, and higher
temperatures [...]’, ‘[m]ore frequent and/or more severe extreme weather
events [...]’, ‘[s]ea level rise [...]’ and ‘[d]ecreases in Arctic ice cover[...]’)
as potential hazards to international security due to the second-order
effects of these phenomena on the stability of complex societies and
economies. [101] This judgment comports with the opinion of the United
States National Intelligence Council, which identifies the confluence
of food, water, and energy security concerns in the context of climate
change as a ‘megatrend’ with ‘[...] far-reaching effects on global develop-
ment [...]’, and notes the particular sensitivity of developing economies
to climate change-related stressors. [102] The World Health Organisa-
tion has predicted significant excess mortality and morbidity due to a
variety of public health issues exacerbated by climate change between
2030–2050—particularly in the developing world—even when public
health improvement projections are considered. [103] It is anticipated
that so-called ‘urban micro-climates’/‘heat islands’ are likely to exacerbate
the local effects of climate change in many cities. [104]
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2.1.2.2 Fossil Fuels and Geopolitical Stability
The price of oil is highly responsive to supply, demand, discovery of
economically viable petrochemical deposits, technological development,
and sociopolitical contingencies. With this in mind, access to affordable
oil is a sine qua non of energy security, and thereby economic prosperity
and national security. In Merrigan’s 1975 survey [105] of projections of
energy usage in the United States of America for the year 2000, the author
pointed out the inherently gloomy prospect of forecasting 25 years into
the future, where even the marked nonlinearities of supply, demand and
population are clearly subordinated to unknowable geopolitical crises.
To illustrate this, Merrigan points out the 1973–74 energy crisis (induced
by embargoes on the United States in response to its support for Israel
in the aftermath of the 1973 Arab–Israeli war, leading U.S. oil prices to
quadruple), [106] however he could not have anticipated the much larger
crash in U.S. oil imports in 1979, nor the veritable phase shift in U.S. do-
mestic oil production in the mid-2000s, nor the collection of smaller
perturbations in oil imports that can be attributed to various wars in the
Middle East (Figure 2.5). Regardless of these crises, net petrochemical
imports in the United States approximately doubled between 1975 and
2005, representing an average increase in imports of over 87 kL per day.
The past century has borne out a pervasive pattern of international
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chicanery, malfeasance and even warfare on the part of many nations
in their respective quests for energy security. The case has been made
that World War I was in fact substantially a war for control over access
to Mesopotamian oil required to power European navies. [107] Energy
security has been explicated as a casus belli in U.S. foreign policy. [108]
The notion that the 2003 invasion of Iraq by the United States was a ‘war
for oil’ is too ubiquitous to attribute. Ironically, the 1979 oil crisis was
precipitated by the Iranian Revolution, overthrowing a government that
was installed by the United States for reasons of oil access. This was done
in part to forestall Soviet involvement in the same nation, for the same
reasons. [109], [110]
Desire for access to Kuwaiti oil was a direct cause of the Iraqi inva-
sion of Kuwait in 1991, accompanied by the undercutting of the Iraqi
economy by Kuwaiti exports and the allegation that Kuwait had improp-
erly removed U.S. $2.4B (approximately U.S. $4.4B in 2016) [111] of oil
from the contentious Rumaila oilfield straddling the Kuwait–Iraq border,
potentially with the assistance of directional drilling technology. [112]
The ignition of Kuwaiti oilfields and the destruction of wellheads during
the Iraqi retreat from Kuwait precipitated an ecological disaster that was
identified by Carl Sagan as having the potential to trigger climatic effects
akin to nuclear winter. [113] This is not to single out the Middle East as an
energy security arena; the calculus of energy realpolitik is an international
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phenomenon and multipolar exclusive economic zone (EEZ) claims in the
South China Sea and Timor Sea—driven in large part by suboceanic petro-
chemical wealth—represent a continuing source of tension and intrigue.
[114]–[116]
It is an uncontroversial and even mundane observation that nations
are willing to violate national sovereignty and go to war over access to
fossil fuels. Therefore, energy independence takes on an additional moral
dimension directly measurable in the destruction of nations.
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Figure 2.5: Trends in oil import and export in the United States of Amer-
ica between 1972 and February 2017. Data has been deseasonalised by
means of a rolling average filter with a 12-month window. Data obtained
from the United States Energy Information Agency. [117]
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2.1.3 Renewable and Non-Renewable Energy and The
Environmental Burden of Extraction
Oil, coal, and natural gas are considered to be non-renewable resources as
they are generated on geological timescales by metamorphism of buried
biological matter. Similarly, radionuclides relevant to fission power gener-
ation are remnants of supernova nucleosynthesis and daughter isotopes
thereof and are therefore not renewable. This stands in contrast with a
number of other energy resources which are considered renewable be-
cause of their short regeneration timescales (e.g. hydroelectric, biomass,
bioethanol), because they are functionally unlimited under current usage
patterns (e.g. wave power, geothermal, wind, and speculatively 2H/3H
nuclear fusion [118]), or because human activity cannot actually affect
supply (solar).c Indeed, oil and coal deposits represent the fixation of
ancient solar energy and human industrial activity represents a mas-
sive discharge of this stored energy (see for instance the perspective of
Schramski, et al. [120]).
The spectre of petrochemical depletion is a source of considerable
concern, with Miller and Sorrel suggesting that there exists a ‘growing
consensus that the era of cheap oil has passed’ [121] Scholarly discussion
cThe Sun will continue to produce solar radiation until well after the Earth is
incapable of supporting liquid water due to stellar evolution, approximately 1 billion
years hence. [119]
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of the concept now known as ‘peak oil’ was first undertaken by Hubbert
within the context of domestic U.S. oil production, [122] however the
dynamic of resource discovery and exploitation that Hubbert describes
is generalisable across the globe and with respect to other mineralogical
resources, under the assumption that these resources are functionally
non-renewable. The trends of progressive resource recovery under the
conditions of diminishing returns have a characteristic profile known as
the Hubbert curve, represented in Figure 2.6. Localised depletion curves
for national oil reserves ([123] and references therein) have approximated
the Hubbert trend and it is a reasonable inference that global production
will recapitulate historical behaviour.
Miller and Sorrel indicate that progressive petrochemical depletion—
manifesting as unacceptable deficits in cheap energy supply—will mo-
tivate ‘discovery and enhanced recovery of conventional oil [...] and the
development of ‘non-conventional’ resources such as oil sands’. [121] Ex-
pansion of petrochemical exploration as well as enhanced recovery and
recovery of non-conventional sources have troubling environmental im-
plications due to the capacity of these methods to intrude into natural
and human environments in unexpected and potentially harmful ways.
Emblematic of these concerns is the practice of hydraulic fracturing
(‘fracking’), an enhanced recovery technique originally developed in the
19th century that has gained popularity in recent years for exploitation of
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hard-to-get oil and gas deposits, notably in the United States.d Fracking
has been implicated in groundwater contamination and induced seismic-
ity. [124], [125] Similarly, the exploitation of oil sands has raised serious
environmental and health concerns due to a combination of chemical dis-
ruption, intrinsic greenhouse gas emission,e and the ecological footprint
of extraction facilities. [126], [127] Concerning expansion of petrochem-
ical discovery, interest in Arctic oil and natural gas has sharply spiked
in the last decade due to the inference of large, unexplored suboceanic
reserves. [128] Development of this region poses serious questions for the
regional environment. Antarctica is also known to possess (difficult to
obtain) fossil fuel reserves, however it is protected by the Madrid Protocol
from development until at least 2048. [129], [130]
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Figure 2.6: Prototypical Hubbert curve, comprised of a series of sequen-
tial discoveries represented by skew normal distributions, decreasing in
size by 20% each time. After Bentley, et al. [123]
dThe United States Environmental Protection Agency nominates approximately
275,000 hydraulically fractured wells drilled between 2000–2013. [124]
eAlthough high uncertainties exist in the total greenhouse impact of oil sand extrac-
tion with respect to conventional sources, see [126].
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2.2 Hydrogen Economies
As pointed out by Romm in reference to Bockris, the notion of a hydrogen
economy is distinguishable into two distinct and largely non-overlapping
components: the generation of hydrogen in a renewable fashion, and
its storage, transport and eventual combustion. [131] These two compo-
nents comprise the two halves of a conservative and at least potentially
carbon-neutral economic cycle, however either can be developed and
operated independently of the other. Anecdotally, there appears to be
a widespread belief that most of the world’s hydrogen is produced by
photovoltaic-driven electrolysis of water (i.e. ‘brine electrolysis’/‘alkaline
electrolysis’). Whilst this particular modality is at least physically plau-
sible for the generation of hydrogen at scale (recall the Downs process
for production of chlorine, or the electrolysis of molten fluxed alumina to
produce aluminium, at massive energetic expense), [132] it is not the case
that much hydrogen is at present generated this way. Rather, most of the
world’s hydrogen production comes from the steam reforming of fossil
methane, through a process that necessarily produces oxides of carbon.
Therefore, most of the world’s hydrogen production is neither carbon
neutral, nor renewable.
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2.3 Inadequacy of contemporary hydrogen
generation methods as bases for a
hydrogen economy
The two principal industrial methods of hydrogen generation are catalytic
decomposition of petrochemicals (the steam reforming process) and brine
electrolysis. These methods are inadequate for supporting a hydrogen
fuel economy within the context presented previously.
2.3.1 Steam reforming
This process [133] uses a heterogeneous, nickel-promoted cycle to pro-
duce hydrogen gas from a hydrocarbon (generally methane, however
the process is adaptable to a wide variety of olefins) through reaction
with steam (Equations 2.1, 2.2). The initial reaction generates H2 and
CO, whilst subsequent reaction with steam generates further H2 and
oxidises CO to CO2. The reaction requires considerable gage pressure
and temperature (≈1025 K to 1075 K, 0.3 MPa to 2.5 MPa) to drive the
oxidation.
CH4(g) + H2O(g)
T, P−−−−−→
Ni cat.
3H2(g) + CO2(g) (2.1)
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CO(g) + H2O(g)
(1) 625 K−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(2) 465−485 K H2(g) + CO2(g) (2.2)
Reforming can also be performed as a partial oxidation with stoichiometrically-
controlled O2. This process (Equation 2.3) yields CO which can be
likewise be oxidised via the water-gas shift reaction to yield further
CO2 and H2.
2CH4(g) + O2(g) −−−→ 4H2(g) + 2CO(g) (2.3)
Ultimately, all forms of the steam reforming process result in the
generation of CO2 or CO, both of which are implicated in radiative forc-
ing. [134] Furthermore, this route generally requires a non-renewable
petrochemical feedstock. Improvement of steam reforming technology is
considered an intermediate step to a hydrogen economy. It is estimated
that 45% of global industrial hydrogen generation is via steam methane
reforming, whilst a variety of other methods including coal and biomass
gasification or pyrolysis effectively reduce to steam reforming of cracked
olefins. [135] It is estimated that 95% of all hydrogen gas production in
the United States can be ultimately attributed to steam reforming. [136]
The generation of hydrogen through in situ steam or heterogeneous
catalytic reforming of methanol and other alcohols has been identified as
a potential method for fuelling hydrogen-powered motor vehicles [137] as
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well as for on-demand generation of fuel hydrogen down to microfluidic
scales. [138] Despite the very high mass energy density [139] of molecular
hydrogen (140 MJ ·kg−1 / 280 kJ ·mol−1), this is a non-ideal medium for
energy storage. Methanol is significantly more convenient to handle than
hydrogen as it is a liquid at standard temperature and pressure (STP) and
thus does not require cryogenic or high pressure storage. [140] Moreover,
molecular hydrogen is known to cause several forms of metal degradation
through lattice percolation, further complicating storage and handling.
A variety of methods for the storage of molecular H2 are being investi-
gated; these include clathration, [141] physisorption onto graphene or
fullerenes [142], [143] and adsorption to (or percolation into) a suitable
metal matrix.f Additionally, facile release of H2 from hydrides is being
explored. [146]
2.3.2 Direct Electrolysis
Whilst direct electrolysis of water represents a relatively minor source of
industrial H2, it is noteworthy in that its fundamental electrochemical
reactions (Equations 2.4, 2.5) do not evolve CO2. Under mild conditions,
fPalladium is capable of reversibly sequestering large quantities of hydrogen,
however economic considerations preclude its use in automotive fuel storage. [144]
Nevertheless, economic mining of platinum group metals such as palladium from cer-
tain classes of near-Earth objects that have not undergone gravitational fractionation
in the same way that Earth has may prove technically and economically feasible in the
intermediate future. [145]
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this reaction demands a redox potential of ≈1.2 V, however the anode re-
action (Equation 2.5) proceeds very slowly at this potential. At 573 K the
reaction proceeds at 1.0 V, [147] whilst electrolysis of steam at tempera-
tures as high as 1273 K has been proposed as a highly efficient electrolysis
regime (so called High Temperature Electrolysis (HTE)). In this modality,
the water heating source is typically a nuclear reactor, which Yildiz, et al.
indicate ‘necessitate materials development and intricate design requirements
for integrated plant layouts’. [148] Such technologies are related to the spec-
ulative nuclear-assisted generation of hydrogen through chemical cycles
at very high temperatures (§2.4.2). Sigurvinsson, et al. also demonstrate a
credible hypothetical cycle exploiting geothermal energy in concert with
an advanced heat exchanger system. [149]
At potentials above ≈1.9 V, oxidation of chloride becomes a com-
petitive reaction. Whilst this is an intended end product of brine elec-
trolysis (Eq. 2.6), chlorine may constitute an unwanted environmental
pollutant in water scission processes. Conversely, the performance en-
velope of PSII is approximately invariant with regards to overpotential
(≈ 1000 kat ·mol−1). [150]
4H+(aq) + 4e
− −−−→ 2H2(g) (2.4)
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2H2O(l) −−−→ 4H +(aq) + O2(g) + 4e− (2.5)
This reaction is thermodynamically disfavoured, and must be driven
with an electric potential. The source of this electricity ultimately de-
termines the greenhouse potential and sustainability of this process.
Alternatively, hydrogen may be generated through brine electrolysis [151]
(evolving H2 and Cl2) as a secondary product of the chlor-alkali and mer-
cury amalgam cell processes, with the net reaction given in Equation 2.6.
The mercury amalgam process is not environmentally friendly due to its
cycling of large amounts of Na/Hg amalgam, which inevitably escapes
the cell in some quantity over time (e.g. the Ontario Minimata disease
tragedy of 1970 [152]).
2NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) −−−−−−−→2.9-4.2 V H2(g) + NaOH(aq) + Cl2(g) (2.6)
Assuming that solutes do not act as interferents in a photolytic cycle,
water represents a functionally unlimited feedstock, as the product of
hydrogen combustion is water.
2.4 Speculative modalities
There exist a number of intriguing water splitting modalities that have
not been developed in an economically meaningful sense. In the case of
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high-temperature thermolytic, electrolytic or electrochemical processes,
these methods pose extraordinary process engineering challenges. Metal
oxidation processes are more likely to be of relevance to in situ hydrogen
demands.
2.4.1 Thermolysis
At temperatures above approximately 2000 K at 100 kPa water vapour
becomes thermodynamically unstable, and at approximately 3500 K the
equilibrium molar fraction of H2(g) is maximised (at around 0.2). [153]
Therefore, in this (extreme) temperature regime, direct thermolysis of
water vapor becomes feasible. However, thermolytically generating and
separating H2 from a superheated mixture of O2, hydroxide, and atomic
oxygen and hydrogen poses engineering and safety challenges that have
left the field relatively fallow. [154]
2.4.2 Nuclear/Electrochemical Water Splitting
There exist a number of speculative hydrogen generation techniques that
leverage the high temperature of a nuclear reactor in either an electrolytic,
thermolytic, or electrochemical cycle. These techniques are not commeri-
cal sources of hydrogen production, and the coupling of water scission
reactions to the operation of a very high temperature nuclear reactor
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poses extraordinary process and materials engineering challenges.
2.4.2.1 Westinghouse Sulfur Cycle
The Westinghouse cycle is water oxidation cycle that achieves hydrogen
production at voltages as low as 170 mV. This process was developed
in the 1970s by the Westinghouse Corporation. It consists of two steps,
enumerated in Equations 2.7 and 2.8. In the first step, sulfuric acid is
decomposed into water, oxygen, and sulfur dioxide. In the second step,
sulfur dioxide assists electrochemical water oxidation in an electrolyser,
regenerating sulfuric acid and producing dihydrogen. [155], [156]
H2SO4(g)
>1000K−−−−−−→
cat.
H2O(g) + SO2(g) +
1
2
O2(g) (2.7)
2H2O(l) + SO2(aq) −−−−−→0.17V H2(g) + H2SO4(aq) (2.8)
The Westinghouse cycle requires high temperatures and pressures
for efficient reduction of intermediate SO3, cited by Farbman as up to
approximately 1140 K and 2 MPa. Therefore, the Westinghouse cycle was
envisioned as being likely coupled to a high-temperature nuclear fission
reaction, with the attendant process and materials engineering challenges
this entails. [156] Jomard, et al. cite the oil shocks of the 1970s and
1980s (discussed in §2.1.2) as temporary impetus for research in this
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area. [157] They further indicate that interest in the Westinghouse cycle
has been recently reignited in light of contemporary energy security and
global warming concerns, although the cycle does not appear to have
been commercially implemented to date.
2.4.2.2 Sulfur-Iodine cycle
The Sulfur-Iodine cycle is a thermochemical hydrogen production cycle
that involves reaction of water with I2 and SO2 to generate HI and H2SO4,
which are then thermalised to produce H2 and O2, respectively. The
essential chemical reactions of the cycle are given in Equations 2.9–2.11.
Similarly to the Westinghouse cycle, the high temperatures required for
thermolysis of HI and H2SO4 are intended to be provided by a nuclear
reactor. [158]
2H2O(l) + SO2(g) + I2(l) −−−→H2SO4(aq) + 2HI(aq) (2.9)
2HI(aq) −−−−−→≈775K I2(aq) + H2(g) (2.10)
H2SO4(aq) −−−−−−→≈1125K + H2O(g) + SO2(g) +
1
2
O2(g) (2.11)
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2.4.3 Metal oxidation
Hydrogen may be produced by the oxidation of a metal by water. For
instance, the reaction of sodium with water is given in Equation 2.12.
2Na(s/l) + 2H2O(l) −−−→ 2NaOH(aq) + H2(g) (2.12)
Reactions of this sort have been proposed for in situ generation of hy-
drogen from water. [159] The requirement for a reduced, non-passivated
and sufficiently reactive metal such as powdered aluminium generally
implies an energetically expensive metal refinement process, which rep-
resents the fixed energy source. With reference to earlier discussion of
nuclear-assisted hydrogen generation modalities, the high-temperature
reaction of water with the zirconium alloy Zircaloy within nuclear re-
actors is an unintended and potentially dangerous source of explosive
hydrogen generation, constituting the failure mode of the Fukushima
Daiichi power plant biological shields in 2011, as well as being responsi-
ble for an explosion during the Three Mile Island accident of 1979. [160],
[161]
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2.5 Conclusion
Combustion of fossil fuels is a leading contributor to anthropogenic
climate change, the impacts of which are likely to be substantially dis-
ruptive to society and its environment in the near and extended future.
Concomitantly, dwindling petrochemical reserves are both national secu-
rity assets and liabilities, and the increasing attractiveness of extracting
nonconventional sources poses ecological concerns in and of itself.
The construction of a hydrogen economy is a plausible route away
from dependence on fossil fuels and thereby long-term energy security
and reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. Nevertheless, contemporary
hydrogen generation methods are not fit for purpose on account of either
requiring fossil fuels as feedstocks or requiring an external energy source
to effect water splitting. Artificial photosynthesis, as introduced in Chap-
ter 1, has the potential to yield intrinsically solar-powered water splitting
cycles, thereby achieving hydrogen production in a carbon-neutral capac-
ity.
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Mathematics would certainly
have not come into existence if
one had known from the
beginning that there was in
nature no exactly straight line,
no actual circle, no absolute
magnitude.
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche
3.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to give a brief overview of computational chemistry,
the chief subdivisions of the field, and the situation of methods relevant
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to the publications presented in this thesis within the field as a whole.
Particular focus will be directed to Density Functional Theory (DFT), key
principles and vocabulary of the theory, and the features of contemporary
practical computational chemistry implementations.
Computational chemistry is the discipline of solving chemical prob-
lems by means of computational algorithms. Multiple distinct subdisci-
plines exist, although a wide degree of overlap can exist between these
disciplines due to the desirability of coupling differing levels of com-
putational abstraction together for a variety of real-world problems. A
principal distinction between computational methods in chemistry is
whether or not explicit treatment of electronic structure is undertaken.
This is to say that computational chemistry can be divided into classi-
cal models, which neglect explicit treatment of electronic structure, and
quantum mechanical (QM) models, which explicitly solve approxima-
tions of the Schrödinger wave equation. An abridged schematic of how
computational chemistry methodologies relate to each other is provided
in Figure 3.1.
The Schrödinger equation HˆΨ = EΨ , whilst exactly describing the en-
ergy of the stationary states of a quantum-mechanical system, is formally
insoluble for the majority of molecular species that a chemist may be in-
terested in, on account of those problems being many-body problems. [162]
Specifically, analytic (or exactly convergent) solutions to the Schrödinger
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MM/MD QM/MM QM
semiempirical Hartree–Fock
DFT
post-HF
bridge paradigmssemi-classical electronic structure
neglect other terms neglect correlation model correlation
coarse-grained
non-atomistic
functional XC
Figure 3.1: An abridged overview of relationships between classes
of computational chemistry methods. Whilst DFT is technically a post-
Hartree–Fock method, it is unusual in that it approximates the exchange
and correlation interactions as a functional of the electron density.
equation do not exist for more than a handful of species containing more
than two particles, and those solutions that are known are limited to
species for which analytic knowledge of electronic properties is of niche
value (e.g. H +2 , [163] He
0, and isoelectronic homologues ([164] and ref-
erences therein)), and in which certain symmetries can be exploited to
reduce the problems in question to effective two-body problems. This
intractability necessitates the development of approximate numerical
solutions to the Schrödinger equation. At present many such methods
exist, offering a hierarchy of relative accuracy and computational expense
to theoreticians. Electronic structure methods exist which are suitable for
the time-efficient simulation of systems containing tens of electrons to
those containing a few hundred atoms.
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Classical models, on the other hand, typically neglect explicit model-
ing of the electronic structure of a molecule in favour of heuristics that are
significantly simpler to compute. These methods permit the simulation
of much larger structures, typically consisting of thousands to millions of
atoms. Time-dependent classical models, known as Molecular Dynamics
(MD), may be used to model the time evolution and ensemble dynamics
of proteins and other large molecular or supramolecular systems under
some thermostat. [165] There also exist electronic structure methods
amenable to calculating the time-evolution of molecular structure (no-
tably, the Car–Parrinello method, which integrates DFT with MD [166])
however these methods are of niche interest at present.
3.2 Practical Computational Considerations
3.2.1 Processor Speed and Memory
The ability to perform electronic structure and other chemical calcu-
lations is strongly limited by the clock speed of computer processors.
CPU transistor counts have increased in an approximately exponential
fashion since the 1970s, [167] however CPU clock speeds have stagnated
since around the year 2000, and transistor count alone is not a good
proxy for computational power. Nevertheless, parallel computing has
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allowed aggregate performance of supercomputer facilities to grow in an
approximately exponential fashion, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Modern
supercomputer facilities typically possess tens of thousands of processors
and act as elastic computing resources for a large number of concurrent
users. Therefore, it is non-trivial to assess the size of chemical systems
that can be currently simulated at any given level of theory on extant
hardware, as this is contingent on the resources allocated to particular
problems out of a typically much larger pool of computational resources.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of peak processing power of #1 ranked su-
percomputer over time. Note the logarithmic scale. Derived from data
obtained from TOP500 supercomputer index. 1 TFlop/s equals one tril-
lion floating point operations performed per second. [168]
Additionally, computational chemistry in general places extraordinary
demands on memory capacity and speed, with even small electronic
structure calculations typically requiring several gigabytes of RAM. The
price of RAM has followed a negative exponential trend since the 1960s,
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permitting the economic construction of workstations containing tens of
gigabytes of RAM and supercomputers containing terabytes to petabytes
of RAM (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Prices of RAM over time, based on data provided by J.C.
McCallum. [169] Prices are not adjusted for inflation. A spurious (out of
order) datapoint was elided for December 1988.
3.2.2 Parallelism
The development of efficiently parallelised algorithms has been a con-
siderable boon to computational chemistry. Parallelism, in this context,
refers to the subdivision of a computational problem into smaller parts
that can be computed simultaneously on a computer with more than
one processor, a computer with hyperthreading capability,a or multiple
discrete computers connected by some form of network, such as a local
aHyperthreading refers to the ability of a single processor running a thread to
allocate unused portions of the core to a second thread dynamically.
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area networkb or a wide area network such as the Internet (a generic
cluster topology is illustrated in Figure 3.4). By dividing a computational
problem into multiple subtasks, that problem can be completed in a
shorter time. As described in §3.2.1, most contemporary supercomputers
are composed of a cluster of discrete computers (termed ‘compute nodes’),
each capable of multi-core parallelism. Whilst parallel algorithms must
necessarily benefit over serial algorithms to justify their existence, the pro-
vision of additional processors to a parallel task typically demonstrates
diminishing returns informed by Amdahl’s Law, due to the existence of
rate limiting steps in the algorithm that are inamenable to parallelism.
[171] Nevertheless, in the absence of parallel computing, the majority of
problems currently of consequence in computational chemistry would be
infeasible.
3.3 Molecular Mechanics / Molecular
Dynamics
Molecular Mechanics (MM) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) describe the
structure and time-evolution, respectively, of molecules and supramolecu-
lar structures. MM/MD methods typically imply an eschewal of rigorous
treatment of electronic structure at a quantum-mechanical level. Rather,
bComprising a so-called Beowulf cluster. [170]
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Figure 3.4: A schematic illustration of a compute cluster operating over
a local area network. The cluster is comprised of 2 compute nodes, each
possessing 2 CPU packages containing 4 cores each.
these methods rely on Newtonian dynamics and structural heuristics
such as Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) theory to approxi-
mate the expected behaviour of molecules. However, the relative speed
with which molecular structures and forces can typically be evaluated
in MD calculations with respect to Quantum Mechanics (QM) methods
enables the evaluation of long-term non-equilibrium behaviour of chem-
ical systems, such as membrane dynamics, diffusive processes, peptide
folding, and ensemble dynamics thereof (e.g. [172]). The facile nature of
parallelism of molecular dynamics calculations permits deployment of
MD codes in a massively parallel, heterogeneous and distributed fashion.
Perhaps the best known example of this paradigm is the Folding@Home
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project of Pande and coworkers. Folding@Home leverages the compu-
tational resources of up to 100,000 personal computers worldwide in
the form of a screensaver or background client that performs individual
trajectories of ensemble dynamics simulations of protein folding. The
aggregate computing power of Folding@Home (20.9 PFLOPS) is almost
two-thirds of that of Tianhe-2 (33.9 PFLOPS), the world’s peak supercom-
puting facility as of 2015. [173], [174]
In addition to being amenable to distributed computing deployment,
Molecular Mechanics (MM)/MD problems have been historically rea-
sonably easy to parallelise on General Purpose processing on Graphical
Processing Units (GPGPU) architectures such as Nvidia Compute Uni-
fied Device Architecture (CUDA) [175] and OpenCL. These technologies
leverage the massively parallel vector processing architecture of modern
graphical processing units and other similar coprocessors (such as Intel’s
Xeon Phi accelerator) to confer considerable acceleration of execution of
amenable problems. [176] Development of electronic structure method
implementations on GPGPU architectures has lagged considerably be-
hind innovations in accelerated MM/MD.
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) exist which imple-
ment molecular dynamics algorithms in hardware. An example of this
is the anton and anton2 architectures, which reflect the spatial rela-
tionships of MD simulations in the topology of the processor itself. [177]
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Additionally, molecular dynamics algorithms have been successfully im-
plemented in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Particularly, Gu
and Herbordt have successfully implemented multigrid-based compu-
tation of non-covalent MD interactions to FPGA hardware, delivering
nearly an order of magnitude speedup with respect to a modern 2.8 GHz
CPU despite the much lower clock frequency used (75 MHz). [178] Such
hardware implementations—whilst requiring application-specific hard-
ware and expressing hard-coded algorithms—can potentially provide
considerable acceleration of calculations and dramatic improvements in
energy efficiency per cycle. [179] Hardware-based implementations of
quantum-mechanical levels of theory have lagged considerably behind
either GPGPU or FPGA implementations of Newtonian mechanics/dy-
namics, however some progress has been made towards the implementa-
tion of density functional theory methodologies in hardware. Particularly,
Wielgosz and coworkers have described a FPGA implementration of the
exchange-correlation potential calculation that confers significant advan-
tages in compute time and energy efficiency with respect to conventional
implementations. [180], [181] however commercial products incorporat-
ing these innovations are not forthcoming as of 2017.
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3.4 Coarse-Grained Dynamics
Coarse-grained dynamics refers to molecular and supramolecular dynam-
ics wherein multiple atoms (potentially large chunks of a molecule or
entire molecules) are replaced with rigid or soft bodies that approximate
the bulk characteristics of the atoms they subsume.c Such simulations
are positioned to straddle the space between atomistic models of matter
and the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) or fluid mechanic models that
characterise macroscopic materials. The consolidation of multiple atoms
into blocks with reduced or frozen internal degrees of freedom is a notion
that shares similarity with the Mobile Block Hessian (MBH) formalism
(Chapter 7) and allied methods. These techniques freeze ‘uninteresting’
blocks of atoms to simplify QM calculations of vibrational structure and
therefore infrared absorption spectra.
3.5 Electronic Structure Methods
Electronic structure methods are those methods in computational chem-
istry which seek to model the structure and properties of atoms, molec-
ules and materials at the level of nuclear-nuclear, electron-nuclear and
electron-electron interactions. Electronic structure methods typically
cSee for instance the work of the NIH Theoretical and Computational Biophysics
Group for representative research, [182]
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reduce to variations on determining the electronic wavefunction of a
particular molecule. The quantum-mechanical description demanded by
electronic structure methods typically means that electronic structure cal-
culations are orders of magnitude more computationally expensive (both
in terms of time and memory requirements) than methods leveraging
classical mechanics, on an atom-for-atom basis.
3.5.1 The Variational Principle
The variational principle in quantum mechanics is the principle that
in a quantum chemical formalism, an arbitrary trial wavefunction Ψtrial
is guaranteed to have an associated energy Etrial ≥ E0, where E0 is the
true ground state wavefunction. [183] Therefore, given multiple trial
wavefunctions, the wavefunction with the lower associated energy is a
closer approximant of the true ground-state wavefunction and energy.
This convergent character therefore makes numerical solutions to the
Schrödinger equation amenable to systematic gradient descent towards
some minimum. Density functional theory is a variational theory, as
proven by the second Hohenberg–Kohn theorem. [184]
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3.5.2 Geometry Optimisation, Transits and Transition
State searches
The iterative approach to solving the electronic energy of a particular
chemical system can be coupled with a gradient descent of the potential
energy (hyper)surface (PES) associated with internuclear distances and
other geometric parameters in a molecule. Minimisation of internuclear
forces in a molecule represents the location of minima on the PES, whilst
the location of first-order saddle points on the PES represent transition
states between minima. Systematic variation of a particular geometric
parameter (for instance, the dihedral angle of a rotable bond) is referred
to as a ‘transit’, and can be used to probe the shape of low-dimensional
sections through the PES. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.5.
3.5.3 Density Functional Theory
DFT is a mean field theory of electronic structure that approximates the
Schrödinger wave equation. Perdew, et al. describe the method as ‘[...]
now central to most electronic structure calculations in quantum chemistry
and condensed matter physics[...]’. [185] Rather than being a many-body
solution of n interacting electrons, DFT formulates n one-electron wave-
functions interacting with a mean electron density. Dynamical interac-
tions between electrons in the form of electron exchange and correlation
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Figure 3.5: Generic illustration of a periodic potential energy surface
as a function of two variables v1 and v2. a) Gradient descent pathway
on potential energy surface associated with geometry optimisation. b)
Gradient ascent pathway on potential energy surface to locate first-order
saddle point, i.e. a transition state search. c) Evaluation of 1D section
through potential energy surface, representing a linear transit.
are modelled as a functional of the electron density. This distinguishes
DFT from other post-Hartree–Fock models of electronic structure such
as Configuration Interaction (CI), which typically obtain correlation en-
ergies through the explicit evaluation of large numbers of configuration
state functions corresponding to permutative excitations of a molecule.
[186] The number of permutations required for such methods is suscepti-
ble to combinatoric explosion, rendering calculations infeasible for large
molecules.
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The Hohenberg–Kohn theorems prove the existence and uniqueness of
a ground-state wavefunction and derived properties corresponding to any
given electron density ρ(r). [187] Hohenberg and Kohn introduced the
concept of a ‘universal functional’ F[ρ(r)] which establishes this relation,
[184] although it must be understood that no truly universal functional is
guaranteed to exist beyond a notional infinitely large bijective mapping.d
Whilst the concept of DFT was originally intended to address the struc-
ture of the electron gas (e.g. models of the sea electrons of a metal lattice
in condensed matter physics), the principles of DFT are presently fully
generalised and of great utility in the chemistry of molecules. [184]
Crucial to DFT is the accuracy and simplicity of functional approx-
imations of the true electron exchange and correlation energies of a
multielectron molecule, absent explicit modeling of dynamical interac-
tions. Therefore, a chief interest in DFT research is the development of
efficient eXchange–Correlation (XC) functionals. These functionals may
be parameter-free or parameterised against known desirable properties
of species of interest, which has led to the proliferation of a large range
of XC functionals, with both general and specialist use-cases in mind.
The availability of computationally cheap approximants of electronic
structure in the form of density functionals must however be tempered
with an understanding that any given density functional is only designed
dFrankcombe, T.J.; Personal Communication
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to be ‘good enough’ within its nominated field of applicability. This obser-
vation is a source of both self-aware reflectione and criticism [189] in the
theoretical chemistry community.
DFT’s approximate treatment of electron correlation—a crucial com-
ponent of accurate electronic structure—distinguishes it from the older
Hartree–Fock theory, which only considers the exchange interaction. In-
deed, the correlation energy is defined as the difference between the
Hartree–Fock and exact ground state energies of a molecule (Equation
3.1). [190]
EC ≡ E0 −EHF (3.1)
Nevertheless, the desirable accuracy of the Hartree–Fock exchange
potential means that so-called ‘hybrid functionals’ such as B3LYP and
PBE0—which include a weighted combination of Hartree–Fock and DFT
exchange—are quite popular. It should however be noted that not all DFT
methods directly account for correlation; the Xα method, for instance,
does not explicitly model correlation. [191]
Density functionals can be divided on the particular property or
properties of the density that the exchange and correlation energies
are obtained from. Density functionals belonging to the Local Density
eSwart, et al. produce a yearly poll of density functional popularity, from which a
so-called ‘PACO’ (Popularity Adapted Consensus Object) Functional is derived, itself
being a weighted admixture of the most popular functionals. [188]
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Approximation (LDA) and Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA)
families obtain exchange and correlation energies from the density and
first derivative of the density at points in space, respectively. [192] Meta-
GGA and MetaHybrid functionals are those which include a term which
scales with the Laplacian of the electron density or kinetic energy density,
which Tao, et al. characterise as ‘the third rung of Jacob’s Ladder of [density]
approximations [...]’. [193] In addition to an approximate hierarchy of
sophistication with respect to approximations of electron exchange and
correlation, functionals have also been developed with an eye to more
accurate modeling of long-range behaviour (appropriate to modeling of
long-range charge transfer, e.g. [194]) as well as dispersion correction
(the attractive component of the van der Waals interaction), which is of
particular interest in the modeling of intermediate-range, noncovalent
interactions such as hydrogen bonding, noble gas dimerisation, and mul-
tipole interactions (e.g. pi stacking). [195] Density functionals intended
for use in obtaining specialised properties at high accuracy—without
general applicability—also exist. As with other electronic structure meth-
ods, molecular orbitals are typically represented by a linear combination
of atomic orbitals generated by an orthonormal basis, the features of
which can be arranged into a rough qualitative hierarchy of sophistica-
tion. Additionally, density functionals relating the electron exchange and
correlation to the electron density can be grouped into loose hierarchical
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families (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of approximate hierarchies in density function-
als and basis sets.
3.5.4 Born–Oppenheimer Approximation
Within quantum-mechanical methods, the Born–Oppenheimer approx-
imation is typically used to reduce the number of degrees of freedom
(and hence complexity) of the simulation. The Born–Oppenheimer ap-
proximation involves the neglect of nuclear motion from an electronic
structure simulation, noting that to a first order approximation the elec-
tronic wavefunction and nuclear wavefunction are separable. [196] This
approximation can be compared to the neglect of plate tectonics when
planning air routes. The approximation is made on the basis that elec-
trons are much less massive than nuclei and that the relative timescales
of nuclear motion with respect to electronic motion are much greater.
An additional feature of this approximation is that it separates nuclear
symmetry from dynamical desymmetrisation by the electronic structure.
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Levine [197] cites the Born–Oppenheimer approximation as a potential
source of error in electronic structure calculations but notes that it is
typically negligible for ground-state calculations.f
3.5.5 Broken-Symmetry
Electronic structure calculations can be performed either in spin-restricted
or spin-unrestricted capacities. Spin-restricted calculations do not per-
mit unpaired electrons, whereas spin-unrestricted calculations permit
breaking of the spin symmetry of a molecule by separating the molec-
ular wavefunction into magnetic orbitals. Spin-restricted calculations
are inappropriate to multiplet states, as well as open-shell singlet states,
where α and β spin density may not be homogeneously distributed over a
molecule. Electronic structures which break spin symmetry are denoted
broken-symmetry solutions. These states are admixtures of non-interacting
pure spin states. [199]
The prevalence of unpaired d electrons in transition metal complexes—
including bioinorganic cofactors—motivates the use of broken-symmetry
approaches in modeling these species, particularly to derive the Heisen-
berg magnetic coupling constants of such a system. In the most ele-
mentary case—that of a dinuclear, magnetically coupled complex—the
fAlthough consequential counterexamples exist, e.g. Pisana, et al. [198] and refer-
ences therein.
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Heisenberg coupling energy is simply the difference in energy between
the antiferromagnetic broken-symmetry state and the maximum-spin
pure ferromagnetic state. [199] More complex polynuclear complexes
have a rich combinatoric structure of broken-symmetry states and mul-
tiple pairwise Heisenberg coupling constants that can be calculated by
evaluation of these states.
3.5.6 Basis Sets
The electronic structure of a molecule can be represented as a linear
combination of atomic orbitals (the so-called LCAO approximation).
In practice, these atomic orbitals are themselves represented as linear
combinations of primitive functions relating wavefunction probability
magnitude to radial distance from an atomic nucleus. These basis func-
tions constitute a basis set, and variational optimisation of the coefficients
attached to these functions is the objective of an electronic structure cal-
culation. Basis sets for molecular species are most commonly composed
of Gaussian or Slater functions, however plane-wave (PW) functions are
typically used for periodic modeling,g and numerical and Daubechies
gPlane wave basis sets have the useful property of being themselves periodic. PW
basis sets are selected for energetic convergence with respect to the maximum spatial
frequency of the basis functions. Whilst PW basis sets are typically used for calculations
on structures that are periodic in at least one dimension, they can also be used to model
aperiodic molecules, provided that they unit cell in which the molecule is situated is
sufficiently large that self-interaction error is negligible. Unfortunately the requirement
to minimise the self-interaction in molecular systems renders PW basis sets relatively
inappropriate for aperiodic systems. [200]
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wavelet [200] bases are also known.
Gaussian basis functions have the convenient properties of analytic
integrability and that the product of two Gaussian functions is another
Gaussian function. However, in comparison to Slater functions, Gaussians
are poor approximants of actual atomic wavefunctions. As such, the sum
of several Gaussian functions is required to adequately model both the
nuclear cusp and the radial attenuation of atomic orbitals. Conversely,
Slater functions are not analytically integrable due to the presence of a
singularity at r = 0. Accordingly, numerical integration must be used in
calculations using Slater basis sets. This integration comes at increased
computational expense for comparable accuracy with respect to the ana-
lytic result, however implementations that use Slater basis sets such as
ADF permit adjustment of the numerical integration accuracy according
to the specifications of the end user. As a point of reference, the STO–3G
basis set (Slater-Type Orbital, Three Gaussian) is a Gaussian basis set
that minimally approximates Slater functions through a linear combi-
nation of three Gaussian functions, providing a rough indication of the
relative qualities of Gaussian and Slater functions. Basis sets may have
their outermost (valence) orbital representations subdivided so as to im-
prove accuracy; such basis sets are known as ‘split valence’ basis sets,
and are distinguished from so-called single-zeta basis sets, which have
unsplit valence levels. On top of this, basis sets may be given polarisation
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functions, which provide the additional flexibility to accurately model
polarised electron densities in molecules, and diffuse functions, which are
used to accurately model highly radially-diffuse electron densities, such
as seen in anions and excited electronic states. [201], [202] Conversely,
pseudopotentials or Effective Core Potentials (ECPs) may be used to elim-
inate costly basis functions associated with core electrons, where those
electrons are considered irrelevant to the molecular properties. [203]
3.5.7 Relativistic Behaviour
A consequence of the increasing nuclear charge Z as one descends the
periodic table is that bound states of electrons with these nuclei (i.e.
atomic or molecular orbitals) must have higher velocities associated with
them. The relation v1s = cαZ, where α ≈ 1/137,h places apparent limits
on the maximum atomic number of an element at around Z = 137, in the
non-relativistic approximation. As electrons gain mass due to relativis-
tic motion, their orbitals undergo radial contraction with consequences
for molecular structure and energetics that become serious for 2nd-row
transition metal and heavier elements. [205] A computationally simple
solution is to use relativistically-contracted basis sets in concert with the
Zeroth Order Regular Approximation. [206]
hα−1 = 137.0359996(37) [204]
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3.5.8 Solvent interactions and the Polarisable
Continuum Model
Solvent/solute interactions are potentially important to the quantitative
and qualitative accuracy of modelling solvated systems. Whilst molecular
dynamics calculations are sufficiently computationally inexpensive that it
is common practice to explicitly model solvent molecules surrounding a
system of interest under hydrostatic equilibrium (a so-called ‘water box’),
this practice is generally inappropriate for electronic structure methods
(multilevel methods notwithstanding, e.g. §3.6).
The importance of accurate modelling of solvent/solute interactions
at a high level of theory therefore motivates the development of mean-
field theoretic methods that represent the effect of a solute interacting
with a homogeneous dielectric medium representing the average effect
of explicit solvation. The use of a homogeneous and isotropic dielectric
is defensible on the basis that under physiological conditions, hydro-
gen bonding networks such as those seen in liquid water undergo total
decorrelation on timescales on the order of 50 fs. [207] (although see van
der Post, et al. for a more recent caveat indicating considerably longer
characteristic timescales). [208]
Contrariwise to the use of explicit solvation methods that would be
extremely computationally expensive in the context of ab initio electronic
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structure methods, solvent interactions in these systems are typically
treated with implicit continuum solvation models such as the Polarisable
Continuum Model (PCM), and related cognates such as the Conductor-
Like Solvent MOdel (COSMO). Briefly, the general principle of PCM
is to model the electrostatic interactions with a molecule at a Solvent-
Excluding Surface (SES) created by rolling a ball of the effective van der
Waals radius of the solvent over the surface of the union of van der Waals
radii of the solute atoms.i From this point, the screening interaction is
modelled by finite element electrostatics with respect to the mesh of
the solvent-excluding surface, at some notional bulk dielectric constant
.[209]
The principal difference between explicit and implicit solvation mod-
els is that implicit models do not consider specific interactions between
real solvent and solute molecules but rather represent a mean effect,
whereas molecular dynamics calculations involving explicit solvation
achieve mean solvent/solute interactions by way of ensemble and time
averaging. Implicit solvent models achieve high computational efficiency
by only considering interactions germane to the solute (which is to say,
interactions occuring at the interface defined by the solvent excluding
surface) whereas explicit models involve computation of inter-solvent
interactions in the bulk solvent phase.
iSee Tomasi, et al. p. 3005 for a visual representation. [209]
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The use of solvent correction is not only relevant to molecular systems
in a fluid dielectric medium, but also relevant to regions of interest of
proteins divorced from their wider context, i.e. embedded in a polypeptide
matrix. In these instances it is uncontroversial to use a low-dielectric
solvent model to account for the average dielectric screening interactions
present in the region’s surrounding protein environment.
3.6 Reconciliation of QM and MM/MD
calculations by multilevel methods
Advanced methods that combine the normally incommensurate natures
of QM and MM calculations into a coherent whole exist in the form of
so-called QM/MM methods such as ONIOM [210] and related general-
isations such as QUILD. [211] ONIOM is named as a pun on ‘onion’,
reflecting the analogy between the layered nature of an ONIOM calcu-
lation and the concentric layers of the bulb of an onion, whilst QUILD
is a pun on ‘quilt’, representing the patchwork application of levels of
theory to a chemical system that it facilitates. Methods such as ONIOM
and QUILD are particularly well-suited to modeling active sites and co-
factors of enzymes, as they permit the quantum-mechanical treatment
of a cofactor of interest within the context of a protein matrix treated
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at a molecular-mechanical level of theory, where a reasonable approxi-
mation of forces and steric influence at the interface between high- and
low-level regions can be achieved without recourse to electronic structure
modeling.
3.7 Vibrational Structure
The infrared response of a molecule is obtained by the eigendecomposi-
tion of the mass-weighted Hessian matrix H. The Hessian is the matrix
of second partial derivatives of energy with respect to the degrees of
freedom of a molecule. Ideally, such matrices are symmetric about their
diagonal. Eigenvectors of the Hessian represent orthogonal vibrational
modes, whilst the eigenvalues of the Hessian are the square roots of the
frequencies of the corresponding mode. In instances where the eigenvalue
of a mode is imaginary, this corresponds to a negative frequency and rep-
resents a point of positive curvature in at least one dimension on the
molecular PES at the geometric configuration of the molecule. Therefore,
evaluating the Hessian has important diagnostic properties in locating po-
tential transition state geometries and positively characterising geometric
extrema in general.j
jSee [212] for deeper mathematical discussion.
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3.7.1 Vibrational analysis of molecular regions
The evaluation of the Hessian is potentially very computationally ex-
pensive. In the numerical case, Hessian evaluation requires numerical
differentiation of every degree of freedom in a molecule, which in the
Cartesian frame may be up to 3N , where N is the number of atoms in the
molecule. A number of techniques have been developed to mitigate the
computational expense of Hessian computation, where only part of the
Hessian is of interest and some number (potentially large) of degrees of
freedom may be suppressed without appreciably harming the accuracy
of calculated observables of interest, such as the vibrational frequencies
of highly localised modes. These techniques are discussed in Chapter 7
and the associated publication. These techniques—especially the Mobile
Block Hessian (MBH) technique—bear a degree of similarity to coarse-
grained methods in molecular dynamics (§3.4), in that they freeze out
degrees of freedom in nominated regions of a molecule.
3.8 Conclusion
This chapter has briefly introduced Density Functional Theory and its
position within the complexity/accuracy hierarchy of computational
chemistry techniques. It is apparent that quite disparate computational
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chemistry techniques may share both thematic and technical common-
ality, although they seek to answer different questions about chemical
systems. Therefore, it is important to explore computational chemistry as
a broad field in order to understand DFT in context.
The approximations used in DFT are highly successful in producing
accurate results for a wide range of observables of practical chemical
interest with excellent scaling characteristics, which accounts for the
wide popularity DFT enjoys. Nevertheless, these approximations may also
carry with them them varying degrees of domain-specific applicability of
which researchers should be aware.
This chapter has also introduced the state of the art of computational
chemistry as it relates to computer hardware, and the extent to which
the solubility of chemical questions is informed by technological develop-
ment. Whilst conventional microprocessor speeds have not meaningfully
improved in the past decade, parallelism has taken up the slack, whilst
heterogeneous processing and specialised hardware implementations
hold great promise in the acceleration of certain computational chemistry
tasks, insofar as developers are motivated to, and succeed in producing
efficient algorithms for these architectures. Whilst the hardware accelera-
tion of MM/MD calculations is a rapidly maturing field, it remains to be
seen whether a similar eﬄorescence occurs for QM methods.
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Introduction to Paper I: What does the
Sr-substituted 2.1 Å resolution crystal
structure of Photosystem II reveal about the
water oxidation mechanism? 4
Like storm winds [the archons]
persisted in blowing, that they
might try to capture that image
which had appeared to them in
the waters.
The Hypostasis of the Archons
(author unknown)
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4. Introduction to Paper I: Strontium substitution of PSII
4.1 Citation
Terrett, R.; Petrie, S., Pace, R.J.; Stranger, R.; What does the Sr-substituted
2.1 Å resolution crystal structure of photosystem II reveal about the water
oxidation mechanism?; Chemical Communications 50 (2014) pp. 3187–
3190 doi: 10.1039/C3CC49324E
4.2 Introduction
Substitution of the Ca2+ site with other metal ions has been undertaken,
eliciting varying degrees of suppression of photosynthetic activity. In
most instances, substitution of the Ca2+ ion results in complete sup-
pression of oxygen-evolving activity. Contrariwise, it is known that
substitution of PSII with Sr2+ retains a viable degree of catalytic ac-
tivity (aproximately 50%). The evidence that Sr2+ substitutes Ca2+ in the
Mn4CaO5 cluster of the functional form comes from a 210 pm crystal
structure published by Koua, et al. of substituted PSII from cyanobac-
terium Thermosynechococcus vulcanus. [213] The observed rate modulation
is seen as evidence that Ca2+ binds a substrate water in the physiological
photosystem, and therefore substitution of the Ca2+ ion provides impor-
tant diagnostics as to the mechanistic aspects of water oxidation within
the OEC.
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4.3 General Ca2+ substitution
Ghanotakis, et al. have also reported [214] that La3+-substitution main-
tains a small (≈4%) oxygen-evolving activity in PSII, however it seems
plausible that imperfect washout and exclusion of Ca2+ in the preparation
of La3+-substituted PSII may result in the retention of some essentially
native catalytic activity. This suggestion is motivated by observation of
the high degree of similarity of the Ca2+ and Sr2+ anions with respect
to other metal substitutions surveyed (in terms of aquo complex pKa,
KD , and ionic radius), [215] and the considerable decrease in oxygen-
evolving activity in spite of this similarity (Figure 4.1). Ghanotakis, et
al. report that introduction of La3+ into PSII results in dismemberment
of the holoenzyme and evident destruction of the OEC signalled by the
release of Mn ions, whilst introduction of Ca2+ after La3+ treatment does
not restore oxygen-evolving activity.a
A principal determinant of the liability of a metal ion to participate
aMore generally, lanthanum is considered a poison of photosynthetic metabolism
and therefore the the study of La3+ interaction with the photosynthetic apparatus is
motivated by a desire to understand the interactions between soils with high concen-
trations of the lanthanide elements and plants growing in those soils. This is of special
interest in Chinese soil geochemistry due to the anomalous accumulation of lanthanides
in southern Chinese clays by ion absorption processes. [216] The contention also exists,
however, that lanthanum may constitute a soil micronutrient; as an example, Zeng, et
al. found [217] that treating Cucumis satives (cucumber) with La3+ negatively impacted
oxygen-evolving activity, however this activity was preserved by inclusion of Ca2+ in
the incubation media suggesting competition between Ca2+ and La3+ for high-affinity
binding sites. Moreover, the concentration of chlorophyll in chloroplasts treated with
La3+ was found to be increased beyond the reference level of experimental controls,
establishing a case for non-obvious (and possibly hormetic) interactions between La3+
and plant metabolism. [214]
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in substitution of a bioinorganic cofactor ion appears to be compatibility
of ionic radii. This is a relation borne out in metal substitutions in many
other biological systems, and is responsible for the toxicity of a number
of metals in biological systems. In particular, Ca2+ and Sr2+ are quite
similar in ionic radius (99 pm and 112 pm, respectively), [215], [218] and
therefore the ease of replacement of Ca2+ by Sr2+ in functional PSII is not
altogether surprising. Moreover, Ca and Sr have very similar aquo complex
pKa values, which accounts for the maintenance of water oxidising activity
in PSII under Sr substitution. [215]
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Figure 4.1: Plot of aquo complex pKa and PSII pKD of various metal
ions, based on data tabulated by Vrettos, et al. and citations therein. [215]
Relative ionic radii are expressed by the relative radii of circles in figure.
The Sr-substituted PSII structure of Koua, et al. is distinguished from
wild-type PSII structures by its deactivated Sr−W4 bond (227 pm to
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232 pm) with respect to wild-type Ca−W4 bonds (249 pm to 251 pm in
the 195 pm structure of Suga, et al. [34]). This short bond is in spite
of the high degree of positional similiarity between Sr-substituted and
wild-type W4 with respect to D1-Tyr161 and D1-Gln165, which are in pre-
sumptive hydrogen-bonding contact with the ligand. It was considered
that accounting for this difference in bond length may provide insight
into the difference in oxygen evolving activity between Ca- and Sr-PSII.
Accordingly, we sought to computationally characterise the structural
similarities and differences between the native form of the OEC, and
the Sr-substituted form via Density Functional Theory, and this paper
represents the culmination of those efforts.
4.4 Contributions to this work
My contribution to this work consists of development and iterative refine-
ment of a molecular model that captures the essential structural traits of
the Sr-substituted PSII structure of Koua and coworkers, as distinguished
from wild-type PSII structures (i.e. those containing the conventional
Mn4CaO5 cluster). This process consisted of:
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4.4.1 Exploratory calculations
I performed exploratory calculations consisting of initial assessment of
structural changes occuring in the PSII OEC under a variety of metal
substitutionsb by density functional theory calculation, followed by dif-
ferential visual inspection and difference-of-distance-matrix analysis.
These calculations provided a basis for understanding the behaviour of a
Mn4MO5 cluster where M is a non-calcium heterometal ion, especially in
terms of the geometric response of µx-oxo caps, aqua ligands, and carboxy-
lato ligands coordinating M, and the secondary long-range implications of
these structural distortions on the bulk geometry of crystallographically
adapted PSII OEC models.
These exploratory calculations also provided an opportunity for the
development of code to efficiently extract and visualise structural corre-
lations and differences between differing metal substitution scenarios.
4.4.2 Model construction and evaluation
I constructed crystallographically-adapted Sr-substituted PSII models
to explore a variety of ligand dispositions, constraints, and supporting
hydrogen-bonding environments. In general, this process consisted of
iterative elaboration of the model until a stable geometry modeling
bNamely, Ba, Be, Cd, Mg, and Sr.
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the anomalous Sr−W4 geometry of the crystallographic structure was
achieved.
4.4.3 Model refinement and identification
I performed refinement and elaboration of the OEC model, permitting
identification of a plausible aetiology of the short Sr−W4 vector, namely
W4 existing as a hydroxide crystallographically.
4.4.4 Contributions to manuscript
Having established a plausible identity for W4 in the crystallographic
structure of Koua, et al., I contributed structural data obtained from these
calculations, the methodological section describing how the calculations
were undertaken, and chemical visualisation of the results (specifically,
Figure 3) to the manuscript.
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What does the Sr-substituted 2.1 Å resolution
crystal structure of photosystem II reveal about
the water oxidation mechanism?†
Richard Terrett, Simon Petrie, Ron J. Pace and Robert Stranger*
A density functional study of the Sr-substituted photosystem II water
oxidising complex demonstrates that its recent X-ray crystal structure is
consistent with a (MnIII)4 oxidation state pattern, and with a Sr-bound
hydroxide ion. The Sr-water-hydroxide interactions rationalize diﬀerences
in the exchange rates of substrate water and kinetics of dioxygen
bond formation relative to the Ca-containing structure.
Photosystem II in green plants and algae, is responsible for oxidising
water to molecular oxygen. This occurs within a Mn4Ca catalytic
metal cluster known as the water oxidising complex (WOC). During
the four-electron oxidation process, the WOC cycles through several
intermediate states, S0  S4, of increasingly higher mean oxidation
level.1 However, both the mechanism of water oxidation and the
metal oxidation levels throughout the S states, remain contentious.
Over the past decade, X-ray crystal structures of Photosystem II
(PS II) have appeared at progressively improved resolution, from 3.5
to 2.9 Å.2 These structures, presumed to represent the photosystem
in the dark stable S1 state, have revealed considerable detail
concerning the Water Oxidising Complex in PS II, in particular,
the positions of the metal atoms and their coordination. In 2011,
Umena et al.3 published an X-ray structure of PS II at 1.9 Å, the first
at atomic resolution, which clearly resolved the positions of the Mn
and Ca atoms in the WOC, the oxo-bridges connecting the metal
atoms and a number of coordinated waters (Fig. 1).
Nevertheless, certain aspects of the 1.9 Å structure have been
controversial.4 The long Mn1–Mn2 and Mn2–Mn3 distances (2.8
and 2.9 Å, respectively) conflict with those derived from high-
precision EXAFS measurements5 and earlier lower-resolution X-ray
structures2c–e of PS II. TheMn EXAFS data for the functionalWOC in
the S1 and S2 states indicate the presence of two Mn–Mn vectors of
B2.70 Å and these are consistent with values of 2.65 and 2.70 Å
reported for the Mn1–Mn2 and Mn2–Mn3 distances in the
earlier 3.0/2.9 Å resolution XRD structures.2d,e This discrepancy has
prompted suggestions that the 1.9 Å structure is compromised by
photo-reduction of the Mn centres during the data collection,4a–d,6
possibly reduced to the S3 state.
4d,e However, the dosage levels used
were at least 10 times less than those employed previously in XRD
studies of PS II, resulting in no more thanB25% reduction to MnII.7
Evenmore disconcerting is that the 2.9 Å structure, which was subject
to much higher X-ray dosages, shows no significant perturbation of
the Mn centres on the basis of the reported Mn–Mn distances. The
other major concern in the 1.9 Å structure is the identity and position
of the unusual O5 species (Fig. 1) which weakly binds to four metals
of the WOC, Mn1, Mn3, Mn4 and Ca, at distances between 2.4 and
2.7 Å. If O5 is an oxo or a hydroxide group, it is unlikely to be at such
long distances from the metal centres, particularly if one or more Mn
are in the IV oxidation state.
Recent computational studies4 have addressed these anomalous
features of theWOC in the 1.9 Å crystal structure, but were unable to
reproduce the long Mn–Mn distances nor the unusual position of
O5. Generally, these calculations assumed a mean oxidation level of
+3.5 for the Mn centres in the S1 state of the WOC. However,
spectroscopic studies on the WOC do not preclude a mean Mn
oxidation level of +3.0.8 In particular, on the basis of the ‘multiline’
signal observed in the EPR spectrum of the S2 state of PS II, either a
Fig. 1 Diagram detailing the close correspondence between the WOC
geometries of (a) Ca-containing and (b) Sr-containing PSII, as determined
from the respective 1.9 Å resolution3 and 2.1 Å resolution13 XRD studies on
these structures.
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(MnIV)(MnIII)3 or (Mn
IV)3(Mn
III) oxidation state assignment is possible.
We have labelled these alternatives as the ‘Low Oxidation State’ (LOS)
and ‘High Oxidation State’ (HOS) paradigms, respectively. The HOS
paradigm, with a (MnIV)2(Mn
III)2 oxidation pattern for S1, is favoured
by most groups, largely on the basis of XANES and EPR evidence.8a
However, we recently showed that when the metal ligand environ-
ments are properly accounted for, the XANES data are more consis-
tent with the LOS paradigm for S1, namely (Mn
III)(MnIV)(MnIII)(MnII).9
Further analysis of other spectroscopic data (X-ray, UV-Vis, NIR)
also support this conclusion.8b,c Finally, recent experimental
studies by Dismukes et al.,10 counting electrons removed from
MnII ions during functional photo-assembly of PS II, validates
the LOS paradigm for the WOC.
In light of the above, we recently undertook a computational
study of the WOC in the 1.9 Å crystal structure assuming that
the Mn oxidation levels conformed to the LOS paradigm.11
Importantly, in the 1.9 Å structure, His337 is directly orientated
towards the m3-oxo bridge (O3) and, as our earlier calculations
revealed,12a is close enough to engage in H-bonding (Fig. 1).
Our modelling revealed a remarkable geometric change in the
Mn4Ca cluster, triggered by a proton transfer from a terminal
water on Mn4 to the Nt of His337. This allows His337 to engage
in H-bonding with O3 which converts Mn2 from the IV to III
oxidation state, thus lengthening the Mn1–Mn2 and Mn2–Mn3
bonds to around 2.9 Å, in good agreement with the crystal
structure values. Deprotonation of a water on Mn4 favours the
III oxidation state on this metal rather than II found in our earlier
modelling of the 2.9 Å structure.12 As a result, the sequence of Mn
oxidation states change from (III)(IV)(III)(II) in the 2.9 Å structure to
(III)4 in the 1.9 Å structure. This change also resolved the identity
of the O5 species which was found to be a water ligand, balanced
at the intersection of the Jahn–Teller axes on Mn1, Mn3 and Mn4
and H-bonded to the now terminal hydroxide on Mn4 (Fig. 2a). It
successfully reproduced the long bonds between O5 and Mn1,
Mn3, Mn4 and Ca in the 1.9 Å crystal structure.
Attempts by others4 to rationalize O5 as either an oxo or
hydroxo group in theHOS paradigm resulted in its strong binding to
a Mn centre in the IV oxidation state, either Mn1 or Mn4. To resolve
this, it was suggested4j,k that the unusual position of O5 results from
a resonance process, with O5 inter-converting between an oxo group
bound to Mn1 or Mn4. The Mn centre binding O5 is always in
the IV state and the other Mn in the III state. If this resonance
occurs in the OEC, then it should reflect in the electron density
associated with O5. However, the WOC electron density in the
1.9 Å Ca structure shows that O5 is similar to the other oxo
bridges, O1 to O4, in the metal cluster, suggesting that the
resonance mechanism described above is unlikely.
Given that the low oxidation paradigm successfully rationalises
theWOC geometries inferred by EXAFS and seen in the 2.9 and 1.9 Å
crystal structures, without invoking radiation induced changes, we
now consider the recent Sr-substituted 2.1 Å resolution crystal
structure of PS II.13 This structure exhibits a number of parallels
with its Ca analogue – long Mn1–Mn2 and Mn2–Mn3 distances of
2.8 and 2.9 Å, respectively, and an anomalous O5 group weakly
bound (2.4 to 2.7 Å) to four metals in the cluster (Fig. 1). The His337
orientation and Nt–O3 distance of approximately 3.0 Å suggests
again that, analogous to the 1.9 Å Ca structure, His337 is undergoing
H-bonding with the m3-oxo bridge. The fact that these features
closely mimic those seen in the Ca structure would suggest that
they are not an artefact of Mn photo-reduction.
To compare the two structures, we have undertaken DFT
calculations,14 assuming the LOS paradigm, on a model of the 2.1 Å
Sr-substituted structure incorporating theMn4SrO5 core, all coordinat-
ing amino acids (Asp170, Glu189, His332, Glu333, Asp342, Ala344,
Glu354) constrained at their b-carbon positions using the X-ray
structure coordinates, and bound water groups (W1  W4). Our
model also included His337, Tyr161, His190, Gln165 and Arg357 as
these residues H bond with W3, W4, O2 or O3. In addition, several
non-coordinating crystallographic waters, in the vicinity of Sr, Tyr161
and His190, were incorporated due to their importance in the
H-bonding network involving the WOC. Details of the com-
putational model are elaborated upon in the ESI.†
The calculated metal–metal and selected metal–ligand distances
for the antiferromagnetic (ABAB) coupling arrangement are listed in
Table 1 along with the reported values from the 2.1 Å crystal
structure (averaged over monomers A and B). For comparison, the
corresponding calculated and crystallographic values for the 1.9 Å Ca
Fig. 2 A comparison of our best-fit models to (a) the 1.9 Å resolution PSII
WOC3 and (b) the 2.1 Å resolution Sr-substituted WOC.13 For simplicity,
only the metal atoms, oxo bridges, metal-coordinated water ligands, and
the His337 residue are shown. The Ca- and Sr-containing models are very
similar, except for the identification of ligand W4 (highlighted in red) in the
two structures.
Table 1 Comparison of key crystallographic and computed metal–
metal and metal–ligand distances for the Sr-substituted WOC and the
Ca-containing WOC
Distance/Å
2.1 Å Sr structure 1.9 Å Ca structure
Expta Calc. Exptb Calc.
Mn1–Mn2 2.78 2.82 2.80 2.79
Mn2–Mn3 2.93 2.91 2.90 2.92
Mn3–Mn4 2.88 3.09 2.94 2.93
Mn1–Mn3 3.34 3.40 3.29 3.55
Mn1–Mn4 5.06 5.30 4.98 5.19
Sr/Ca–Mn1 3.56 3.77 3.48 3.56
Sr/Ca–Mn2 3.50 3.53 3.32 3.25
Sr/Ca–Mn3 3.64 3.86 3.43 3.62
Sr/Ca–Mn4 4.00 4.10 3.79 4.32
Sr/Ca–W3 2.64 2.62 2.40 2.54
Sr/Ca–W4 2.30 2.30 2.44 2.63
Mn1–O5 2.66 3.00 2.60 2.56
Mn3–O5 2.42 3.46 2.39 3.25
Mn4–O5 2.56 3.15 2.48 3.30
Sr/Ca–O5 2.59 2.90 2.64 2.50
a Ref. 13. b Ref. 3.
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structure are also given. While the overall geometry of the WOC in
the Sr-containing structure is very similar to the Ca structure, there
are obvious differences. Firstly, the Sr atom has clearly moved
outwards, away from the other three Mn ions in the Mn3SrO4
cubane, resulting in lengthening of all the Sr–Mn vectors relative
to the Ca analogue byB0.2 Å. This outward displacement of the Sr
atom is also reproduced in the calculated structure with a similar
increase ofB0.25 Å in the Sr–Mn vectors.
In contrast to the Ca/Sr–Mn distances, the differences between
the reported Mn–Mn distances in the two crystal structures is much
smaller, around 0.05 Å, and this is mostly consistent with the
calculated values where an average difference of B0.1 Å is seen.
Similar to the Ca structure, the Sr structure exhibits long Mn1–Mn2
and Mn2–Mn3 distances of 2.78 and 2.93 Å. We were only able to
reproduce these distances if H-bonding between His337 and O3 was
invoked which ensured that the Mn oxidation pattern was (III)4.
Indeed, our calculations indicate that there is a propensity for
His337 to transfer a proton to the O3 bridge. However, since
the O3 protonated structures led to excessive expansion of the
Mn1–Mn2 and Mn2–Mn3 distances to around 2.95 Å, subsequent
calculations limited this interaction by constraining the NHis337–H
distance to B1.1 Å. As found in our modelling of the 1.9 Å Ca
structure, in the absence of this H-bonding interaction, the Mn
oxidation states adopt a (III)(IV)(III)(II) pattern and much shorter
Mn1–Mn2 and Mn2–Mn3 distances are obtained.
Like the 1.9 Å Ca structure, the Sr structure possesses a
weakly bound oxo group (O5) with long bonds, between 2.4 and
2.7 Å, to Mn1, Mn3, Mn4 and Sr. Our calculations show that this is
only possible if two conditions are met. Firstly, O5 must be a water
ligand and secondly, all the Mn centres must be in the III oxidation
state which is only possible for the S1 state of PS II in the LOS
paradigm. For the (III)4 oxidation pattern, O5 sits approximately at
the intersection of the Jahn–Teller axes on Mn1, Mn3 and Mn4,
accounting for the long bonds to thesemetals between 2.8 and 3.4 Å.
In addition to the longer Sr–Mn distances relative to the Ca
structure, the other noticeable difference concerns the water
groups (W3, W4) bound to Sr. Whereas the Ca–W3 and Ca–W4
bonds in the 1.9 Å structure are similar, averaging 2.42 Å over
monomers A and B, the corresponding distances in the Sr structure
are significantly different, 2.64 and 2.30 Å, respectively (Table 1). On
the basis of the long Sr–W3 bond, it was suggested that this water is
activated in the structure and thus a likely candidate for one of the
substrate waters in PS II.13 Conversely, since the Sr–W4 bond was
only 0.1 Å shorter than the Ca–W4 bond, it was presumed to be in a
non-activated form.
Initial calculations on our model system with two waters
bound to Sr revealed that the calculated Sr–W3 bond was in good
agreement with the observed crystallographic distance of 2.69 Å but
the calculated Sr–W4 bond of 2.76 Å was almost 0.5 Å too long.
Inclusion of hydrogen bonding partners Tyr161 and Gln165 reduces
this distance to 2.49 Å. This prompted additional calculations where
W4 was modelled as a hydroxide group rather than water (Fig. 2b),
and returned Sr–W3 and Sr–W4 bond lengths of 2.62 and 2.30 Å,
respectively, in excellent agreement with the crystal structure values
(Fig. 3). These distances, particularly Sr–W4, are quite dependent on
the H-bonding network seen in Fig. 3 involving W3, W4, Tyr161,
His190, Gln165 and the nearby non-coordinating waters. When these
additional residues are removed from the model, longer Sr–W3 and
Sr–W4 distances are obtained. We find plausible stabilisation of the
short Sr–W4 bond by coordination of W4 to either the phenolic
oxygen of Tyr161 or the terminal amide oxygen of Gln165. Both
orientations appear energetically competitive and elicit similarly good
agreement of the Sr–W3 and –W4 distances with crystallographic
data. The results strongly argue that W4 corresponds to a hydroxide
and not a water ligand in the 2.1 Å Sr-substituted structure. Further,
since our calculated Sr–W3 distance of 2.62 Å is very close to the
reported crystal structure value, we conclude that this water is
not in an activated form. However, on the basis of our earlier
modelling,11,12d,e we consider that this ligand, and the O5 species,
are likely to be the two substrate waters in PS II.
Isotope-exchange experiments using 18O labelled water15 show
that in Sr-substituted PS II, the exchange rate for the slowly
exchanging water increases by a factor of B4 (in all S states).
This increase is totally consistent with the Sr–W3 bond being
approx. 0.2 Å longer, and thus more weakly bound, than in the Ca
structure. Furthermore, while our modelling strongly suggests
that W4 is deprotonated and bound to Sr in the form of a
hydroxide, it also reveals that W4 undergoes H-bonding with
W3 and Tyr161. This H-bonding interaction may provide insight
to understanding the reduction, by a factor of 3–10, in the oxygen-
evolving activity of Sr-substituted PS II compared to Ca-based
PS II,16 as it is likely to impact on the ability of W3 to form an O–O
bond with the other substrate water, O5, in the higher S states,
and consequently, the oxygen-evolving activity of the WOC.
Fig. 3 CalculatedWOC structure showing H-bonding network connecting Sr
with Tyr161, His190 and Gln165. Inclusion of these residues, and the associated
H-bonding network, yields good agreement with the crystallographic Sr–W3
and Sr–W4 distances (see Table 1). For clarity, only metal atoms, oxo bridges,
and water–ligand O atoms are shown explicitly.17
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In conclusion, the recent 2.1 Å resolution Sr-substituted
crystal structure of PS II reveals the same unusual features
found in the 1.9 Å Ca structure, namely long Mn1–Mn2 and
Mn2–Mn3 distances and the anomalous O5 group weakly
bound to four metals, Mn1, Mn3, Mn4 and Sr, in the WOC. Our
calculations show that these features can only be rationalized in
the LOS paradigm in which the Mn centres adopt a (III)4 oxidation
pattern as a result of His337 undergoing H-bonding with the
m3-oxo bridge, O3. The key structural difference between the Ca and
Sr systems involves the W3 and W4 groups bound to the alkaline
earth metal. On the basis of our calculations, the short Sr–W4
bond of approximately 2.3 Å is consistent with a hydroxide group
and not a water as previously proposed.13 The reported Sr–W3
bond of 2.62 Å is B0.2 Å longer than the Ca–W3 bond. The
weaker binding of W3 provides an obvious explanation for the
observed faster exchange rate of the slow water in Sr-substituted
PS II. Furthermore, the deprotonation of W4 in the Sr structure,
and consequently its propensity to undergo H-bonding with W3
and Tyr161, may also be responsible for the reduced oxygen-
evolving activity observed for Sr-substituted PS II. This suggests
that the deprotonation of W4 to a hydroxide is not just an
artefact of the 2.1 Å Sr-substituted crystal structure but the
preferred form of W4 in Sr-substituted PS II.
Considering the above points, an interesting picture
emerges which highlights structural factors largely ignored in
mechanistic considerations to date. These have focussed closely on
the Mn cluster itself and oxygen groups directly ligating it, which
are presumed to include the substrate moieties themselves.8a The
fact that the principal geometric diﬀerences between the Ca and Sr
crystal structures occur in the region containing the alkaline earth
metal and its associated H bonding network to Tyr161 (rather than
the Mn cluster per se), suggests the intimate involvement of this
region with substrate water binding and O–O bond formation.
In particular, it is strongly implied, consistent with our earlier
proposals,12 that at least one substrate water (slow exchanging)
is directly bound to the alkaline earth metal throughout the S
state cycle. Further, the rate limiting events in the O–O bond
forming step are likely to be directly influenced by the precise
interaction of this water within a H-bonded chain proceeding to
Tyr 161. This focus is quite different from other current
mechanistic proposals.4
RS and RJP gratefully acknowledge financial assistance from
the Australian Research Council, and the provision of super-
computing time on the platforms of the NCI (National Compu-
tational Infrastructure) Facility in Canberra, Australia.
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Introduction to Paper II:
Effect of concomitant oxidation and
deprotonation of hydrated Mn centres in
rationalising the FTIR difference silence of
D1-Asp170 in Photosystem II 5
Altissima quæque flumina
minimo sono labuntur
Quintus Curtius Rufus
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5. Introduction to Paper II : Combinatoric investigation of FTIR
difference-silence of D1-Asp170 of PSII
5.1 Citation
Terrett, R.; Frankcombe, T., Pace, R.; Stranger, R.; Effect of concomitant
oxidation and deprotonation of hydrated Mn centres in rationalising the FTIR
difference silence of D1-Asp170 in Photosystem II; Journal of Inorganic Bio-
chemistry 155 (2016) pp. 101–104 doi: 10.1016/j.jinorgbio.2015.11.023
5.2 Introduction
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy is a powerful
tool for probing small changes in the ligand environment of protein
cofactors. In the context of Photosystem II, difference spectroscopy can
offer clues as to the oxidation state, ligation, and Jahn–Teller distortion of
ions within the OEC, and has therefore been investigated in some detail
by Debus and coworkers in combination with site-directed mutagenesis
of the peptide matrix coordinating the Mn4CaO5 cluster. This paper
explores the vibrational structure of a small molecule model of the PSII
OEC, under repeated oxidation and deprotonation.
5.3 D1-Asp170 silence in PSII
A surprising result of Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference sp-
ectroscopy of the PSII OEC by Debus, et al. is the absence of evidence
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that D1-Asp170 ligates a Mn ion that undergoes oxidation in S-state
transitions between S0 and S3. [219] This result was obtained through
differential analysis with respect to a mutant form of PSII that replaces D1-
Asp170 with histidine.a Crystallographically, D1-Asp170 is consistently
interpreted to ligate Mn4 and Ca
2+ in a µ1 : µ1 capacity, and D1-Asp170
was earlier identified by difference spectroscopy as either a directly co-
ordinating ligand of the Mn4CaO5 cluster or as possessing a significant
noncovalent interaction with the cluster. [220]
In isolation, it is not inconceivable that the OEC might advance
through the S-state cycle without oxidation of Mn4 ocurring between
S0 and S3. However, what is more surprising is that Strickler, et al. also
find no evidence of changes in D1-Glu189 (crystallographically ligating
Mn1) and D1-Asp342 (crystallographically ligating Mn1 and Mn2) be-
tween S0 and S3 in analogous studies. [221], [222] Contrariwise, Chu,
et al. do find implicit evidence that Mn2 undergoes oxidation in the
S1→ S2 transition, by FTIR difference spectroscopy probing D1-Ala344,
which is the C-terminus of the D1 subunit and ligates Mn2 and Ca
2+
of the OEC crystallographically. [223] D1-Ala344 is distinct from other
carboxylate-bearing amino acids ligating the OEC as it ligates by the
α-carboxylate rather than a sidechain carboxylate, and as the C-terminus
has a higher Debye–Waller factor (B factor) than precedent amino acids
aDenoted as a D1-D170H mutant.
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in D1, however the significance of this fact to the detection of difference
intensity reflecting oxidation of Mn2 is uncertain.
5.4 Rationale for the work
This work originated as an informal suite of calculations validating the
results of Chuah, et al. on small molecule models of the PSII OEC. [224]
Chuah, et al. demonstrated a compensatory effect on carboxylate sym-
metric and antisymmetric stretching frequencies wherein simultaneous
oxidation of a carboxylate-ligated Mn ion and deprotonation of an Mn-
ligating aqua ligand occurred, lending credence to the idea promulgated
by Debus, et al. that the D1-Asp170 difference signal may be suppressed
by a similar compensatory effect involving deprotonation of W1 or W2
ligating Mn4 in the physiological OEC.
Whilst the study of Chuah, et al. provided an elegant proof-of-concept
of the aforementioned compensatory effect, considerable scope for fruitful
expansion and refinement of the principle was quickly identified. We
utilised the dinuclear small molecule model illustrated in Figure 5.1 as a
model of the ligand environment around Mn4 in the PSII OEC, modeling
D1-Asp170 as a formate ligand bridging Mn and Ca. Di-bridging of
the Mn and Ca ions (modeling D1-Glu333) was not undertaken as no
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such species was investigated by Chuah, et al. It was also known that di-
bridging of this form was unstable and liable to geometric isomerisation,b
as observed in earlier project work performed by Kassetra von Nessi. Four
avenues of additional inquiry were explored with respect to the work of
Chuah, et al.:
Figure 5.1: Representation of generic small molecule model used in
FTIR difference spectroscopy study. This molecule approximates the
chemical environment around D1-Asp170 and Mn4 of the PSII OEC.
Conformational paramaterisation Chuah, et al. only considered single
conformers of reduced and oxidised forms of their small molecule
models, however the small molecule models offer a considerable
degree of conformational flexibility. This flexibility was in turn
anticipated to have a modulatory effect on the ligand vibrational
structure that remained unexamined. This information in turn can
bTo wit, deligation of one of the formates from Ca, producing a formate coordinated
to Mn in a µ1 fashion, with the pendant oxygen of this formate involved in hydrogen
bonding with the aqua ligands coordinating Mn.
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help parameterise the sorts of changes in ligand geometry that are
consistent with the difference silence of D1-Asp170 and potentially
with difference silence of carboxylates generically.
Spectral simulation The originating study only considered the migra-
tion of carboxylate symmetric and antisymmetric stretch normal
mode frequencies in response to oxidation and deprotonation, with-
out assessing changes in vibrational intensity. Nevertheless, the
absorption intensity as a function of frequency is an indispensible
component of difference spectra. Experimental difference spectra
conceal information regarding the precise nature of their contrib-
utory direct spectra, and multiple combinations of direct spectra
can give rise to the same difference spectrum. Notably, it is easy
to demonstrate that the difference spectrum associated with pure
migration of a single vibrational peak is indistinguishable with
the symmetric interchange of absorption intensity between two
proximate absorption peaks, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Multiple oxidation/deprotonation states A wide variety of oxidation
and deprotonation patterns can be described for the model we ex-
plored, comprising a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that may be
traversed in a variety of ways. Each transition may or may not per-
mit FTIR difference silence.
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Combinatoric optimisation of transitions The evaluation of the vibra-
tional structure of multiple conformations for each oxidation/de-
protonation states also permits the simulation of multiple difference
spectra for each permissible transition between oxidation/deproto-
nation states, as a Cartesian product of initial and final vibrational
structures.
a) Intensity exchange
Domain
Co
do
m
ai
n
Spectrum i
Spectrum j
Difference
b) Peak migration
Domain
Co
do
m
ai
n
Spectrum i
Spectrum j
Difference
Figure 5.2: Idealised illustration of how multiple scenarios of direct
infrared spectra i and j can account for the same difference spectra, i − j.
a) Interchange of peak intensity between the left and right peaks yields a
difference signal. b) Migration of a single peak yields an identical signal
to that seen in a).
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5.5 My contribution to this work
My contribution to this work consists of development of the underlying
methodologies used in the work, their application to the difference spectra
of interest, and the description, analysis, and discussion of the results
obtained therein.
5.5.1 Preparation of computational models
I prepared computational models exploring the conformational space
of the small molecule models under varying scenarios of oxidation and
deprotonation by a combination of directed conformational modifica-
tion and random perturbation, followed by structural optimisation using
density functional theory.
I performed conformational exploration in both guided and unguided
fashions. Unguided conformational exploration was performed by the
random Gaussian perturbation of atoms within each molecule, followed
by geometry optimisation. This method was chosen as it carries no para-
metric preconceptions about the flexibility of a molecule, in comparison
to more sophisticated techniques geared towards organic species.
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5.5.2 Normal mode analysis
I performed normal mode analysis of equilibrium geometries of computa-
tional models to obtain spectra for each conformer of each small molecule
model.
5.5.3 Generation of combinatoric difference spectra
I implemented code in R [225] to achieve combinatoric production of
difference spectra associated with compensated and uncompensated ox-
idations under varying patterns of deprotonation and conformational
reconfiguration.
5.5.4 Spectral integration and optimisation
I implemented code in R to integrate generated difference spectra and pro-
duce optimal difference spectra with respect to combinations of oxidised
and reduced small molecule models.
5.5.5 Code parallelism
I augmented the aforementioned spectral generation and optimisation
code to take advantage of parallelism. This was undertaken to increase
the time efficiency of combinatoric searches for optimal difference spectra
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in light of the addition of oxidation and deprotonation pathways, in
response to reviewer comments.
5.5.6 Molecular and spectral visualisation
I provided all molecular and spectral visualisation to the manuscript. I
implemented spectral visualisation code in R for analysis and publication.
5.5.7 Compilation of manuscript
I produced the drafts of the papers, providing theoretical background,
methodological information, analysis, and commentary with respect to
computational results to the manuscript. I also produced additions and
amendments to the manuscript as requested by reviewer commentary.
5.6 Opportunities for future research
A number of avenues are apparent for future research along the lines
previously presented. One particular area of interest is the combinatoric
simulation of deeper traversals of the deprotonation–oxidation graph.
This is motivated by the observation that D1-Asp170 difference silence
(as well as the difference silence of other residues coordinating the PSII
OEC, §5.3) is typically seen over successive advances of the S-state cycle.
Concretely, a potential elaboration of benefit would be to find pathways
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through a graph of deprotonations and oxidations such that the sum of
integrated difference spectra for some path S1,S2, . . . ,Sn is minimised. This
is contrasted with isolated pairwise evaluation of reduced and oxidised
forms of the small molecule model, where optimised pairs of reduced
and oxidised conformers for an initial oxidation may be inconsistent with
those for a successive oxidation. This principle is illustrated in Figure
5.3. This concept is anticipated to be considerably more computationally
expensive than pairwise optimisation.
bt
t,b b,b
n
1 ox.
2 ox.
b
n
b'
t,b
a) b)
T1
T2
P1
P1
t,t
Figure 5.3: Abstract representation of a) locally and b) globally optimal
difference paths. In a), only pairs of reduced and oxidised scenarios are
considered, with differing patterns of terminal (t) or bridge (b) deproto-
nation. Whilst this locates pairs of conformers that optimally minimise
difference intensity, this may mean that for a given path on the graph,
two transitions T1 and T2 may be incommensurate (represented by b and
b′). b) represents a globally optimal path traversal P1, which connects
three nodes—each with a nominal conformation—which when taken
together minimise the sum of difference spectra for each edge in the path.
However, finding such paths represents a potential combinatoric explosion.
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The observation of negligible FTIR differences in carboxylate vibrational modes for the D1-Asp170 residue of
Photosystem II (PSII) on successive one-electron oxidations of the Mn4CaO5 oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) is
counterintuitive in light of the apparent ligation of D1-Asp170 to an oxidisable Mn ion in the X-ray crystallo-
graphic structures of PSII. Here, we show computational support for the hypothesis that suppression of the
FTIR difference spectrum in the 1100 cm−1 to 1700 cm−1 region of D1-Asp170 occurs by concomitantMn oxida-
tion and deprotonation ofwater ligands bound to the ligatedmetal centre. Density functional theory calculations
on the model species [MnIICa(COOH)(OH)2(H2O)2]+ over two successive oxidations of the Mn ion are per-
formed, where those oxidations are accompanied by deprotonation of water and μ-hydroxo ligands coordinated
to the Mn ion. In contrast, dramatically increased FTIR difference activity is observed where these oxidations are
unaccompanied by proton loss.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Photosystem II (PSII) is responsible for the light-driven four-electron
oxidation of water effecting dioxygen evolution. This reaction is arguably
the most signiﬁcant biological process on Earth, with paleogeochemical
evidence supporting the signiﬁcant reconstitution of Earth's atmosphere
by this process starting approximately 2.4 billion years ago [1]. The
change is associated with the ﬂourishing of photosynthetic autotrophs
at or before this time [2].
The active site of water oxidation in PSII has been identiﬁed as a
CaMn4 cluster coordinated by the D1 and CP43 subunits of PSII. This
site is known as the oxygen evolving complex (OEC). X-ray crystallo-
graphic evidence [3,4] at resolutions as high as 1.9 Å indicates (Fig. 1)
that the cluster is comprised of an oxo-metal heterocubane consisting
of three ions (Mn(1), Mn(2), Mn(3)) and a vertex with an additional
pendant μ-oxo bridged ion (Mn(4)). This cluster accumulates four oxi-
dative equivalents by reduction of the P680 complex followed by
dioxygen evolution in a ﬁve state sequence called the Kok or S-state
cycle (Fig. 2). Crystallographic, EXAFS/XANES, EPR and vibrational char-
acterisation have provided rich data on the structural and electronic
changes associated with the S-state cycle but the Mn oxidation levels
in each S-state, precise OEC morphology and the mechanism of water
oxidation remains highly contentious. [5–10].
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) difference spectroscopy [11] of the
carboxylate stretch signature region of Photosystem II indicates that no
change in carboxylate vibrational mode frequencies, detected by FTIR
difference spectroscopy, is observable in the Asp170 residue on advanc-
ing from the S0 to S3 oxidation states of the PSII OEC. This silence has
been variously interpreted as indicating one of the following:
1. Asp170 does not coordinate a manganese ion during the S-state
cycle, a hypothesis that is inconsistent with crystallographic
structures indicating ligation of Asp170 to Mn(4). [3,4]. Site
directed mutagenesis effecting D1-Asp170His is similarly FTIR
difference silent which motivates this interpretation, [12] along-
side the suggestion that crystallographic ligation of Asp170 may
not represent the physiological situation. A preponderance of
crystallographic evidence now exists that renders this explana-
tion largely untenable.
2. Asp170 coordinates a manganese ion that does not undergo oxida-
tion between the S0 and S3 states. The similarly observed FTIR differ-
ence silence [13] of D1-Asp342 ligating Mn1 and Mn2 indicates that
FTIR difference silence of a residue can still be consistent with oxida-
tion at an ostensibly ligated metal. This hypothesis is difﬁcult to
reconcile with the additional observed FTIR difference silence [12]
of D1-Glu189 (which crystallographically ligates Mn(1)) and deriva-
tive mutants. If FTIR difference silence is interpreted consistently in
this fashion it would require Mn(1), Mn(2) andMn(4) to not under-
go oxidation in states S0 to S3 or else not coordinate a manganese
centre in these states.
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3. Asp170 is rendered FTIR difference silent by changes in ligation con-
comitant with oxidation. This hypothesis was initially suggested by
Debus and co-workers [11].
This study addresses the third hypothesis: that the observed sup-
pression of carboxylate symmetric and antisymmetric stretch level
shifts upon oxidation of the manganese cluster in PSII occurs through
concomitant deprotonation of water and/or hydroxo ligands bound to
the manganese. It extends the recent work by Chuah and co-workers
[14] involvingMn andMn/Ca carboxylate species, by evaluating the var-
iability in difference spectra with respect to a number of deprotonation
and oxidation patterns as well as variation in ligand conformation.
2. Methodology
Calculations were executed in the Amsterdam Density Functional
(ADF) suite version 2013.01 [15–17]. SCF convergence was achieved
to the default criteria, whilst the gradient convergence threshold was
set to one tenth of the ADF default (1 × 10−4 Eh/Å) for structures used
to generate difference spectra. Frequencies1 and intensities were calcu-
lated by analytic composition of the Hessian within the ADF software
[24–26]. Calculations were performed using the Becke–Perdew ex-
change-correlation functional [18,19] and an all-electron triple-zeta
basis set with one polarisation function (TZP), without relativistic cor-
rection to the electronic energy [20].
Calculations were undertaken on the following species which serve
as convenient simpliﬁed models for the Mn4/Ca environment in the
OEC, retaining all key features relevant here. The Mn(4) centre in the
protein possesses two ligated water/hydroxyl groups, an oxo bridge, a
bridging carboxylate (Glu333) and the Asp170 group which bridges to
Ca.
1. [MnIICa(COOH)(OH)2(H2O)2]+, the species under study prior to any
oxidation or deprotonation.
2. [MnIIICa(COOH)(OH)3(H2O)]+, representing oxidation at Mn with
concomitant deprotonation of a water ligand coordinating Mn.
3. [MnIIICa(COOH)(OH)O(H2O)2]+, representing oxidation at Mn with
concomitant deprotonation of a bridging hydroxide ligand generat-
ing a μ-oxo ligand.
4. [MnIIICa(COOH)(OH)2(H2O)2]2+, representing oxidation at Mn
without concomitant deprotonation of any ligand.
5. [MnIVCa(COOH)(OH)2O(H2O)]+, representing double oxidation at
Mn with concomitant deprotonation of a water and the correspond-
ing cis-hydroxide ligand coordinating Mn.
6. [MnIVCa(COOH)(OH)2O(H2O)]+, representing double oxidation at
Mn with concomitant deprotonation of a water and the correspond-
ing trans-hydroxide ligand coordinating Mn.
7. [MnIVCa(COOH)O2(H2O)2]+, representing double oxidation at Mn
with concomitant deprotonation of both hydroxide bridges to μ-oxo
bridges.
8. [MnIVCa(COOH)(OH)4]+, representing double oxidation at Mn with
concomitant deprotonation of both water ligands coordinating Mn.
9. [MnIIICa(COOH)(OH)2(H2O)2]3+, representing double oxidation at
Mn without concomitant deprotonation of any ligand.
Calculations were performed on Cs and C1-symmetric conformers of
the above species. Notably, species 1, 4, and 5 (see Fig. 3) permit struc-
tures in either symmetry. However, deprotonation of either aqua or
hydroxo ligands necessarily breaks symmetry, reducing it to C1.
These species model two principal scenarios for oxidation of Mn
with differential ligand deprotonation, namely oxidation of Mn with
charge compensation by deprotonation, and uncompensated oxidation
with induction of a+2or+3 charge on the species. The initial oxidation
converts aMnII ion intoMnIII, whilst the subsequent oxidation generates
MnIV. Optimised geometries of selected conformers and the reaction
paths connecting these species are depicted in Fig. 3. Simulated differ-
ence spectra were produced using bespoke code developed in R, and
molecular visualisations were produced in PyMOL [21,22].
3. Results
The effect of oxidation with and without concomitant deproton-
ation on the described species was ascertained by identiﬁcation of
pairs of conformations for each oxidative transition giving rise to
the smallest integrated difference spectra in the signature region
1100 cm−1 to 1700 cm−1. These minimal difference spectra (spectra
with the smallest absolute integrated magnitude) and the direct IR
spectra that give rise to these difference spectra are illustrated in
Figs. 4 and 5.2 In total, 2409 difference spectra were evaluated,
representing the sum of Cartesian products of all redox pairs. The
signature region is dominated by the characteristic presence of a
1 In some cases, equilibrium geometries gave rise to low-energy negative frequencies.
However, we ﬁnd that the presence or absence of these modes does not appear to mean-
ingfully perturb the spectrum in the carboxylate stretch region between 1100 cm−1 and
1700 cm−1.
2 These difference spectra were obtained by combinatoric subtraction of computed
spectra convolvedwith a Cauchy–Lorentz kernel of scale factorγ=25 cm−1 (correspond-
ing to a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 50 cm−1). The numerical integration of
difference spectrawas achieved through themethod of trapezoidswith a discretisation in-
terval of 1 cm−1.
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of PSII OEC S-state cycle. Four one-electron photo-oxida-
tions advance theOEC through S-states S0 to S4, with spontaneouswater oxidation and re-
generation of the S0 state.
Fig. 1. Crystallographic environment of PSII OEC at 1.9 Å by femtosecond X-ray crystallog-
raphy of Suga and co-workers (Protein Data Bank accession code 4UB6) [4]. The region of
the OEC analogous to the small moleculemodel investigated in this work is highlighted in
yellow.
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carboxylate symmetric stretch around 1200–1350 cm−1 and an anti-
symmetric stretch around 1500–1600 cm−1. These positions are
consistent with expectations for carboxylate-terminated ligands.
4. Discussion and conclusion
The IR spectra we have generated reveal an insensitivity to the spe-
ciﬁc order of deprotonation of water or hydroxide ligands, and the sup-
pression of difference intensity is of the same character in both singly
and doubly deprotonated complexes, although patterns f (double de-
protonation of terminal waters) and h (trans double deprotonation)
possess superior suppressions to other double deprotonation patterns.
Contrarily, oxidation without deprotonation consistently generates
negative shifts in the symmetric stretch peak position, as well as a pos-
itive shift in the antisymmetric stretch peak position, that ismoderate in
the case of single oxidation (MnII to MnIII) but large in the case of a sec-
ond oxidation (MnIII to MnIV). Whilst deprotonation with concomitant
oxidation generally yielded suppression of difference spectra with re-
spect to uncompensated oxidation, it was found that deprotonation of
both bridging hydroxide ligands (i) uniquely produced a large differ-
ence spectrum.
The calculations we have presented indicate a conditional sup-
pression of FTIR difference intensity in the carboxylate stretch region
of the modelled Asp170 group with concomitant oxidation and de-
protonation of the complex. This is apparently not possible in oxida-
tion-only scenarios. These data clearly support the cancellation
effect hypothesis, indicating that there exist patterns of deproton-
ation and oxidation that yield no appreciable change in both stretch
peak position and intensity.
Conformational exploration reveals a nontrivial dependence of the
carboxylate symmetric and antisymmetric stretches on the Mn bound
water and hydroxide ligands. Moreover, themodulation of modes asso-
ciated with motions of water and hydroxide protons nearly coincident
with the carboxylate antisymmetric stretch represents a source of
difference intensity not directly related to the carboxylate ligand, but
nevertheless expressed in the carboxylate antisymmetric stretch region.
Despite the simplicity of our model, it retains a close connection
with the local environment of Asp170 in the OEC of PSII. This residue
is bound to the ‘dangler’Mn4 centre and is largely decoupled from the
remaining carboxylate residues bound to metal centres forming the
CaMn3 cubane structure. Unfortunately, it is not possible to directly
compare our calculated peak positions with those for the physiological
Asp170 residue, due to the FTIRdifference silence of the latter. However,
we do calculate symmetric stretches that correspond well with the
Ala344 symmetric stretch between 1320 cm−1 and 1356 cm−1 identi-
ﬁed in S1 and S2-state PSII studies reported by Chu and co-workers
[23]. Since the Ala344 residue also coordinates the Ca ion, it serves as
a useful guide for the expected location of the Asp170 symmetric
stretch. Chu and co-workers also nominate an antisymmetric stretch
region of 1500–1640 cm−1 which is consistent with the range of anti-
symmetric stretch peaks we calculate.
Whilst these results have implications for understanding the ab-
sence of observable FTIR differences associated with Asp170 during S
state turnover, some caution is required. There is signiﬁcantly greater
conformational ﬂexibility afforded by the model system with respect
to the environment surrounding the Mn(4) ion of the PSII OEC, as a
Glu333 simulant coordinatively saturating the model Mn ion is absent.
In practice, inclusion of a second carboxylate bridge in the model
Fig. 3. Scheme representing connectivity of species under investigation and the oxidation/
deprotonation pathways connecting these species. Terms in parentheses indicate the de-
protonation pattern of each species: t = terminal (i.e. deprotonation of an aqua ligand),
b = bridging.
Fig. 4. (a,b) Difference spectra identiﬁed as possessing minimal difference integrals in the
region 1100 cm−1 to 1700 cm−1 for transitions a and b, corresponding to a single oxida-
tion of the manganese ion with deprotonation of either a terminal water or bridging hy-
droxide ligand. (c) Difference spectra … without deprotonation. See Fig. 2 for species
involved in transitions a to c. The speciﬁc frequency range illustrated has been selected
to correspond to that of the FTIR difference spectra of Debus and co-workers. The corre-
sponding conformations for before and after states are depicted inset on the left and
right hand sides of the ﬁgure respectively.
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complex does not result in consistent molecular connectivity. In future
work, we intend to apply the above approach to larger, more realistic
models of the CaMn4 cluster in PSII based on the most recent XRD
structures [3,4].
This research was undertaken with the assistance of resources from
the National Computational Infrastructure (NCI), which is supported by
the Australian Government.
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Fig. 5. (d–h)Difference spectra identiﬁed as possessingminimal difference integrals in the
region 1100 cm−1 to 1700 cm−1 for oxidative transitions d to h, corresponding to a second
oxidation either with or without deprotonation of a terminal water or bridging hydroxide
ligand. (i) Difference spectra for transition i involving deprotonation of both bridging hy-
droxides. (j) Difference spectra without deprotonation. See Fig. 2 for species involved in
transitions d to j. Note that the symmetric stretch for transition j has migrated below
1100 cm−1 (to 1035 cm−1), and is therefore outside of the area of consideration of the ex-
perimental characterisation of Debus and co-workers.
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6.1 Citation
Terrett, R.; Petrie, S.; Stranger, R.; Pace, R.J.; What computational chemistry
and magnetic resonance reveal concerning the oxygen evolving centre in Pho-
tosystem II; Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry 162 (2016) pp. 178–189;
doi: 10.1016/j.jinorgbio.2016.04.009
6.2 Introduction
Due to the presence of four manganese ions in close proximity (both in
space and connectivity on the molecular graph), PSII has the potential
for rich EPR structure, with considerable diagnostic value in terms of
mapping topological and magnetic changes in the PSII OEC over the
course of the S-state cycle. Prior to the availability of high-resolution
X-ray structures unambiguously furnishing the OEC cluster geometry,
rudimentary characterisation of the relative geometry of Mn ions within
the cluster was achieved through EPR. [36]
In this paper, we present calculations of the Jij magnetic coupling
parameters of the Mn ions of the OEC within the Heisenberg–Dirac–van-
Vleck (HDvV) Hamiltonian (Equation 6.1) formalism.a These data are
then coupled to EPR nuclear hyperfine calculations.
an.b. that the HDvV Hamiltonian has a variety of definitions distinguished by a
multiplicative constant. The convention adopted by our publication eschews the factor
of −2 seen in other works (e.g. Retegan, et al. [226])
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Hˆ = −Ji,j
∑
ij
Sˆi · Sˆj (6.1)
This paper presents simulated anisotropic nuclear hyperfine tensors
for PSII OEC models (A-tensors). The nuclear hyperfine interaction arises
from the interaction of unpaired electron spin density with the nuclear
magnetic dipole, where nuclei possess a nonzero nuclear magnetic mo-
ment (55Mn possesses a nuclear magnetic moment tensor of I = 52 [227]).
The OEC has the convenient property that 55Mn has a 100% natural
abundance. [228] The total nuclear hyperfine interaction consists of two
components: an isotropic component arising from the Fermi contact in-
teractionb and an anisotropic component, A which arises from coupling
between the orbitally distributed electron magnetic moment and the
nuclear magnetic dipole moment. [229] The individual components of
the nuclear hyperfine anisotropy may be resolved in ordered systems,
whereas disordered phases present a ‘powder pattern’ response.
The orientation and aspect ratio of the nuclear hyperfine tensors can
provide diagnostic information regarding the local geometry and ligation
of transition metal ions, their oxidation state, and the nature of superex-
change interactions coupling these ions. This information is salient to
bTo wit, the magnetic interaction of an unpaired electron where the electron is
located inside the atomic nucleus. This phenomenon can only arise in s orbitals, due to
orbitals with l ≥ 1 possessing a node of zero expectation density at the nucleus, however
in practice the partial s character of transition metal valence electrons gives rise to an
isotropic component.
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structural investigation of the PSII OEC. In contrast to computational
modeling of molecular geometry and bonding energy, simulation of nu-
clear hyperfine interactions requires particular attention to modeling of
core electron density, which make effective core potential-like approaches
such as the frozen core basis sets offered by the ADF software inappro-
priate. Moreover, whereas relativistic effects are of limited relevance to
the valence orbital structure of light transition metals such as Mn, core
orbital contractions were considered to be important in the context of
nuclear hyperfine structure calculations, accounting for the application
of the Zeroth Order Regular Approximation (ZORA) scalar relativistic
correction to nuclear hyperfine calculations. [230] Whilst computational
chemistry suites typically model the atomic nucleus as a point-like entity,
the finite radius of real atomic nuclei is cited as a factor that becomes
significant to the nuclear hyperfine structure of heavier atoms. [231] Nev-
ertheless, benchmarking comparing point-like and Gaussian models of
nuclear structure did not reveal a measurable effect on our 63Cu model
A-tensor components.
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6.3 My contribution to this work
6.3.1 Preliminary benchmarking
I performed exploratory EPR benchmarking in ADF at a variety of levels
of theory on a collection of CuIIDETA imidazole complexes, to gain intu-
ition as to the behaviour and stability of EPR calculations in ADF. This
step included comparison of LDA, GGA and hybrid functionals, basis
sets composition, finite or point-like nuclear models, and spin-orbit or
perturbative nuclear hyperfine interaction models.
6.3.2 Spin-ladder preparation
I prepared diabatic and adiabatic spin-ladders based on optimisation
of electronic structures and geometries of pre-existing molecular mod-
els.c Not all spin states could be obtained for each S-state, however the
complete spin ladder over-determines the Jij couplings for the OEC and
therefore a subset of these spin states was sufficient. Ultimately, only
diabatic spin ladders were reported, however adiabatic spin ladders were
produced as a side-effect of identifying the attendant geometry of the
ground state spin configuration.
Briefly, if one considers a collection of n interacting transition metal
cCrystallographically-adapted models of PSII in putative S1 through S3 states were
furnished by Dr Simon Petrie.
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centres with locally ferromagnetic spin density (i.e. one in which all un-
paired d electrons possess either α or β polarisation, a single-determinant
configuration), there exist 2n−1 unique spin configurations, taking into
account spin-symmetry in the absence of an external field (an example is
given in Table 6.1, for four identical Mn ions, generating 8 configurations).
The precise expansion of the HDvV Hamiltonian depends on the partic-
ular topology of the cluster, and in highly symmetric cases degenerate
Jij couplings may result (e.g. Schmitt, et al. [232]). Magnetic coupling
between ions such as seen in the OEC or in related models such as the
Mn4ac3Cl7 complex of Schmitt, et al. occurs through the mechanism of
Kramers–Anderson superexchange, where magnetic communication be-
tween metals is effected by the spin-polarisation of intervenient ligands
(typically µn-coordinated anions). [39]
Table 6.1: Generic spin ladder of four identical manganese ions. Note that
the individual ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic relations between
ions are maintained under the inversion of spin, producing (n−1)2 distinct
configurations.
Mn1 Mn2 Mn3 Mn4 Comment
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ Ferromagnetic
↑ ↑ ↑ ↓
↑ ↑ ↓ ↑
↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ Anti-Ferromagnetic
↑ ↓ ↑ ↑
↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ Anti-Ferromagnetic
↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ Anti-Ferromagnetic
↑ ↓ ↓ ↓
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6.3.3 EPR calculation
I performed EPR calculations on S-state models at a variety of levels
of theory. These calculations were used to obtain anisotropic nuclear
hyperfine tensors for analysis.
6.3.4 Data postprocessing and tensor visualisation
I developed a methodology to visualise ADF EPR tensor data in ParaView
[233], [234] and implemented code to produce the requisite Visualisation
Toolkit (VTK)-compatible tensor visualisation data from ADF output,
as well as writing associated parsers to extract tensor information from
ADF output. Visualisation involved fusing molecular geometry output
with tensor data corresponding to selected atoms, and was implemented
in Python. I chose ParaView for visualisation as it can display generic
rank-3 tensor glyphs situated in R3 using either cuboid, ellipsoid or a su-
perquadric surfaces.d I considered none of these visualisation techniques
to be appropriate as we required a visualisation that clearly displayed
tensor components without occluding atoms or bonds. Therefore our
visualisation consisted of representing the principle axes of the tensors
as rods, generated by triplicating a cuboidal representation of the tensors
and scaling the aspect ratios of the three representations to {1.0,0.1,0.1},
dThe use of superquadrics is a fairly recent innovation in tensor field representation,
principally intended to reduce visual ambiguity of diffusion tensor fields in biomedical
imaging with respect to ellipsoidal representations. [235]
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{0.1,1.0,0.1} and {0.1,0.1,1.0}. The methodology is illustrated in Figure
6.1 with respect to conventional tensor representations. In some instances
highly anisotropic tensors resulted in components that were submerged
within manganese ions; in these cases approximate orientations were
indicated by hand.
6.3.5 Graphic preparation
I prepared all molecular visualisations, EPR tensor visualisations, and
Jij coupling pattern illustrations in the manuscript, not including EPR
spectra. Molecular visualisations were produced in PyMOL and Blender,
whilst EPR tensor visualisation was achieved through fusion of ParaView
tensor geometry and Blender data.
6.3.6 Contributions to manuscript
I contributed the methodology section and data germane to the afore-
mentioned EPR and spin-ladder calculations to the manuscript and
supporting information. Additionally, I edited the manuscript for clarity
and consistency and assisted in implementing reviewer recommenda-
tions.
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irregular oblate
ellipsoid
pseudo-
superquadric
jack
Figure 6.1: Representation of three tensor glyph schemes. Ellip-
soidal and superquadric glyphs obscure underlying molecular geometry,
whereas the ‘jack’ representation maintains legibility.
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Density Functional Theory (DFT) computational studies of theMn4/Ca Oxygen Evolving Complex (OEC) region of
Photosystem II in the paramagnetic S2 and S3 states of the water oxdizing catalytic cycle are described. These
build upon recent advances in computationally understanding the detailed S1 state OEC geometries, revealed
by the recent high resolution Photosystem II crystal structures of Shen et al., at 1.90 Å and 1.95 Å (Petrie et al.,
2015, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 54, 7120). The models feature a ‘Low Oxidation Paradigm’ assumption for the
mean Mn oxidation states in the functional enzyme, with the mean oxidation levels being 3.0, 3.25 and 3.5 in
S1, S2 and S3, respectively. These calculations are used to infermagnetic exchange interactionswithin the coupled
OEC cluster, particularly in the Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)-visible S2 and S3 states. Detailed compu-
tational estimates of the intrinsic magnitudes andmolecular orientations of the 55Mn hyperﬁne tensors in the S2
state are presented. These parameters, together with the resultant spin projected hyperﬁne values are compared
with recent appropriate experimental EPR data (Continuous Wave (CW), Electron-Nuclear Double Resonance
(ENDOR) and ELDOR (Electron-Electron Double Resonance)-Detected Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (EDNMR))
from the OEC. It is found that an effective Coupled Dimermagnetic organization of the fourMn in the OEC cluster
in the S2 and S3 states is able to quantitatively rationalize the observed 55Mn hyperﬁne data. This is consistent
with structures we propose to represent the likely state of the OEC in the catalytically active form of the enzyme.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Water is the reducing substrate for production of molecular oxygen
in Photosystem II (PSII), in a process whose mechanistic detail remains
as yet unresolved. It is known that during this cyclic four-electron reac-
tion, the Mn4Ca cluster in the PSII water-oxidising complex (WOC, also
known as the Oxygen Evolving Centre, OEC) moves through a series of
four metastable, spectroscopically accessible intermediates and one in-
trinsically short-lived unstable state, collectively known as the S states.
Electron transfer from the cluster to the photo-oxidized P680 chloro-
phyll reaction centre is by means of a redox active tyrosine residue, YZ.
The metastable states are labelled S0, S1, S2 and S3, and the short-lived
‘ﬁnal’ state is S4, where the subscript refers to the number of stored
oxidising equivalents in the catalytic centre [1]. However, the precise,
catalytically relevant geometry of the Mn4Ca site, as well as the overall
metal centre oxidation level at which water oxidation occurs, are still
the subjects of debate [2]. Atomic level detail of the nominally ‘dark sta-
ble’ S1 state of the Mn4Ca catalytic site has now been revealed by PSII
structures at 1.9 Å [3a] and 2.1 Å resolution for the (still functional)
Sr/Ca-substituted enzyme [3b] and very recently at 1.95 Å for the native
enzyme, with very low X-ray exposure [3c]. These advance earlier stud-
ies at lower resolution (2.9 Å, 3.0 Å and 3.5 Å) [3d,e,f] and supply detail
of oxo bridging and possibly substrate water binding sites within the
cluster. At present, these structures should be conservatively regarded
as nominally S1, as the possibility of some contribution from more re-
duced forms (likely S0) cannot be deﬁnitely excluded.
The 1.9–2.1 Å resolution PSII structures reveal the disposition of Mn,
Ca/Sr and terminal/bridging O species, along with protein supplied
ligating side chains. In each case there is a distinguishable difference
between the precise OEC metal positions within the two monomers
(labelled A and B) of the homo-dimeric enzyme as crystallized. In the
1.9 and 2.1 Å structures, the closest Mn–Mn separations are generally
≈2.8–2.9 Å (or more), rather than the 2.7–2.8 Å, seen consistently for
the two closest Mn–Mn separations resolved in EXAFS (Extended X-
ray Absorption Fine Structure) [4]. However, in both the Ca and Sr struc-
tures, monomer B has a shortest Mn–Mn distance of 2.76 Å, similar to
that seen in EXAFS. Nonetheless, this has led to speculation that the
cluster has been perturbed by photo-reduction during the XRD data
collection [5]. However, we have now shown [6] by large scale compu-
tational modelling that the structural forms seen by Shen et al. are
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simple proton displaced tautomers of alternative S1 conﬁgurations. One
is consistent with the 1.95 Å structure and lower resolution structure of
Guskov et al. [3e] with ‘short’ EXAFS, Mn–Mn distances, while the other
shows ‘long’Mn–Mn distances, as seen in the 1.9 Å and 2.1 Å structures.
This is possible only because we assign a particular oxidation state level
(low oxidation paradigm, see below) to theMn ionswithin the OEC and
the proton displacement triggers a re-disposition of the individual Mn
oxidation states, while maintaining the same mean Mn oxidation level
of 3.0. The same redox assignment quantitatively rationalizes themono-
mer A and B differences in the 1.9 and 2.1 Å structures, as a consequence
of a subtle symmetry breaking that alters the Jahn–Teller axis alignment
on one particular MnIII ion in the cluster [6b].
Two possibilities for the redox levels of theMn ions within the func-
tional OEC cluster have been proposed, the so called ‘low’ and ‘high’ par-
adigms [2]. These differ consistently by two oxidation equivalents
throughout the S cycle, with the mean oxidation levels in S1 being 3.0
and 3.5 in the low and high series, respectively. The high paradigm
has been supported by particular interpretations of Mn XANES mea-
surements ([4], but see also [7]) and computational modelling of the
OEC (extensive, but see [5,8] for representative examples), while the
low paradigm has been supported by alternative analyses of XANES
and related spectroscopic data [9], as well as a recent direct determina-
tion by electron counting during photo assembly of the functional OEC,
from apo-PSII and exogenous MnII [10].
The only high resolution XRD structures of PSII currently available
are for the S1 state, although two groups [11] have very recently pre-
sented data from ﬂash advanced PSII microcrystals (extensively signal
averaged), in the nominal S2 and S3 states. These are at present only to
5–6 Å resolution. However, Mn EXAFS results from several groups [4]
indicate that there is less structural change on the S1 → S2 transition
than for any other transition in the S cycle. Both states have a very sim-
ilar pair of ‘short’ (≈2.7 Å) Mn–Mn vectors, with any differences being
in the region ofMn–metal (Mnor Ca) distances of≈3.0 Å or larger. Both
S0 and S2 have an odd number of electrons and exhibit well known EPR
signals at low temperature [12]. The most studied of these is the S2 Mn
hyperﬁne structured spin ½ ground state, known as themultiline signal
(ML), although other signals of spin ≥5/2may also form as ground state
(or near ground state) species or as cryo-trapped forms generated by
low temperature NIR (Near Infrared) illumination of the ML state [13].
From 55Mn ENDOR (Electron-Nuclear Double Resonance) studies on
the ML and modelling by several groups [14], it had been proposed
that all four Mn in the exchange coupled cluster contribute near equiv-
alently to the total hyperﬁne structured signal. However, we have
recently shown by 55Mn ENDOR studies on the S2 ML signal performed
at temperatures signiﬁcantly lower (2.5 K) than any employed previ-
ously [15], that the relative net contributions of individual Mn to the
totalmagnetic state of theML formare quite different from those earlier
suggested. Two Mn ions are virtually magnetically ‘silent’ in the cluster
with small effective Mn hyperﬁne couplings (one essentially zero).
This requires that the overall cluster coupling be dominantly anti-
ferromagnetic, but the Mn ions are in effect magnetically organized as
two dimers, with one dimer consisting of a MnIII–MnIV pair (net spin
½) and the other as a MnIII–MnIII pair (low paradigm) or MnIV–MnIV
pair (high paradigm, both cases net spin near 0). This is despite the to-
pological arrangement of the OEC Mn being close to a ‘trimer plus one’
(‘dangler’ [6], or ‘funnel’ arrangement [12a]). These ‘dimer’ pairs are rel-
atively strongly anti-ferromagnetically coupled within themselves, but
with only weak effective (net) coupling between them (ferro- or anti-
ferromagnetic), at least in the S=½ML state. Interestingly, such amag-
netic organization is actually predicted for the OEC by very recent high
level ‘quantum entanglement’ calculations [16], with computed effec-
tive hyperﬁne contributions from two Mn being small (b20% of nomi-
nal, isolated ion values).
EXAFS studies reveal [4] that there is a signiﬁcant change in geome-
try of the OECmetal positions in the S3 state comparedwith the lower S
states. The detailed interpretation of this change differs somewhat
between experimental groups. Yachandra et al. found expansion of
one ‘close’≈ 2.7 Å Mn–Mn vector (as seen prominently in the lower S
states), to≈2.9–3.0 Å [4a], while Dau et al. saw an additional close vec-
tor of≈2.8 Å form [4c] (both studies from higher plant derived PSII). A
recent study on cyanobacterial PSII by the Berkeley group [4f], found re-
sults similar to that of Dau et al. The ‘expansion’ of the close distance is
superﬁcially surprising as the cluster undergoes single electron oxida-
tion and proton loss on the S2 → S3 transition. Yachandra et al. [4a]
have interpreted this to mean that oxidation of a bridging oxo had oc-
curred rather than a metal centre. This is compatible with the small
Mn XANES edge shift these authors see on the S2→ S3 transition. How-
ever, this interpretation is not favoured by Dau et al. experimentally
[4d], nor by any group who has studied the matter with computational
chemistry, all of whom see Mn oxidation on passage to S3 (e.g. see
discussion in [2]).
The S1 and S3 states are integer spin. A broad, featureless parallel po-
larized derivative signal at g≈ 4.8, with≈60mT peak–trough width, is
sometimes seen in S1 (see [12b]). As yet no 55Mn hyperﬁne has been re-
solved from this state. However, Cox et al. have recently reported high-
ﬁeld (Q, W band) pulsed EPR on the S3 state in thermophilic PSII core
complexes [17]. The S3 state is heterogeneous in these systems, one
population (≈60%) exhibits a high-spin, S = 3 magnetic state while
the other population is EPR-silent. W Band EDNMR (ELDOR-Detected
NMR) on the EPR-visible state yields severalwell-resolved 55Mnnuclear
couplings.
Here we examine the detailed structures of the S2 and S3 states in
PSII, building on our recentmodelling of the S1 state of the photosystem
[6] within the low oxidation state paradigm. The consequences of this
new modelling for magnetic interactions within these higher S states
are examined, in particular, for exchange interactions between the Mn
ions in the OEC cluster and the individual 55Mn ion hyperﬁne interac-
tion parameters seen in S2 and S3 experimentally.
2. Methods
All density functional calculations were performed in the Amsterdam
Density Functional suite (ADF), version 2014.01 on 64-bit Linux [18a,b,c].
2.1. Geometry optimization
Geometry optimizations were performed on crystallographically
adaptedmodels of the Photosystem II OEC active site in the S2 and S3 ox-
idation states possessing expected average Mn oxidation states of
+3.25 and+3.5, respectively. Two initial geometries were investigated
in these states, distinguished by the relative arrangement of the Asp170
group and associated water ligands in the structure and designated
‘open’ and ‘closed’. The crystal structure used to derive optimized geom-
etries is the 2.9 Å X-ray structure from Thermosynechococcus elongatus
(Guskov et al., ‘Berlin’ structure [3e]). This structure has the open
form, which we believe (see below) more closely resembles the func-
tional state of the OEC. The structure used was that of OEC monomer
‘B’ from the RCSB Protein Databank. Derived structures consist of the
Mn4CaO5 decoratedhemi-cubane cofactorwith coordinating propanoate
and 5-ethylimidazole ligands representing amino acids D1–Asp170, D1–
Glu189, D1–His332, D1–Glu333, D1–Asp342, D1–Ala344 and CP43–
Glu354.
Optimized geometries were calculated using the default conver-
gence criteria. These comprise aΔE threshold of 1 × 10−3 Eh, withmax-
imum and root-mean-square gradient criteria of 1 × 10−3 Eh/Å and
6.67 × 10−4 Eh/Å, respectively, and a maximum and root-mean-
square Cartesian step size of 1 × 10−2 and 6.67 × 10−3 Å, respectively.
Geometry optimization was performed in a Cartesian coordinate
system. In all geometry optimizations, the terminal methyl carbons of
5-ethylimidazole and propanoate ligands representing coordinating
amino acids were pinned at the XRD structure relative positions.
Geometry optimizations were performed in the generalized gradient
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approximation (GGA) using the Becke–Perdew '86 (BP86) combined
exchange–correlation functional [19a,b]. The calculations were per-
formed in the spin-unrestricted Kohn–Sham formalism, in which the
α and β spin symmetry of the molecule is broken. Each species was
spin-polarized to obtain the 8 symmetry-unique single-determinant
coupling conﬁgurations between Mn ions 1–4. The TZP (Triple Zeta,
one Polarization function) all-electron Slater basis set was usedwithout
relativistic correction, owing to the absence of heavy atoms [19c]. Calcu-
lations employed the default numerical integration accuracy exponent
of 4, and SCF convergencewas achieved to the satisfaction of the default
convergence criterion.
2.2. Single-point spin ladders
Non-adiabatic spin ladders were generated by single-point calcula-
tions on the optimized geometry of the minimum energy broken-
symmetry state. Where complete suites of optimized geometries for
all spin states were unavailable, the optimized geometry of the ABAB
spin coupling pattern (A= ‘spin up’,α; B= ‘spin down’, β) was instead
used. These spin ladders are produced by single-point calculations of the
electronic energy at a ﬁxed geometry under varying constraints of total
molecular spin and Mn ion spin-spin coupling.
2.3. A-tensor determination
Hyperﬁne interactions were modelled using the ESR (Electron Spin
Resonance) directive within the ADF2014.01 suite [20] using the
BP86/TZP-ZORA and PBE0/TZP-ZORA functional/basis set combinations.
This produces A-tensors in themolecular Cartesian and atomic principal
axis frames, however eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the A-tensors
were producedmanually by eigen-decomposition using the linalgmod-
ule of the Numerical Python (NumPy) package [21]. ESR calculations
also employed the Zeroth Order Relativistic Approximation (ZORA)
[22] in computing A-tensor components. Isotopic defaults of 55Mn
were retained in ESR calculations.
3. Results
3.1. Structural models
The structural models used for the S2 and S3 states derive from our re-
cent computational studies of the S1 state, as revealed by the XRD data at
2.9 Å, 1.9 Å and 1.95 Å [6]. The computational structures, shown in Figs. 1,
2 are hydrated (6waters) and fullymodel all protein suppliedmetal ligat-
ing amino acid side chains, with the β carbons ‘pinned’ at relative spatial
positions consistentwith the 2.9 ÅXRD structure andmodelled asmethyl
groups (as in [6]). Our S1 state studies revealed two basic structural types,
an ‘open’ form, generally consistent with the 2.9 Å structure and a ‘closed’
form, seen in both the 1.9 and 1.95 Å structural types. These differ princi-
pally in that the Asp170 carboxylate side chain is ligated only to Mn4 (so
called ‘dangler’Mn, see [6]) in the open form (Fig. 1a), while Asp170 brid-
ges between Mn4 and Ca in the closed form (Fig. 1b). The imidazole side
chain ofHis337 is deﬁnitely notH-bonded to the μ3 oxobridgingMn1, 2, 3
in the open form, but is so bonded in the closed variants in the 1.9 Å and
1.95 Å XRD structures [6]. Also, in these forms the O5 moiety (water or
hydroxide) is relatively distant fromMn1 (N2.6 Å, XRD and computation-
al), while computationally it is≈2.3 Å in the open form (along the Mn1
Jahn–Teller axis) in S1 and S2. We believe this closer interaction to be
more consistent with the relatively strong 17O hyperﬁne interaction
seen in S2 by Rapatskiy et al. [8l] from H217O-labelled solvent introduced
by fast exchange in S1.
Fig. 1a, b show the S2 state computationalmodels employed here, for
the open and closed forms. Both have the low paradigm Mn mean
oxidation state level of 3.25, consistently giving a redox pattern of
III,IV,III,III for the S2 state (forMn1⋯4, [9]). The μ3 oxo group is assumed
to be un-protonated and His337 is not included. This is the form (with
solvent water access to Mn1) that we regard most likely to actually
exist in the functional OEC [6,9]. Both structures are consistent with
the EXAFS data, with two close≈2.7–2.8 Å Mn–Mn distances [4]. The
W2 water on Mn4 is deprotonated in our S2 models, which are charge
neutral, like S1. However, this proton is not seen to be released external-
ly on the S1→ S2 transition and is likely trapped internally (as seen by
Fourier transform IR spectroscopy [23]). The Mn3⋯4 distance is
≈3.3 Å in both cases.
Fig. 1. a) Computational model of the OEC S2 state in ‘open’ form with carboxylate of
Asp170 pointing away from Ca (as in some XRD structures, see text). All structures in
Figs. 1 and 2 have protein supplied ligand β carbons modelled as methyl groups, ﬁxed at
their relative positions in the 2.9 Å XRD structure (see Methods). Mn oxidation state
pattern is III, IV, III, III. Proposed substrate species starred. One water binds to Mn1 along
its Jahn–Teller axis (‘fast’ water, Wf). ‘Slow’ substrate water (Ws) is bound near Ca and
Mn3 (see [6]). The W2 water on Mn4 is mono-deprotonated. Carboxylate and
ethylimidazole ligands visually truncated for clarity in Figs. 1, 2, with selected hydrogen
bonding patterns indicated by black dashed lines. b) Computational model of the OEC S2
state in ‘closed’ form with the carboxylate of Asp170 now bridging between Mn4 and Ca
(as in some XRD structures, see text). Mn oxidation state pattern is III, IV, III, III. In this
form no water/hydroxide groups approach within≈4 Å of Mn1.
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No high resolution XRD data are available for the S3 state. However,
low–medium (≈4.5–5.5 Å) resolution structures of the S2, S3 and S0
states in ﬂash advanced, femtosecond XRD studies on PSII microcrystals
have become recently available from two groups [11]. The data are cur-
rently at the limits of interpretability due to the resolution, however a
consistently discernible difference in the OEC cluster geometry is seen
in S3, compared to the lower S states. Further, as noted above, there is
a signiﬁcant, Mn EXAFS detectable change in the OEC cluster geometry
on going from the earlier S states to S3. This affects mostly the two
‘short’ (≈2.7 Å) Mn–Mn vectors seen in S1 and S2, either lengthening
one of them, or adding a new short distance (≈2.8 Å), or both [4].
Further, detailed analysis of the S2 and S3 Mn XANES edge shapes [4d]
suggests that a MnIIIL5 →MnIVL6 change (L = ligand) occurs on this S
state transition, which would be totally consistent with formation of a
new oxo or hydroxo bridge between adjacent Mn (presumably leading
to a shortening of a Mn–Mn vector).
The possibility of open and closed forms of theOEC, as seen above for
S2, mediated by the ﬂexibility of the Asp170 ligation, provides a ready,
quantitative explanation of these observations for S3. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2b. In the open form (Fig. 2), the low paradigm redox pattern is
III, IV, III, IV and now the O3 oxo bridges only Mn1, 2. A proton is lost
from the W1 water and the W2 hydroxide now bridges to Mn3, i.e.
the Mn3, 4 pair is now oxo/hydroxo bridged. This shortens the
Mn3⋯4 distance to ≈2.9 Å, while the Mn1⋯2 distance remains at
≈2.7 Å and the Mn2⋯3 distance increases to≈2.95 Å, due to the loss
of O3 bridging between Mn1, 3. The O5 water again has direct access
to the Jahn–Teller site on Mn1 and the Asp170 carboxylate is now
bidentate to Mn4. In the closed form (Fig. 2b), the Asp170 bridges
Mn4 and Ca, ensuring the O3 group remains as a μ3 oxo bridging Mn1,
2, 3, retaining two ‘short’ ≈ 2.7 Å Mn–Mn vectors. Mn3, 4 is again
oxo/hydroxo bridged, with the Mn–Mn distance shortening to≈2.9 Å.
The O5 water now has only distant access (N3 Å) to the Jahn–Teller
site on Mn1. In total these results are in excellent, quantitative agree-
ment with the range of possibilities seen in EXAFS for the S3 state.
3.2. Magnetic interactions
It is convenient to express the magnetic interactions between the
Mn ions in theOEC in terms of an effective, phenomenological exchange
Hamiltonian. From the range of low paradigm structures in both S2 and
S3, Mn4 interacts only with Mn3 to excellent approximation. Then the
exchange interaction pattern is as indicated in Fig. 3, with Hamiltonian
H, given by:
H ¼− J12 S1  S2 þ J13 S1  S3 þ J23 S2  S3 þ J34 S3  S4½ : ð1Þ
In Eq. 1, positive J indicates ferromagnetic coupling, negative indi-
cates anti-ferromagnetic coupling. The single determinant DFT calcula-
tions performed here assume any centre with unpaired spins (e.g. a
Mn ion), has all spins fully polarized locally, as α (A) or β (B). So a
state designated AAAA has the spins on Mn1⋯4 all polarized α (i.e.
‘up’) etc. Formally, a single determinant of e.g. AAAA conﬁguration is
equivalent, in spin and relative energy terms, to the product electronic
spin function, |MS1(α), MS2(α),MS3(α),MS4(α)N, where for aMnIII cen-
tre say, with 4 unpaired d electrons, MS(α) =+2 andMS(β) =−2 etc.
Then the relative total energies of the different spin polarized DFT deter-
minants (ABAB, etc.) may be related to the expectation values of Eq. 1,
with the corresponding product spin functions [24]. If DFT energies for
Fig. 2. a) Computationalmodel of the OEC S3 state in ‘open’ form. Carboxylate of Asp170 is
bi-dentate ligand to Mn4. Mn oxidation state pattern is III, IV, III, IV. The substrate water
molecules (Wf,s, Fig. 1a) are in close proximity and H bonded to the same oxo bridge
between Mn3, 4. The W1 water has lost one proton and now bridges Mn3, 4. The O3 μ3-
oxo bridge between Mn1, 2, 3 is now a μ2 bridge between Mn1, 2, allowing the Mn2, 3
vector to elongate (≈3.0 Å). This and the W1 bridge between Mn3, 4 ensures ‘Coupled
Dimer’-like magnetic organization for the cluster (see text). b) Computational model of
the OEC S3 state in ‘closed’ form. Carboxylate of Asp170 now a mono-dentate to Mn4,
with the pendant carboxylate oxygen pointing towards Ca. Mn oxidation state pattern is
III, IV, IV, III. W1 bridges Mn3, 4, as in Fig. 2a, but O3 is a μ3-oxo bridging Mn1, 2, 3 and
the magnetic ground state of the cluster is diamagnetic.
Fig. 3. Schematic depiction of magnetic coupling interactions between Mn ions of OEC
active site.
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sufﬁcient, distinct spin polarization states can be obtained, then the J
values in Eq. 1 are determined, or over-determined. In practice, one ob-
tainsﬁrst the conﬁguration of lowest energy (e.g.ABAB) and then deter-
mines the energies of other spin conﬁguration states, whose total
geometries are ﬁxed at that of the lowest energy (reference) state.
This does not always lead to converged energies of particular ‘excited’
state conﬁgurations, but in the present instances, sufﬁcient results
were obtained to at least minimally determine the J values, listed in
Table 1 (see Supplementary material § S1, 2). For the S2 structures, the
minimum energy states for both the open and closed forms were both
dominantly anti-ferromagnetic,with net cluster spin ST=½and conﬁg-
urations ABAB and ABBA, respectively. For the S3 structures, the closed
form was generally anti-ferromagnetically coupled, with ST = 0. For
the open form, conﬁgurations with ST = 0 or 3 were admitted, within
the likely uncertainties of the DFT energy analyses. Zero spin states are
of course EPR inactive and will not be considered in detail here.
3.3. S2 state
The S2 intermediate, with odd total electron spin, is known to exhibit
a range of Kramers state EPR signals [12,13]. These appear centred at
apparent g values of ≈2.0, 4.4, 8–9 and correspond to total net spin
states of ST = ½, 3/2 or 5/2 and possibly higher (≈7/2). By far the
most studied and information rich is the ST = ½, so called Multi-Line
state (ML) [12]. It is this species which we concentrate on here, as it is
the only S2 form fromwhichMnhyperﬁne interactions have been clear-
ly resolved. The intrinsic anisotropy of the 55Mn hyperﬁne tensor for a
MnIII ion (d4) differs from those of the closed d sub-shell species, MnII
(d5) and MnIV (d3). Illumination of PSII in the dark stable S1 state at
≈200 K (e.g. [12]) produces the hyperﬁne structured S2 ML signal. Typ-
ical examples are given in Fig. 4a, b (see [15] for details). The spectrum
contains 18–20 resolved hyperﬁne lines, centred close to g=2.00 and is
at least 180 mT (i.e.≈5000 MHz) wide at X-band (one resonance ob-
scured by the TyrD radical signal near g = 2.00 [12]). The signal resem-
bles the ‘classic’ 16 line EPR signals from anti-ferromagnetically coupled
MnIII‐IV oxo bridged dimers below≈20 K [25a–c], although these sig-
nals (width b 130 mT) are signiﬁcantly narrower than the S2 ML, with
fewer resonances. The S2 ML is narrower than the only known example
from a linear, MnIIIMnIV3 net spin ½ tetramer (≈26 resonances,
≈195 mT [25d]), but broader than the g ≈ 2 hyperﬁne signal from a
very recently presentedMn4/Ca synthetic OEC clustermodel, in theMn-
IIIMnIV3 oxidation state (≈18 main resonances,≈150 mT width [25e]).
We discuss this further below.
Several experimental factors subtly inﬂuence the detailed, hyperﬁne
structure of the S2 ML spectrum in functional PSII [12b,26d]. A possible
basis for this structural ‘ﬂexibility’ is seen computationally above. So
called ‘broad’ and ‘narrow’ (or sharper) ML forms [12b] exist (depend-
ing on PSII species, buffer additions etc.). Fig. 4a, b gives typical examples
of each.
In magnetic systems like the OEC, with strongly exchange coupled
centres, themagnetic state (e.g.ML) is deﬁned by the total spin operator
ST. Under these circumstances (e.g. see [15]), the observed individual
55Mn nuclear hyperﬁne couplings, Ai, are given by,
Ai ¼ ρi Ai;ion: ð2Þ
Here ρi is the spin projection coefﬁcient (dimensionless) of the ion, i,
within the ST=½manifold. It is determined by the precise details of the
exchange coupling. Ai,ion is a hypothetical ‘isolated ion’ value for the
metal in a chemically ‘equivalent’ environment (ligands etc.). This is in
principle obtainable computationally. The ρi formally sum to unity. In
the anti-ferromagnetically coupled MnIII‐IV dimers above, whose
spectra signiﬁcantly resemble the S2 ML, ρIII = 2 and ρIV = −1, so
that the nuclear hyperﬁne coupling seen from the MnIII ion is approxi-
mately twice that from theMnIV, giving the characteristic, approximate-
ly sixteen line pattern. The AIII term is anisotropic (Jahn–Teller ion) and
typically near axial, with AII b A⊥ in magnitude. Statistically, A⊥ domi-
nates the shape in a powder pattern spectrum. Normally AIV is near
isotropic, giving the ≈9 mT main line spacing seen in these systems
[25a–c] and the ML at moderate resolution (Fig. 4a). At higher resolu-
tion (Fig. 4b), a substructure is reproducibly seen in the latter. Both
the broad and narrow spectra have virtually identical ﬁeld positions
for the main hyperﬁne resonances, but differ in the substructure split-
ting seen, particularly above g = 2. This must arise from an anisotropic
hyperﬁne interaction, as it is not seen fully on all main resonances
(roughly every second resonance in the 300–400 mT region, Fig. 4b).
This coupling is of order 80 MHz (i.e. ≈3 mT) in the broad form and
≈50 MHz (≈2 mT) in the narrow form. Thus, at least one centre has
a small (≈0.2 magnitude) ρ value, while at least one has |ρ|≈ 1, from
the 9.0 mT main pattern spacing (as in the model dimers, likely a near
isotropic MnIV coupling). A centre with |ρ| ≈ 0.2 is inconsistent with
most previous phenomenological modelling of the ML signal ([14], see
below).
Very recently, Kurashige et al. presented the most advanced
quantum chemical calculations yet undertaken on OEC models [16].
These involved Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) the-
ory, generating ‘near exact’ many-electron wave function solutions.
A robust conclusion from these, even in an assumed high oxidation
state paradigm, was that ρ1 = 2.0, ρ2 = −1.0 and, and ρ3, ρ4 were
each of small, equal magnitude and opposite sign (approximately
0.2 to 0.3 magnitude). Because the total ML pattern width is around
5.5 GHz (≈190 mT) and the dominant line spacing is ≈250 MHz
(i.e. 9.0 mT), these calculations essentially require that one coupling
be large, i.e. of order 600MHz, since twoMn couplings are small. This
is because, in simple terms [15],
ML width 5:5 GHzð Þ≈5 A1 eff þ A2 eff þ A3 eff þ A4 effð Þ ð3Þ
where the Ai,eff are essentially angularly averaged (effective) 55Mn
hyperﬁne magnitudes. One, (e.g. A2 eff) must be ≈250 MHz (as
observed, Fig. 4a), two (e.g. A3,4 eff) are ‘small’ (b70 MHz) (computa-
tional and seen here, Fig. 4b). So A1 eff is at least 600MHz, also consis-
tent with the quantum computational value of ρ1 = 2.0. Kurashige
et al., assumed a high paradigm S2 oxidation state pattern of III, IV,
IV, IV. Mn1 and Mn2 have near ‘MnIII–IV dimer-like’ oxidation states
and contributions, while Mn3 and Mn4 are near coupled silent.
Since at least one of the latter two has a substantially anisotropic hy-
perﬁne coupling, i.e. is likely aMnIII ion, then both ions would have to
be in the low paradigm S2 state.
In principle, 55Mn ENDOR spectroscopy on the ML state should re-
solve this. ENDOR, particularly pulsed (Davies) ENDOR, directly reveals
the hyperﬁne couplings within an electron spin manifold by inducing
nuclear transitions (typically MHz frequencies) within the rotating
frame of the electron magnetization (see [27]). Britt et al. [14a,b]
made the ﬁrst such studies, followed by Bittl et al. [14c,d] and Lubitz
et al. [14e,f] Thesemeasurementswere taken at≈4.2 K, but also recent-
ly by Pantazis et al. at 2.5 K. [14g] Toﬁrst order, a hyperﬁne coupling of A
MHz gives ENDOR frequencies at≈|A/2| MHz, for this spin ½ system,
with strong nuclear hyperﬁne coupling.
Essentially similar results were reported, at X or Q band frequencies,
including the 2.5 K data, from plant or cyanobacterial PSII. Hyperﬁne
couplings from≈170–340 MHz (i.e.≈85–170 MHz in ENDOR) were
Table 1
Computational exchange coupling constants (cm−1) for OEC magnetic model in Fig. 3.
J12 J13 J23 J34
S2 (open) −130 −50 −105 −45
S2 (closed) −145 −50 +30 −100
S3 (open) −160 ≈0 ≈−15− (+ 30) ≈ 20 ± 5
S3 (closed) − − − −
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seen in a broad, variably shaped envelope, with a couplingmaximum at
≈240–280 MHz. No couplings above 400 MHz or below ≈160 MHz
were reported. Many sample and instrumental factors inﬂuence
ENDOR transition intensities (see discussion in [15]), generally not
well-deﬁned or controlled in a particular experiment. Hence, the total
number of distinct nuclear transitions contributing to a particular
ENDOR resonance region is typically unclear, unless the transitions are
sufﬁciently narrow or separated from others (then presumed to be sin-
gle transitions). So these resultswere interpreted in termsof three near-
ly equivalent isotropic Mn couplings (≈200–230 MHz magnitude,
approximately overlapping in the spectra) and one axial anisotropic
coupling, with perpendicular component at≈350 MHz [14]. The latter
was assigned to a single MnIII and the former to three MnIV ions in the
high oxidation state models assumed. The spin projections were about
2,−1, 1,−1, with the ﬁrst assigned to the MnIII, while sign ordering
varied for the others, subject to them summing to−1. No interpreta-
tions of line substructure (if seen), as in Fig. 4b, were made.
One factorwhichmay have inﬂuenced all ENDOR studies on the OEC
ML is Mn nuclear relaxation. If too high, this causes dephasing and loss
of ENDOR intensity (see [15,27]). These nuclear rates depend strongly
on the electron spin relaxation (T1 rate), often declining sharply near
0 K. As all previous work to that time had been performed at ≈4.2 K
or above, Hanson, Pace et al. recently undertook Davies ENDOR studies
on plant PSII core complexes, at temperatures down to 2.5 K [15]. These
PSII complexes have excellent optical properties, high O2 activity [15]
andML electron T1 rates (at 4 K)≈ 30 times lower than for any PSII ma-
terial elsewhere reported (see [15]). At 2.6 K, this gave ML T1 rates
≈150 times slower than any previously obtained, to that point. Thema-
jority sample rate (≈50 s−1) is still an order of magnitude slower than
that recently reported by Pantazis et al. [14g] for cyanobacterial PSII
complexes at 2.5 K (≈500 s−1). The plant core complexes display the
broad ML form in S2, with 55Mn ENDOR transitions far sharper than
any previously reported (Fig. 5A, B). As a consequence of this, precise
ﬁeld position sampling effects can be pronounced, particularly for the
Mn1 contribution, which is the most anisotropic centre, with large
quadrupole component, Table 2 (see [15] for further details). The ob-
served transitions correspond to 55Mn hyperﬁne couplings in the
range ≈20–670 MHz, as expected from the simple arguments above
and the high level calculations of Kurashige et al. [16]. It was concluded
in [15] that all previous ENDOR studies on theML signal had essentially
seen only resonances from the (single) MnIV centre in the S2 OEC. This
was rationalizable, in magnetic relaxation terms, as MnIII centres
typically experience faster T1 relaxation than MnIV or MnII centres at
equivalent temperatures (see Discussion). This will also be signiﬁcant
below, when we consider EPR results on the S3 state.
The continuous wave (CW) data in Fig. 4a, b and the ENDOR data in
Fig. 5a, b were earlier simulated (see [15] for full details). All simulation
spectra (CW and ENDOR) assumed powder pattern averaging of the
sample, although some orientation selection effects likely occur experi-
mentally, as noted above. These appeared to be too subtly dependent on
precise observing ﬁeld position, sample variation etc. to reliably address
experimentally or in simulation, given the high anisotropy of some of
the hyperﬁne interactions. The CW simulations for the broad and nar-
row forms are given in [15]. In Fig. 5, the red simulation spectra for
the broad form (from [15]) are shown, with representative experimen-
tal data as indicated in the ﬁgure captions (and [15]). In all cases the ﬁt-
tings were used to obtain the experimental hyperﬁne parameters. No
spectral simulations using computationally derived hyperﬁne parame-
ters were undertaken. Table 2 lists the best ﬁt CW and ENDOR derived
parameters. The hyperﬁne and quadrupole couplings are second rank,
symmetric Cartesian tensors (the quadrupole tensor is traceless) and
the tensor orientations, relative to a convenient reference frame, were
originally deﬁned in [15] by Euler rotation angles. The reference frame
is that of Mn1, (g tensor frame, see Fig. 6 and [15] for details). The CW
simulations were at 2nd order perturbation level (excluding quadru-
pole interactions). The ENDOR frequency simulation calculations
(Fig. 5a, b) are exact, but the powder pattern simulation was approxi-
mate, due to substantial orientation selection effects arising in this sys-
tem (see [15] for details). ENDOR datawere only available for the broad
ML form (PSII core complexes), the narrow form data (more dilute PSII
membrane samples) are from CW simulations. The Mn hyperﬁne
parameters from the CW and ENDOR simulations agreed to within
1.5% for the broad form (Table 2) and averaged values were used in
subsequent analyses. The estimated orientations of theMn2, 3, 4 hyper-
ﬁne tensors, relative to the Mn1 frame, were determined from the CW
ﬁttings. For these smaller couplings, the 2nd order ﬁtting is largely
insensitive to the actual sign of the hyperﬁne tensor. Thus the ﬁtting
effectively gives only the unsigned orientation of a particular principal
axis (i.e. X or −X direction, say), whereas the DFT calculations
(below) give the signed principal axis directions. Hence in the following
(see Tables 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e) we quote simply the magnitudes of scaler
products (acute angle cosines) of particular ﬁtted unit axes directions
with the reference frame directions, i.e. X1 ∙Xi etc., where i = 2, 3, 4. It
is known that the intrinsic sign of the 55Mn hyperﬁne tensor is negative
and this is assumed in Table 2. Only the hyperﬁne interactions were
considered computationally in the present study.
The pattern of magnitudes seen in the experimentally determined
hyperﬁne parameters in Table 2, are totally consistent with the above
arguments, both empirical and theoretical, on the likely ρi values for
the OEC Mn ions in S2. These are indicated (from [15]), based mainly
Fig. 4. a) X Band CWEPR difference (S2− S1) spectra of typical Multiline forms of the ‘broad’ (red, PSII Cores) and ‘narrow’ (black, PSII Membranes) types. Central region (indicated) about
g= 2 is obscured by TyrD subtraction artifact. b) Expansion of (A) between 300 and 400mT. Stick spectra (blue) reveal several examples of similarly patterned peak splittings. Data from
Jin et al. [15], q.v. for experimental details.
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on the observed, ﬁtted tensor magnitudes and known values for typical
Mn systems (below). Mn1 and Mn2 are near MnIII–MnIV ‘dimer like’,
(ρ1 = +2, ρ2 =−1, using standard expressions, [12,25c]) while Mn3
and Mn4 are near coupled ‘silent’ (ρ3 ≈ ρ4 ≈ 0). Although we have
not undertaken (computationally expensive) entangled state calcula-
tions on our model structures, the results in Table 1 allow us to readily
rationalize how this coupling pattern could arise within our structural
models of the OEC. The degenerate ground state total spin functions,
|MSN=±½,must contain, to good approximation, spin basis functions
like:
α1β2Nj α3β4Nj – β3α4Nj½  and β1α2Nj α3β4N–j jβ3α4N½ :
These give ‘dimer like’ spin projections for Mn1 and Mn2, while the
projections (from spin expectation values) for Mn3 and Mn4 are small
(spin of S3+ S4≈ 0). For these twoMS states to be degenerate, it is nec-
essary, in simple terms, for the ABAB, ABBA etc. single determinant en-
ergies to be approximately equal. This is equivalent to J23 = (4/3)J13 in
Fig. 3. FromTable 1, it seen that the open S2 form is not far from this con-
dition. Both J23 and J13 are antiferromagnetic and J23 N J13, in magnitude,
but− J23 should be closer to≈70 cm−1, rather than≈100 cm−1, for
the condition to closely hold. However, from Table 1, the J23 term is by
far the most geometry sensitive, in fact changing sign between the
open and closed forms, while J12, J13 and J34 remain consistently, strong-
ly antiferromagnetic. It seems quite reasonable that in the actual protein
environment of the open form, the J23= (4/3)J13 condition could nearly
apply. This would appear less likely for the closed form. Variants for the
Fig. 5.XBandPSII Core complex 55MnENDOR spectra ofML S2 state for Low (A) andHigh (B) frequency regions at 2.5 K. A is average of several independent data sets with nominal ENDOR
sampling ﬁeld position at g = 2.05 ± 0.02 (~325 mT, see [15]). Data (black) and total simulation (solid red) using the spin Hamiltonian parameters listed in Table 2 (ENDOR). Individual
Mn regions indicated in ﬁgures. Red dashed line in (A) is powder pattern simulation fromMn2, 3, 4, only which constitutes the total simulation below 100MHz, (where it is shown full).
Mn1 contribution is subject to orientational selection emphasis (see [15] and main text). In the High frequency region, particularly around 200MHz, signiﬁcant orientational selection at
the ENDORmeasurement point occurs (two representative examples shown, separate samples, nominal sampling ﬁeld, g= 2.05), emphasising or suppressing individual transitions from
Mn1, whose hyperﬁne interactions are highly anisotropic (see text and [15] for details). The resonances with≈10 MHz spacing are from the quadrupole splitting on Mn1 (see [15]).
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lattermay be related to the higher spin states (ST= 5 / 2 etc.) seen in S2,
but this is still under examination by us.
There are several additional notable features concerning the ex-
perimental hyperﬁne values in Table 2. The ﬁtted principal axis
values for Mn1 and Mn2 are virtually identical in the broad and nar-
row forms, although the Mn2 tensor is more closely aligned to the
Mn1 reference in the narrow form, compared to the broad. The pos-
sible signiﬁcance of this is uncertain, as the anisotropy of the Mn2
tensor is not large (it arises from aMnIV ion) and it is this anisotropy
which drives the ﬁtting for the tensor orientation. The ﬁtted Mn1
tensor values are large and almost purely rhombic, not near axial
as is typical for MnIII in model systems with more ligand symmetry
[12,14]. This is certainly consistent, qualitatively, with the low sym-
metry of the Mn1 site in the OEC. Further, the principal distinction
between the broad and narrowML forms is in the net hyperﬁne cou-
pling to theMn3 andMn4 centres, which is stronger (but still small)
in the broad form (making it broader) than the narrow. No coupling
to Mn4 is discernable in the CW ﬁtting of the narrow form. From the
above arguments, this suggests a slightly closer effective alignment
to the J23 = (4/3)J13 condition in the narrow, compared to the broad
form. Both, however, would be ‘open’ with water access to the Mn1
axial site. From the fact that for either MnIII or MnIV, the isolated ion
Aiso value is ≈−200 to −250 MHz [12,25c], estimates of the spin
projection values for each ion in the OEC ML state are indicated.
Table 2
CW EPR and ENDOR simulation parameters for the S2 multiline signal.
Spin Hamiltonian
interactiona
X Y Z Isotropic value ρ
A: Broad form
gb (plant) 1.989 2.008 1.964 1.987 –
AMn1
c,d −668 (−658) −536 (−534) −337 (−329) −514 (−507) ≥2.0
QMn1
c (−8) (4.5) (3.5) – –
AMn2
c 185(185) 242 (242) 273 (273) 233 (233) −1
AMn3 −78 (−78) −12 (−12) −46 (−46) −45 (−45) b0.2
AMn4 1 (1) 20 (15) 1(1) 7 (6) b |0.05|
Euler anglese α β γ
RMn2 0.422 0.75 −0.737 – –
RMn3 −0.135 0.21 0.284 – –
RMn4 0 0 0 – –
B: Narrow formf
g (plant) 1.989 2.008 1.964 1.987 –
AMn1
c,d −668 −536 −337 −514 ≥2.0
QMn1
c – – – –
AMn2
c 185 242 273 233 −1
AMn3
c −45 −8 −32 −28 b0.1
AMn4
c – – – – –
Euler anglese α β γ
RMn2 0.173 0.35 −0.338 – –
RMn3 −0.14 −0.06 −0.08 – –
RMn4 – – – – –
a ENDOR parameters in brackets. See [15] for additional simulation parameters, line widths etc.
b Data for plant PSII. Cyanobacterial values very similar, see Rapatskiy et al. [14h].
c Units for A and Q, MHz.
d Total effective values (ρAion, see text).
e Units for Euler angles, radians. Referenced to Hyperﬁne frame of Mn1.
f CW simulation only. See [15] for details.
Fig. 6.Geometric and electronic structures of theOEC, frompresentwork and [15]. Left:Magnetic coupling scheme for the S2OEC, based onDFT calculations ofmodel OEC clusters in Figs. 1,
2. Near net cancellation of the J23 and J13 interactionswould need to occur for consistencywith S2 EPR data, supported by current studies and recent ‘entangled state’ quantum calculations
[16]. Center: Structuralmodel of the OEC (S2 state), based on the XRD structures and present computationalmodelling (see text). The O5 species is identiﬁed as awatermolecule, as is the
W1 species, butW2 is likely a hydroxide in S2 (see Fig. 1). Themolecular axis system, onMn1, consistentwith data in [15] and present calculations shown. This has Z axis along theMn1–O5
direction. The X axis points along the Mn1–Nτ (His332) direction. Individual Mn hyperﬁne tensor axes and relative magnitudes indicated. Right: Coupled dimers model appropriate for
high spin (S = 3) state of S3. Dimer 2 is ferromagnetically coupled internally (see text). In low spin states of S3, S2, this coupling is antiferromagnetic. Dimer 1 is always
antiferromagnetic and coupling between dimers is weakly antiferromagnetic.
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Isolated ion 55Mn hyperﬁne tensors were computed, from the ABAB
and ABBA conﬁgurations, using two different functionals (BP86 and
PBE0) with relativistic corrections (see Methods). The results are sum-
marized in Tables 3a-d (for open form structures). A typical feature of
such calculations is that they reasonably reproduce the anisotropy of
the relevant Mn ion, which arises from the spatial distribution of the
unpaired d electrons, but give poorer performance in calculating the iso-
tropic coupling. This arises from polarization of the inner core electrons,
generally computable with accuracy only by very high level methods
[28]. This was observed here, with the computed (pure anisotropic,
traceless) Aaniso X,Y,Z terms, for all ions, consistently agreeing, within
b5 MHz, between the two functionals, for the averaged ABAB and
ABBA conﬁguration values. This averaging is performed on the grounds
that the relative energies of these spin conﬁgurations are within the
chemical accuracy of density functional methods and interchange be-
tween the ‘open’ and ‘closed’ forms of the OEC, rendering the minimal
conﬁguration ambiguous. With the Aiso values however, estimates
from the two functionals could vary by up to a factor of ≈2, with
BP86 typically underestimating (compared to typical 55Mn values, i.e.
≈200–250 MHz) and the PBE0 functional overestimating. The values
of all computed hyperﬁne parameters quoted in Table 3e are averages
from the two functional results. We note that the functional-averaged
isotropic values are generally quite reasonable with respect to the ex-
perimental results, suggesting that the BP86 and PBE0 functionals
‘bracket’ the experimental behaviour. This however constitutes an em-
pirical observation only and at present we have no direct theoretical
support for the averaging. The matter would obviously need a more
comprehensive analysis of the speciﬁc dependence of A-tensor charac-
teristics on particular functional type. The corresponding experimental
parameters (Table 2) are for the broad form only, as these data include
ENDOR results and a resolved contribution from Mn4. They are quoted
now in the same format as the computational results (separate Aaniso
and Aiso components) and have been scaled to the corresponding isolat-
ed ion estimates, using the earlier estimated spin projection factors (see
[15]). This procedure is regarded as quite robust for Mn1 and Mn2, but
for Mn3 and particularly Mn4 it is more uncertain, as the actual
observed couplings for these ions are small, with larger attendant un-
certainties from the ﬁtting.
From Table 3e, the computations reproduce, qualitatively and even
semi-quantitatively, the rhombic character of the hyperﬁne tensors, in
sign and general magnitude. The DFTmethodology calculates the aniso-
tropic hyperﬁne component from the orbitally integrated, total nuclear-
unpaired electron spin magnetic dipolar interaction only [28]. Compu-
tationally, the total anisotropy is very similar (within 10%) to that
estimated experimentally for Mn3 and Mn4, within 30% for the
(small) value for Mn2, but exceeds that for Mn1 by a factor of ≈2.
Also, the axes of largest signed magnitude anisotropy for the MnIII
centres are consistently, correctly identiﬁed. For Mn2, 3 the hyperﬁne
tensor orientations relative to the Mn1 axes are generally close to the
experimental estimates. For Mn4 the latter are quite uncertain, but the
computational values are reasonable by comparison. However, an inter-
esting trend is evident in Table 3e.While the computational total anisot-
ropies generally exceed the experimental values for theMnIII ions (Mn1,
3, 4), the observed total anisotropy for the inferredMnIV centre (Mn2) is
likely greater than the computational value. It is known [29] that in
ground (spin ½) coupled MnIII‐IV systems, the relatively large (several
cm−1) Zero Field Splitting (ZFS) term (D) on the d4 Jahn–Teller active
MnIII ion allows a contribution, fromhigher total spin states, to the effec-
tive hyperﬁne interactions on all theMn ions present. This scales as D/J,
where for the dimers J is the single exchange coupling present. Typical-
ly, this effect is small (fractionally) for theMnIII ion, whose large anisot-
ropy is normally dominated by the electron/nuclear dipole interactions.
However if J ≈ 100 cm−1 or less, the ZFS effect can be signiﬁcant,
relative to the normally small dipolar hyperﬁne anisotropy on the
MnIV centre (d3 ion) [29]. This may be occurring here, with the Mn1, 2
‘effective dimer’ having a J coupling of≈130 cm−1 (Table 1).
S3 State: The S3 intermediate is even spin. From Table 1, in the
open form, the coupling is now clearly ‘coupled dimers’ (Fig. 6), as
J13≈ 0 cm−1. Dimer 1 has strong anti-ferromagnetic internal coupling,
while Dimer 2 exhibits moderate ferromagnetic internal coupling, on
balance, computationally. However some DFT determinant energy
combinations are consistent with a moderate anti-ferromagnetic inter-
action (Supplementary material § S2). This is likely experimentally sig-
niﬁcant (below). The coupling between these dimers (J23) is weak,
either ferro- or anti-ferromagnetic. In the closed form, the ground
state appears to be clearly diamagnetic (ABAB or ABBA), spin zero,
and so will not be EPR active.
Cox et al. have recently reported high ﬁeld (Q, W band) pulsed EPR
on the S3 state in thermophilic PSII core complexes [30]. The S3 state is
heterogeneous in these systems, one population (≈60%) exhibits a
high spin, ST = 3 magnetic state (with small ﬁne structure, near pure
rhombic, D≈ 0.2 cm−1, E/D≈ 0.3). The other population is EPR silent,
but responds to NIR turnover, forming the S2/YZ· split signal state (see
[9]). This is readily rationalized within our modelling of the S3 state. In
the ST = 3 form, the open cluster structure exists and Dimer 2 is
ferromagnetically coupled internally (net spin 7/2) and then (weakly)
anti-ferromagnetically coupled toDimer 1. In the NIR sensitive, diamag-
netic population, the structure is likely of the closed form, but the weak,
variable coupling predicted for theMn2⋯Mn3, andMn3⋯Mn4 interac-
tions (Table 1) means that some variant on the open form could also be
consistent with this. Thus, if the Dimer 2 internal coupling is anti-
ferromagnetic (net spin ½) and the Mn2⋯Mn3 interaction also anti-
Table 3a
S2 Wet ABAB A-tensor parameters at PBE0/TZP-ZORA level of theory (Experimental values in brackets, here and in subsequent tables).
Spin Hamiltonian parameter Mn Aaniso Isotropic value Aiso Assumed ρ
X Y Z
Isolated ion hyperﬁne Aaniso,XYZ, Aiso (MHz) 1 −143 (−77) −62 (−12) +205 (+89) −370 (−255) +2.0
2 +21 (+24) −14 (−4) −8 (−20) −366 (−233) −1.0
3 −70 (−165) +204 (+165) −135 (≈0) −261 (−225) ≈0.2
4 +33 (+120) −200 (−220) +167 (+100) −382 (−140) ≈−0.05
Table 3b
S2 Wet ABBA A-tensor parameters at PBE0/TZP-ZORA level of theory.
Spin Hamiltonian parameter Mn Aaniso Isotropic value Aiso Assumed ρ
X Y Z
Isolated ion hyperﬁne Aaniso,XYZ, Aiso (MHz) 1 −134 (−77) −73 (−12) +208 (+89) −363 (−255) +2.0
2 +5 (+24) −18 (−4) −13 (−20) −325 (−233) −1.0
3 −66 (−165) +201 (+165) −135 (≈0) −171 (−225) ≈0.2
4 +31 (+120) −198 (−220) +167 (+100) −376 (−140) ≈−0.05
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ferromagnetic, the total cluster spinwould be 0. Ferromagnetic coupling
in Dimer 2 could reﬂect H-bonding to the Mn3⋯4 oxo bridge, by likely
substrate water species (Fig. 2a).
The W Band 55Mn EDNMR is most readily interpreted, as the high
ﬁeld separates the electron mS sub-manifolds in the EPR absorption
spectrum (see [30]). The data (e.g. Fig. S9 in [30]) reveal two clear nucle-
ar couplings (called Class 1 and 2 in [30]), of≈100 MHz and≈30MHz
magnitude, respectively. The Class 1 resonances are narrow (b10 Hz
width, generally un-split peaks) and have been assigned as two virtually
identical, overlapping near isotropic couplings (Aiso ≈ −99 and
−96 MHz). Only one coupling, Aiso≈−26 MHz, is assigned to Class 2
(a fourth coupling is≈0). Within the signal to noise of the spectra pre-
sented, it is completely unclear that each class contains more than one
spectral contribution, i.e. only two distinct couplings are seen. Themea-
surements were made at≈5 K and assuming the nuclear relaxation ef-
fects discussed above on the MnIII centres apply, only resonances from
the MnIV centres are expected to be visible. In the low paradigm, these
are Mn2 and Mn4 in S3. Again, within the simple dimer magnetic inter-
action scheme of Fig. 6, the spin projected values of the 55Mn hyperﬁne
interactions are readily determined. Each Mn centre ﬁrst projects onto
its Dimer (1 or 2, spins ½ or 7/2), then the dimer value projects onto
the total cluster spin, ST = 3. Using standard expressions (e.g. [12a,
25c]), this gives:
ρ Mn4ð Þ ¼ ρ Dim2ð Þ  ρ4 ¼ 9=8ð Þ  3=7ð Þ ¼ 0:482; ρ Mn2ð Þ
¼ ρ Dim1ð Þ  ρ2 ¼ −1=8ð Þ  −1ð Þ ¼ 0:125: ð4Þ
The Aiso, ion value for Mn2 (in S2) is estimated from Table 2 to be
−233 MHz, giving a projected Aiso value in S3 of≈− 29 MHz. There
is no independent empirical estimate for Mn4 in the IV state, but MnIV
centres in catalase mimic dimers [25c] have Aiso, ion values of≈− 200
to −240 MHz (only moderately anisotropic). This gives a range for
the projected Mn4 Aiso value in S3 of ≈ − 96 to −115 MHz. These
two assignments are in excellent agreement, both magnitude and
sign, with the data of Cox et al. and in fact better agreement than their
own estimates from DFTmodelling of the S3 OEC cluster, or empirically
derived Aiso, ion values from S2 ENDOR ﬁtting. Mn4 gives the Class 1 cou-
pling and Mn2 the Class 2. The larger apparent line-width assigned to
the Class 2 coupling (14 MHz, vs≈6 MHz for Class 1) is a consequence
of the relatively large (for aMnIV ion), near-rhombic hyperﬁne anisotro-
py of Mn2 (see Tables 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e).
4. Discussion, conclusions
The Mn spin projection pattern earlier deduced for the S2 ML state,
from ENDOR [15] and recently from DMRG computations [16], namely
ρ1≈ 2.0, ρ2≈−1, |ρ3,4| small (ρ4≈ 0 from ENDOR), is non-intuitive,
given theOEC geometry. It is a consequence of the cluster internal inter-
actions being magnetically close to a ‘coupled dimers’ conﬁguration.
(Fig. 6) As the calculations here show, this is quite plausible in the low
oxidation state paradigm for an ‘open’ form of the cluster geometry.
Then a water molecule (labelledWf in Fig. 1a) has some access to Mn1
along its Jahn–Teller axis direction. This corresponds to the O5 group
in the high resolution XRD structures [3a–c] and has been proposed
by us to be a substrate species (so-called ‘fast water’, [6]). In S2, one
dimer (Mn1⋯Mn2,Dimer 1) is anti-ferromagnetically coupled internal-
ly, with net spin ½. The other (Mn3⋯Mn4, Dimer 2) is also anti-
ferromagnetically coupled internally, with net spin≈0. The coupling
between the dimers is not small, by individual Mn–Mn interactions,
but the Mn pairs nearly ‘uncouple’ overall, because of ‘balancing’
Mn1⋯Mn3 and Mn2⋯Mn3 interactions and the fact that Mn4 couples
only to Mn3. In S3 however, the open form of the OEC cluster now re-
sembles, magnetically, a linear chain, with negligible Mn1⋯Mn3 inter-
action. As such it readily accommodates the effective ‘coupled dimers’
organization, if the Mn2, 3 interaction is sufﬁciently small, which our
DFT calculations support.
As noted earlier by Jin et al. [15], the hyperﬁne parameters for Mn1
are unique by comparison with MnIII centres in model MnIII,IV systems
and superoxide catalase (the closest protein analogue, [25b,c]). The
hyperﬁne tensor is almost purely rhombic, with AX ≈ 660 MHz and
fractional anisotropy≈65% of Aiso. For various model systems [25], the
symmetry of the MnIII hyperﬁne tensor ranges from near axial, to mod-
erately rhombic, with a maximum fractional anisotropy of≈45% of Aiso
and maximal (AX) component of ≈500 MHz (not both for the same
compound). Compared to the model systems in [25b] (including cata-
lase), the OEC (Fig. 1) has the lowest symmetry (C1) of any. Further,
all Mn centres assigned here as MnIII in S2 (Mn1, 3, 4) are near ﬁve
Table 3c
S2 Wet ABAB A-tensor parameters at BP86/TZP-ZORA level of theory.
Spin Hamiltonian parameter Mn Aaniso Isotropic value Aiso Assumed ρ
X Y Z
Isolated ion hyperﬁne Aaniso,XYZ, Aiso (MHz) 1 −135 (−77) −59 (−12) +195 (+89) −236 (−255) +2.0
2 +22 (+24) −19 (−4) −3 (−20) −304 (−233) −1.0
3 −68 (−165) +197 (+165) −129 (≈0) −116 (−225) ≈0.2
4 +33 (+120) −201 (−220) +168 (+100) −179 (−140) ≈−0.05
Hyperﬁne tensor orientation cosines relative to Mn1 axes 1 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 0.71(0.88) 0.91 (0.77) 0.63 (0.74)
3 0.95(0.99) 0.99 (0.97) 0.93 (0.98)
4 31) 0.84 (≈1) 0.79 (≈1) 0.83 (≈1)
Table 3d
S2 Wet ABBA A-tensor parameters at BP86/TZP-ZORA level of theory.
Spin Hamiltonian parameter Mn Aaniso Isotropic value Aiso Assumed ρ
X Y Z
Isolated ion hyperﬁne Aaniso,XYZ, Aiso (MHz) 1 −126 (−77) −73 (−12) +199 (+89) −231 (−255) +2.0
2 +11 (+24) −24 (−4) −13 (−20) −264 (−233) −1.0
3 −67 (−165) +199 (+165) −133 (≈0) −6a (−225) ≈0.2
4 +31 (+120) −199 (−220) +168 (+100) −174 (−140) ≈−0.05
Hyperﬁne tensor orientation cosines relative to Mn1 axes 1 1.0 1.0 1.0
2 0.93 (0.88) 0.96 (0.77) 0.92 (0.74)
3 0.90 (0.99) 0.99 (0.97) 0.90 (0.98)
4 0.59 (≈1) 0.80 (≈1) 0.19 (≈1)
a Abnormally small, not used for averaging.
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coordinate (vs six coordinate inmodel complexes), as O5 is at least 2.5 Å
from any of these MnIII ions, along their Jahn–Teller axes [6].
As noted, theDFT estimates of the anisotropic hyperﬁne interactions,
particularly for the MnIII centres, are semi-quantitatively accurate, with
correct sign and relative orientation in almost all cases. Consistent with
these centres being near ﬁve co-ordinate, the tensors are all rhombic
prolate ellipsoids, with the minimum (magnitude) axis pointing along
the singly co-ordinated direction. The inferred computational hyperﬁne
EPR axis frame, for Mn1, sits naturally within the structural model
(Fig. 6b). The (largest magnitude) X axis points closely along the
Mn1–Nτ His332 vector, the Y axis is normal to this in the di-μ-oxo
plane of Mn1 (close to the O3–Mn1 direction) and the Z axis is normal
to the plane, approximately along the O5–Mn1 direction. This is in fact
the reverse of the Mn (d orbital) unpaired spin density distribution
(most extensive along Z direction), due the effective opposite signs of
the (traceless) electron-nuclear dipole-dipole interaction and the (neg-
ative) sign of the contact (i.e. isotropic) hyperﬁne coupling for 55Mn ions
[27]. Thus, themetal-ligand covalency is largest along theMn-imidazole
direction, which is expected.
The open S3 computational OEC model (Fig. 2a) provides a totally
‘natural’ framework within which to quantitatively interpret the recent
WBand 55Mn EDNMR results of Cox et al. This assumes again that relax-
ation effects suppress the resonances from the two MnIII ions expected
to be present in the S3 cluster. The unusual location of the O5 (Wf)
water may underlay this ‘relaxation suppression’ of ENDOR /EDNMR
etc. from theMnIII centres. The O5 (i.e.Wf) water sits in a shallow poten-
tial well, approximately at the intersection of the Jahn–Teller axes on
Mn1, 3, 4 in S2 and Mn1, 3 in S3 (Figs. 1a, 2a). As such it will execute
large amplitude, low frequency thermal libration, even at low tempera-
tures. This can act as an efﬁcient relaxationmechanism for electron (and
nuclear) spins, as MnIII has a singly occupied eg 3d orbital, with large
Zero Field Splitting (ZFS) term. Thermal latticemodulation of this inter-
action (by Jahn–Teller splitting modulation etc.) can strongly enhance
magnetic relaxation locally [27]. It could operate in both the S2 and S3
states within the low paradigm. Thus, MnIII ENDOR suppression may
occur more readily in open (wet) ML forms (typically employed in
most reported studies) as the closed (dry) form has O5 excluded from
signiﬁcant interactionwith theOEC. Thismatter is currently under com-
putational examination by us.
Lastly, a very recent OEC cluster model of Zhang et al. [25e] illus-
trates (perhaps in an unanticipated way) key points here. This Mn4/Ca
complex has mostly oxygen ligation, a (Mn3Ca)–Mn organization and
unquestionably resembles the OEC, structurally. It is a ‘high paradigm’
system, as all Mn are 6 coordinate and O5 is a μ3-oxo bridge, as typical
in high paradigm computational modelling. [5,8] In its ‘S2’ state, the ox-
idation pattern is likely (III, IV, IV, IV), closely resembling that assumed
by Kurashige et al. [16] in their DMRG calculations of S2. TheMn1 centre
is near symmetrically coordinated (O ligands only), with Mn4 having
the sole N ligand. The ‘ML’ pattern has approximately 18 main lines,
with≈8.5 mT (≈240 MHz) spacing downﬁeld, showing internal split-
tings of≈100MHz upﬁeld. The overall width is≈150mT (≈4.2 GHz).
This is close, in simple terms (from Eq. 3) to that expected when AMn1,
AMn2have theirMnCatalase values (≈− 420(⊥), 250MHz, respectively
[25c]) and|AMn3,4| are ‘small’ (≈100 MHz), i.e. precisely the pattern pre-
dicted by Kurashige et al. for a high paradigm OEC state! So, the Zhang
et al. complex shows us what would be expected in S2 (or close to it)
if the high paradigm actually obtained. However, the observed OEC S2
ML is N25%wider than that of the Zhangmodel, with a different internal
line splitting pattern. The results presented here, both experimental and
computational, in total give yet further support for the low oxidation
state paradigm in the OEC.
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capricious or arbitrary. No such
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7.1 Citation
Terrett, R.; Stranger, R.; Frankcombe, T.; Pace, R.J.; Vibrational Intensities
in the Mobile Block Hessian Approximation; 19 (2017) pp. 6654–6664; doi:
10.1039/C6CP07498G
7.2 Introduction
The MBH intensities methodology emerged from the hypothesis that, as
vibrational absorption intensities are proportionate to the squared dipole
derivative of a given vibrational mode (Equation 7.1), they should be
generalisable to the vibrational modes that emerge from a block Hessian
calculation in a manner similar to conventional normal mode analysis.
Ai ∝
∥∥∥∥∥∥ δ~µδ~Si
∥∥∥∥∥∥2 (7.1)
Furthermore, the modes associated with nontrivial motions of mobile
blocks were anticipated to be quite low in energy and thus well-separated
from highly localised diagnostic modes. Therefore, given appropriate
selection of mobile blocks, a large number of degrees of freedom can
be eliminated from a molecule without necessarily compromising the
accurate reproduction of frequencies and intensities of high-frequency
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modes. This elimination of extraneous modes would allow for substan-
tial improvements in computational efficiency with respect to all-atom
normal mode analysis. We investigated this hypothesis, with reference
to the convergence seen in Partial Hessian Vibrational Analysis (PHVA)
frequencies and intensities with respect to expansion of PHVA explicit
region size, and the lack of improvement of computational efficiency seen
in benchmark calculations we performed in the PHVA approximation.
7.3 My contribution to this work
7.3.1 Development of methodology
I performed a program of initial investigation leading to the development
of the method described in the manuscript. This began with investigation
of the dipole derivative response of heterodiatomic molecules (namely,
hydrogen halides) with respect to numerical differentiation step size. This
was undertaken to gain intuition as to the regime of atomic displacements
in which linearity is maintained. Briefly, numerical integration is beset by
two principal sources of error: floating point error and formula error. If a
numerical step size is too small, the digital finite-precision representation
of real numbers (typically in the form of so-called floating point numbers)
becomes significant. This is both in terms of the finite size of the mantissa
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and the irregular density of real numbers that can be represented on the
floating point number line.a Alternately, if the step size is too large, the
assumption of approximate linearity of the function under study over the
step interval may be invalid (see Figure 7.1 for an illustrative example).
Progressive refinement and debugging of the technique expanded to
larger, non-linear molecules until consistency with conventional normal
mode analysis was achieved.
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Figure 7.1: Computed dipole moments of a) Hydrogen Fluoride, b) Hy-
drogen Chloride, c) Hydrogen Bromide, d) Hydrogen Iodide with respect
to interatomic separation, computed at B3LYP/def2-TZVP level of theory
in orca. [237] These data demonstrate considerable nonlinearity in re-
sponse to a single geometric variable. Nominal equilibrium interatomic
separations for gas-phase hydrogen halides are indicated in red. [238]
aSee Goldberg’s tour de force survey for further information on this enormous topic,
which goes largely ignored in computational science. [236]
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7.3.2 Implementation of software
I wrote software to coordinate the required calculations to generate
vibrational intensities in the MBH formalism. This development was
performed in the Python and R programming languages. This software
consisted of:
1. Code for extraction of high-resolution normal mode vector data
from ADF TAPE21 files. ADF stores machine-precision normal mode
vectors in the TAPE21 format, for which a parser was written in
Python to locate and extract the relevant data and rectify it for use in
generation of distorted geometries for dipole derivative calculation.
2. Code for perturbation of molecular geometries, dispatch of ADF
calculations and recovery of dipole derivatives from these calcu-
lations. This code was written in Python and acts as a wrapper to
ADF, perturbing the equilibrium geometry by some multiple of the
mass-weighted normal mode, dispatching an ADF calculation as a
subtask, and waiting until completion of the calculation. Thereafter,
dipole derivatives are numerically obtained by comparing dipole
moment vectors in the equilibrium and perturbed geometries in the
central difference approximation.
3. Code for convolution, normalisation and visualisation of spectra
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thus generated. This software was developed in R [225] and gener-
ates a synthetic spectrum from vibrational frequencies and intensi-
ties, simulating spectral broadening by modeling each spectral peak
as a scaled Dirac function convolved with a Cauchy distribution.
From here, difference spectra and integrated intensities can also
be derived. This software was additionally ported to the Julia pro-
gramming language for prospective future use in the iJulia interface.
[239]–[241]
7.3.3 Benchmarking of MBH intensities methodology
I benchmarked the MBH intensities technique with respect to a range
of molecules under systematic expansion of MBH explicit regions and
numeric differentiation step size choice. The species surveyed included
small organic molecules with particular diagnostic utility, keto–enol tau-
tomers to assess the performance of the technique with respect to FTIR
difference spectroscopy,b and manganese complexes with thematic rele-
vance to the PSII OEC. These calculations were undertaken to assess the
convergent behaviour of the methodology with respect to conventional
normal mode calculations, parameterise sources of error in MBH intensi-
ties calculations, and assess the computational efficiency of the technique
bThe simplification of difference spectra being a particular future research target;
Chapter 5 discusses our earlier research on all-atom difference spectroscopy calculations
involving small molecule models of the PSII OEC.
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with respect to normal mode analysis.
7.3.4 Analysis and discussion
I wrote the drafts of the manuscript, contributing analysis, discussion,
methodological exposition, theoretical background, illustrations, all data
visualisations, and supporting information. Additionally, I implemented
reviewer suggestions and amendments.
7.4 Prospective derivative research
At the time of writing, we are preparing a manuscript which details the
application of the MBH intensities technique to large crystallographic
models of the PSII OEC, as the efficient inspection of difference spectra
of residues of interest in crystallographically adapted PSII has been a
long-term research goal.
Moreover, as a proof-of-concept, the specific implementation of the
MBH intensities technique given in our paper possesses ample opportu-
nities for optimisation, both in terms of ease of use and computational
efficiency.
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Vibrational intensities in the mobile block Hessian
approximation†
Richard Terrett,a Rob Stranger,*a Terry Frankcombeb and Ronald J. Pacea
Herein we present a proof of concept for the recovery of vibrational intensities from density functional
theory vibrational calculations performed in the Mobile Block Hessian (MBH) approximation, which
constrains the internal degrees of freedom of designated subsets of a molecule. We compare and
contrast the behaviour of this methodology with respect to conventional vibrational calculations, and
characterise the performance and accuracy of our method with respect to the size of MBH constrained
regions within a variety of species. We demonstrate the viability of this method as a means by which to
obtain vibrational intensities for regions of interest within a molecule whilst potentially dramatically
reducing computational expense with respect to conventional all-atom vibrational calculations, and
discuss caveats for application.
1 Introduction
The modeling of spectroscopic properties of molecules is a major
focus of computational chemistry. By exploring the commonality—or
lack thereof—between spectroscopic models and experimental
results, the structure and behavior of complex chemical systems
can be probed.
This is particularly relevant to vibrational spectroscopy, which
is able to probe the bonds between atoms. However, the study of
the vibrational structure of macromolecules is hampered by the
considerable computational expense of calculating the second
derivatives of molecular energy with respect to atomic positions
(the Hessian matrix, H), either analytically or numerically. Con-
cretely, the numerical evaluation of second derivatives in the
three-point central diﬀerence approximation for a molecule com-
prised of n atoms in Cartesian space requires 6n + 1 individual
single-point calculations on perturbed geometries, representing
positive and negative perturbations of every atom in the molecule
along three orthogonal axes. In practice, the potentially onerous
nature of vibrational calculations on macromolecules or ligands
bound to surfaces or nanoparticles necessitates molecular simula-
tions that adequately compromise between capturing the essential
structural and electronic features of the molecule under study
at an appropriate level of theory, whilst being computationally
feasible on extant hardware.
It is often the case that much of the structure of a molecular
model that is required for electronic or structural realism is not
of particular interest insofar as vibrational structure is concerned.
An example of this is the interest in the spectroscopic response of
individual carboxylate moieties coordinating the Mn4CaO5 cofactor
of Photosystem II (PSII), the holoenzyme responsible for the water
oxidation step of oxygenic photosynthesis.1–5 Within this system,
the electronic structure of the cofactor and its attendant coordina-
tion environment modulates the geometry of each coordinating
carboxylate, however the vibrational structure of the model as a
whole is less important than particular diagnostic absorptions
localized to individual carboxylates.
In situations where mechanical coupling (so-called Fermi
resonance) of vibrational modes exist, artificial isolation of
coupled vibrations from one another and observation of the
magnitude of attendant level repulsion can provide insight into
the relative intensity of this coupling.
Moreover, it is also potentially the case for molecular models
that represent some subregion of a larger system (for example,
the active site of an enzyme) that constraints may be required at
points of truncation for geometric realism. These constraints
may give rise to a strictly non-equilibrium structure with high-
energy imaginary frequencies. Constraints of this sort are a
general feature of calculations peformed on truncated models
adapted from crystallographic structures of larger biological
systems, where truncation of a model from a larger protein
matrix may introduce unrealistic flexibility into a system.
It is for these reasons and others that the class of computa-
tionalmethods commonly referred to as partial-Hessian techniques
have been developed. The feature that unifies these methodologies
is the treatment of the vibrational structure for only part of a
molecule. Typically, this process involves freezing the degrees
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of freedom in regions of a molecule that are not interesting to
the researcher. The most elementary of these methods is Partial
Hessian Vibrational Analysis (PHVA), which neglects a nominated
single region of a molecule from consideration whilst calculating
the second derivatives of all other atoms. This is achieved by
conferring an eﬀective infinite mass upon atoms in the neglected
region. This region need not be contiguous on themolecular graph,
however only one region is permitted. Whilst the technique grew
out of themodeling of the vibrational structure of adsorbates, it has
since been generalized.6 The Vibrational Subsystem Analysis (VSA)
technique is thematically related but includes inertial contributions
of the neglected region.7
An elaboration on PHVA is the Mobile Block Hessian (MBH)
method, which subsumes nominated regions of atoms into
so-called ‘mobile blocks’, which have no internal degrees of
freedom but 6 external degrees of freedom (namely, three
orthogonal rotations and translations in Cartesian space).8,9
Arbitrary numbers of mobile blocks may be specified, and these
blocks can undergo translation or rotation with respect to each
other. The computational complexity of MBH is predictable,
requiring 6n0 + 12m + 1 single-point calculations for a molecule
comprised of n0 free atoms and m mobile blocks in the three-point
stencil approximation. Depending on the number of atoms con-
tained within mobile blocks, the method may aﬀord significantly
shorter calculation times, which is to point out that any block
containing more than 2 atoms will result in fewer required single-
point sub-calculations. An illustration of the reduction of degrees of
freedom in an MBH calculation is given in Fig. 1. A specialised
predecessor of the MBH approximation is the Rotation–Translation
Blocks (RTB) approximation, which aims to capture only the
low-frequency vibrational structure of macromolecules by a
coarse-grained approximation of a macromolecule as a series of
blocks.10,11 Ghysels and coworkers provide a theoretic and
practical comparison of the PHVA, MBH and VSA techniques.12
A recent innovation in the field of approximate vibrational
analysis is the development of the mode-tracking and intensity-
tracking techniques, which take a diﬀerent approach with
respect to partial Hessian approaches. Mode-tracking eﬃciently
obtains approximate vibrational structure by identifying and
refining modes with significant interatomic displacement,
proceeding from a guess vibrational structure.13 Intensity tracking
produces spectra capturing significant vibrational intensity without
recourse to a guess spectrum.14–16 Mode- and intensity-tracking are
qualitatively distinct from partial- or block-Hessian techniques as
they do not invoke the freezing of degrees of freedom, however they
do offer substantial potential for acceleration of characterising the
diagnostic frequencies of large molecules.
At the time of writing, no software packages were identified
that furnished vibrational intensities for MBH calculations.‡ As
such, we have implemented our methodology for obtaining
these intensities, adapting the general principle of numerical
diﬀerentiation of dipole derivatives with respect to normal
mode displacements in the MBH approximation. We have
developed this methodology with an eye to rationalising the
vibrational diﬀerence structure of metal–ligand interactions in
metalloproteins such as Photosystem II, wherein multiple peptide
carboxylates and imidazoles ligate a CaMn4O5 cofactor. This
methodology facilitates the vibrational investigation of expansive
crystallographically adapted structural models where simulation
of the complete vibrational structure would constitute an other-
wise prohibitive computational expense on extant computational
infrastructure.
2 Theory
2.1 Computational methodology
Calculations were performed in the Amsterdam Density Functional
(ADF) suite, version 2014.01.17–19 All calculations were performed
using the Becke–Perdew combined exchange/correlation (XC)
functional.20,21 All calculations were performed using an all-
electron triple-zeta Slater-type basis set with one polarization
function (TZP).22 No relativistic correction was applied to the
electronic energy. Where species were anticipated to possess
unpaired spin density, their electronic structures were evalu-
ated in the unrestricted Kohn–Sham formalism. The evaluation
of open-shell singlet states (which is to say, antiferromagneti-
cally coupled configurations with MS = 0) was carried out with
deliberate polarization of the initial spin density using the
ModifyStartPotentials method available in the ADF software.
2.2 Geometry optimizations
Geometries were optimized using a gradient convergence criterion
of 1  104 Eh Å1. Geometry convergence was performed in two
steps, the first using the ADF default convergence criteria and
the latter refining this structure with a 10-fold tighter gradient
threshold. This tight convergence criterion was chosen to elicit
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of MBH region partitioning and the
translational and rotational degrees of freedom that arise in this formalism.
The volume enclosing the aromatic ring represents a mobile block, in which
all internal degrees of freedom are frozen. Due to the lack of rotational
symmetry of the block arising from its internal structure, it possesses 3
orthogonal translational and rotational degrees of freedom, indicated by the
superimposed coordinate system. All other atoms possess the conventional
translational degrees of freedom in Cartesian space indicated.
‡ Whilst our benchmarking of the PHVA methodology as implemented in QChem
4.1 aﬀorded vibrational intensities, it was found that this implementation did not
provide any discernible computational advantage over full frequency calculation,
only oﬀering the freezing of internal degrees of freedom in a nominated region of
a molecule. This functionality is useful for vibrationally isolating areas of interest
in a molecule as well as permitting non-equilibrium vibrational analysis, but does
not provide the computational acceleration aﬀorded by the MBH methodology.
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high-quality minimum energy geometries, reducing the likeli-
hood of negative eigenvalues in the Hessian.
2.3 Mobile block Hessian calculations
MBH calculations were performed to obtain frequencies and
normal modes within theMBH formalism, for use in further dipole
derivative evaluations to generate corresponding absorption inten-
sities. All calculations used a single mobile block region, regardless
of whether the atoms comprising the blocks were contiguous in the
molecular graph.
2.4 Region definitions and notation
MBH regions are denoted within the paper by numbers assigned to
atoms in eachmolecular figure. For any givenmolecule,MBH region
R will define all atoms labelled with numbers equal to or less than
R as free, with the remainder of themolecule subsumed into a single
mobile block. Thus, the definition of successiveMBH regions entails
a building up of the number of independently mobile atoms in the
MBH calculation with respect to its predecessors, and therefore
successive increase in the degree of model completeness with
respect to a conventional unconstrained frequency calculation.
2.5 Calculation of MBH intensities
We have developed a methodology for recovering the vibrational
intensities corresponding to molecular normal modes in the MBH
formalism. Noting that the intensity of a vibrational mode is
proportionate to the square of the dipole derivative associated with
that normal mode distortion,23 and that the normal mode atomic
displacements are reported in the output of ADFMBH calculations,
we implemented a program in Python that determines dipole
derivatives of a molecule d~m/d
-
S with respect to normal mode
coordinates by means of the finite diﬀerence method. Concretely,
our code dispatches single-point calculations on geometries per-
turbed along the normal mode coordinates of the vibrational
spectrum and records the corresponding change in dipole moment
vector.§ A schematic depiction of the MBH intensity recovery
methodology is given in Fig. 2.
2.6 Algorithmic description
In the first instance, the vibrational structure of an optimized
molecular geometry is evaluated in the MBH approximation,
which yields a list of frequencies, a list of nominal atomic
masses by which the Hessian matrix is weighted to give the
aforementioned frequencies, and a set of normal mode vectors.
The intensity Ai of a vibrational mode arising from eigenmode
-
Si of the Hessian is proportional to the square of the derivative
of the molecular dipole with respect to atomic displacements
along that mode:
Ai / d~m
d~Si








2
Our post-processor extracts these normal mode vectors and
performs numerical diﬀerentiation of the dipole derivative
d~m/d
-
Si with respect to the normal mode coordinate of the ith
vibrational mode. Numerical diﬀerentiation is performed with
a suitably small step size in the central diﬀerence approxi-
mation. The normal mode vectors are inverse mass-weighted
using the atomic masses previously obtained. We use a con-
servative multiplicative coeﬃcient of 1  103 times each
displacement vector, where the l2-norm of each displacement
vector produced by the ADF software is r1.0 Å, however we
observed a surprising stability over a range of step sizes from
1  105 to 5  101.
Finally, having obtained a list of vibrational frequencies
and dipole moments, the data are converted to vibrational
intensities subjected to convolution with a Cauchy–Lorentz
kernel to simulate spectral broadening. More detailed imple-
mentational detail with respect to the ADF suite is provided in
ESI,† S1.
2.7 Post-processing of spectral data and molecular
visualisation
Convolution, integration, subtraction and visualization of
simulated spectra was performed using scripts written in the
R language for statistical computing.24 Spectral broadening is
modeled by the eﬀective convolution of scaled impulse (Dirac)
functions convolved with a Cauchy–Lorentz kernel with full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 25 cm1. The spectral
domain ranges from 0 to 4000 cm1 with a granularity of
1 cm1. Spectra are individually normalized to a maximum
intensity of 1.0. Where applicable, integrated spectra are com-
puted numerically by the method of trapezoids, with a granu-
larity of 1 cm1. Rotational and translational eigenmodes are
suppressed by eliminating the six modes with the lowest
absolute frequency. We elaborate on the technical aspects of
this in our Discussion section. Molecular visualisation was
achieved in the PyMol molecular graphics suite and the Blender
3D graphics suite.25,26
Fig. 2 Flow diagram representing the methodology used to obtain MBH
intensities.
§ We chose numerical diﬀerentiation in Cartesian space owing to the conceptual
simplicity of the method, the availability of Cartesian normal mode displace-
ments in high resolution, the lack of atomic polar tensor (APT) data in the MBH
output, and the lack of access to ADF internals or source code.
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3 Results
We opted to test the vibrational response of a number of
organic species (4-phenylbutanoic acid, heptane, (Z)-1-pentenol
and pentanal) as well as mononuclear and dinuclear coordina-
tion complexes with respect to systematic variance of the MBH
region size.
3.1 4-Phenylbutanoic acid
Calculations were performed on 4 diﬀerent MBH regions of
4-phenylbutanoic acid. This molecule was chosen because it
bears three features relevant to systematic analysis of MBH
intensity recovery:
(1) A carboxylic acid residue, anticipated to bear symmetric
and antisymmetric stretch features in a similar region (1000–
2000 cm1) to carboxylate anions bound to metal centers, such
as aspartate residues coordinating the Mn4CaO5 active site of
Photosystem II. In practice, this is indeed the case.
(2) An aromatic ring, expected to add rich general vibrational
structure to the molecule.
(3) An aliphatic chain aﬀording a variable number of methylene
repeat units within the MBH region.
Scissor motions of the protons of these methylene units
typically couple to carboxylate symmetric stretches. The MBH
regions of this molecule were defined as depicted in Fig. 3.
Salient vibrational features were identified in the vibrational
spectrum of MBH region 1, including an OH out-of-plane wag
(A) around 620 cm1, a carboxylic acid a-carbon umbrella mode
(B) around 760 cm1, carboxylic acid Ca–Cb stretching with
Ca–OH stretching character and OH wag character (C) around
1100 cm1 roughly analogous to the carboxylate symmetric
stretch, a C–OH stretch (D) around 1290 cm1, and a CQO
stretch (E) around 1730 cm1, analogous to the carboxylate
antisymmetric stretch.¶ Aliphatic proton stretches are found in
the region of 3000 cm1 (F), with aromatic proton stretches
slightly upfield. Finally, the O–H stretch (G) presents at 3600 cm1.
Vibrational structures corresponding to MBH regions 1–4 are
presented in Fig. 4.
In practice, rapid convergence is seen in the carboxylic acid
diagnostic region, with peak positions and intensities for the
symmetric and antisymmetric stretches as well as the O–H
stretch accurately reproduced using a near-minimal MBH
region including only the b carbon and substituent protons.
The total intensity of the major peak around 1100 cm1 is
imperfectly reproduced and indeed decreases with respect to
the nominal intensity as a function of MBH region size. The
cause of this behavior is unknown, although the appearance of
a composite peak (H) around 1030 cm1 replicating the full
spectrum suggests that enhanced mechanical resonance with
respect to the increased MBH region size elicits an interchange
of relative intensity: the modes comprising this peak do exhibit
a small degree of –OH wag character.
3.2 Heptane
Heptane was selected as a benchmark species in light of its
simple linear aliphatic structure and low variety of bond types,
which was predicted to exhibit smooth convergence with
respect to MBH region size. The heptane molecule used for
benchmarking was optimized in the all-trans conformation
with no formal symmetry but pseudo-C2v symmetry. The MBH
region definitions are given in Fig. 5. The progression of the
Fig. 3 4-Phenylbutanoic acid model used in MBH study.
Fig. 4 Vibrational structure of 4-phenylbutanoic acid as a function of
MBH region size. Note the appearance of aliphatic and aromatic C–H
stretches as region size increases.
¶ Both of these vibrations are not truly symmetric due to the desymmetrizing
influence of the attached proton.
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calculated spectra with respect to the size of the MBH region is
quite straightforward, with acceptable convergence behavior
(Fig. 6). However, the treatment of the data and its implications
for convergence bears some clarification. The vibrational struc-
ture of heptane is relatively sparse on account of most of the
intensity being present in the C–H stretch region (A) around
3000 cm1, where the intensity of a large number of compar-
able methyl and methylene C–H stretches are aggregated into a
composite peak. Due to the normalization of the calculated
MBH spectra with respect to the full spectrum, the MBH
intensity is initially substantially inflated with respect to the
full spectrum. This is simply a function of the reduced number
of unfrozen C–H bonds in the MBH structures with respect to
the full spectrum. The inflation caused by this normalization
affects the entire spectrum, and therefore it is observed that
peaks down-field of the C–H stretch region are overestimated
but converge to the nominal spectrum as the MBH region size
(and thus the C–H stretch integrated intensity) increases. Note
however that the initially simple vibrational structure of the
r1500 cm1 region is elaborated and peak intensity inter-
change occurs as the MBH region is expanded. MBH region
5 is anomalous in that the intensity of features in ther1500 cm1
region is significantly larger that either MBH region 4 or 6,
although the relative intensity with respect to the C–H stretch
region remains negligible.
3.3 Simulation of diﬀerence spectra of keto–enol
tautomerism
Calculations were performed to assess the convergence of infra-red
diﬀerence spectra associated with a simple chemical reaction with
respect to MBH region size. Tautomerization of (Z)-1-pentenol to
pentanal (depicted in Fig. 7a and b) is associated with disappear-
ance of a highly localized O–H stretch (A) around 3720 cm1,
which is reproduced perfectly at all MBH levels, as well as the
appearance of a similarly well-localized aldehydic C–H stretch (B)
at 2760 cm1 (Fig. 8). The less localized carbonyl CQO stretching
mode with attendant minor aldehydic C–H and Ca flexion motion
that appears (C) at 1720 cm1 on isomerization is well-reproduced
from the second MBH region onwards. It is evident that for this
tautomerism it is only necessary to include the alpha carbon and
attached protons to achieve essential correspondence with the
complete difference spectrum in the Z1000 cm1 region. The
quality of correspondence between the MBH difference and
complete difference spectra of the tautomerism is extraordinary
given that the combined error in both the keto and enol direct
spectra will propagate into the derived difference spectrum.
Moreover, the technique appears to be agnostic to the differing
number of atoms in MBH regions 1 and 2 between tautomers.
Relative difference intensities in the carboxylate diagnostic
region are not reproduced perfectly.
3.4 Salpn complex
The salpn complex27 of Martı´nez et al. was chosen as a bench-
mark species as it is a mononuclear transition metal complex
with non-trivial ligation. It consists of a MnIII ion coordinated
by a tetradentate salpn ligand and a pentanoate ligand. The
high-spin d4 electron configuration of the neutral complex
Fig. 5 Pseudo-C2v heptane structure used in MBH analysis.
Fig. 6 Vibrational structure of n-heptane as a function of MBH region
size.
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implies Jahn–Teller activity, and this is evident in the dissimilar
Mn–O bonds of the coordinating pentanoate ligand (202 pm and
243 pm). The construction of the MBH regions of the complex
beings from a three-atom region comprised of the carboxylate
oxygens and carbon, followed by incremental addition of aliphatic
methylene units of the pentanoate and adjacent atoms in the
molecular graph beginning from the manganese ion, followed by
the salpn phenolic oxygens and secondary amine nitrogens and
finally ipso carbon atoms in the final region. These region
definitions are depicted in Fig. 9.
The vibrational structure thus obtained (Fig. 10) only shows
evidence of convergence with the largest region size. This is
attributable to the coincidence of the phenolic oxygen–carbon
stretches and secondary amine nitrogen–carbon stretches with
the carboxylate symmetric and antisymmetric stretch region.
Also notable is the sudden appearance of a dominant peak (A)
around 920 cm1 in region 3: this mode consists of collective
metal–ligand motion and is not present in the largest MBH
region, suggesting that it is an artifact of the MBH boundary
conditions. Particularly, this mode has a large phenolic C–O
stretching component due to the frozen nature of the phenolic
carbon atoms. Examination of atomic motions in this fre-
quency regime in region 4 indicates a large number of modes
in the approximate range 600 cm1 to 1000 cm1 with relative
motions of the nitrogen, phenolic oxygen and salpn ligand
backbone atoms with respect to the Mn ion. Notably, modes in
this domain do not exhibit large relative motions of carbon and
oxygen atoms, which instead are found (B) around 1350 cm1.
A plausible inference is that MBH region 3 does not afford
sufficient degrees of freedom to these atoms to furnish a large
number of normal modes of disparate phase distributed over a
large region of frequency space.
We note the accumulation of strong dipole derivative contribu-
tions in the carboxylate signature region of the salpn complex.
Fig. 7 (a) (Z)-1-Pentenol and (b) pentananl, related by keto–enol
tautomerization.
Fig. 8 Diﬀerence spectra for keto–enol tautomerism as a function of
MBH region size.
Fig. 9 Salpn complex. Form A region definitions are indicated in black and
white, form B region definitions are indicated in red.
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These contributions are not well-modeled at small region sizes due
to the origin of the MBH explicit region being centered on the
pentanoate carboxylate moiety. We investigated whether an alter-
native, metal-centered origin for the salpn MBH explicit region
results in faster convergence with respect to systematic contraction
of the block. The region definitions and simulated spectra arising
from these calculations are reported in Fig. 9 and 11 respectively.
This redefinition results in significantly accelerated convergence in
the carboxylate diagnostic region, qualitatively reproducing the two
major peaks within region 2, which contains the metal center,
nitrogen and oxygen atoms ligated to the metal center, relevant
salpn carbons and the aliphatic carbonyl and a methylene. Unfor-
tunately, this region definition is almost identical to region 4 in the
initial definition, and thus does not confer a great advantage in
terms of MBH region size, however it is illustrative as to the eﬀects
of region definition choice on the recovered spectrum.
3.5 Dinuclear manganese complex
We selected a Mn2O2-centered complex (Fig. 12) that is coordi-
nated by a hexanoate moiety in a m1:m1 fashion. The coordina-
tion of the antiferromagnetically paired oxo-MnIII/MnIII unit is
completed by coordination with diethylenetriamine (DETA)
ligands. MBH spectra with respect to region size are presented
in Fig. 13. Rapid approximate convergence is noted in the
carboxylate symmetric and antisymmetric stretch region, whilst
low-frequency behavior is inconsistently modeled and absorp-
tion intensity attributable to modes localized on the DETA
ligands is predictably absent on account of its non-inclusion
in any region definition.
Fig. 10 Vibrational structure of salpn complex as a function of MBH
region size.
Fig. 11 Vibrational structure of salpn complex as a function of MBH
region size, using form B region definitions.
Fig. 12 Dinuclear Mn complex. Form A region definitions are indicated in
black and white, form B region definitions are indicated in red.
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Selecting alternate MBH regions centered on the oxo-
manganese butterfly results in acceptable convergence with
respect to the full system, as depicted in Fig. 14. It should be
noted that naı¨ve normalization of the spectra distorts the
similarity of the MBH and full spectra in the smallest region
due to the large number of co-located dipole derivative con-
tributors in the C–H stretch region.
3.6 Oxidation–reduction difference spectroscopy in dinuclear
manganese complexes
A confounding factor in the direct comparison of MBH and full
vibrational spectra of the previously described dinuclear
manganese complex is the colocation of vibrational intensity
in the carboxylate diagnostic region arising from unrelated
moieties. As such, it is instructive to instead examine the
degree of correspondence between MBH and full diﬀerence
spectra corresponding to an oxidation state change in one of
the Mn ions of the complex, the character of which should be
preserved irrespective of the total integrated intensity within
the approximation of any particular MBH region.
Reduction of one of the Mn ions in the dinuclear complex
from MnIII to MnII produced diﬀerence spectra illustrated in
Fig. 15. Within the carboxylate diﬀerence spectrum diagnostic
region 1100–1700 cm1 (after Debus et al.), we find an excellent
correspondence between the difference spectra within various
MBH regions and that of the full molecule, with evident near-
quantitative reproduction of peak shifts associated with the
carboxylate symmetric and antisymmetric stretches. Outside of
this region (not depicted) correspondence is poor. This is
unsurprising given consideration of the conformational
changes in the DETA ligands arising from the deactivation of
a Jahn–Teller axis. As the DETA ligands are peripheral to the
origin of our carboxylate-centered MBH region definitions, they
are truncated even in the most expansive MBH models.
3.7 Timing analysis
It is readily observable that the MBH methodology as imple-
mented in ADF is capable of significantly reducing calculation
runtime with respect to all-atom numerical frequency calcula-
tions, by reducing the number of atomic displacements that
need be computed. The number of single-point calculations
comprising the MBH calculation can be calculated a priori, and
Fig. 13 Vibrational structure of dinuclear manganese complex as a func-
tion of MBH region size.
Fig. 14 Vibrational structure of dinuclear manganese complex as a func-
tion of MBH region size, using form B region definitions.
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therefore the expected computational expense of an MBH
calculation with respect to the corresponding full calculation
can be estimated with high confidence. Calculation of the
dipole derivatives of the MBH calculation in the central diﬀer-
ence approximation requires an additional 2i single point
calculations, where i is the number of normal modes calculated
by the MBH calculation. i is a function of the number of free
atoms and mobile blocks defined by the MBH calculation. The
total runtime of the MBH intensity calculation is therefore the
sum of the MBH calculation determining the normal modes,
and the finite diﬀerencing step deriving the corresponding
dipole derivatives.
In suﬃciently large systems, MBH intensity calculations
provide significant computational advantage over the corres-
ponding full frequency calculation, with a strongly linear
relationship between MBH region size and calculation runtime
as shown in Fig. 16a, demonstrating relative MBH intensities
performance for the dinuclear Mn complex, consisting of 75 atoms.
Linear regression indicates that the MBH intensity methodo-
logy is intrinsically less eﬃcient than the corresponding full
Fig. 15 Diﬀerence intensity of dinuclear manganese complex undergoing
reduction at a Mn center as a function of MBH region size, using form A
region definitions.
Fig. 16 Relative timing results as a function of MBH region size. Calcula-
tions on the dinuclear Mn complex and salpn complex ((a) and (c),
respectively) were run on 16 concurrent threads, for both the MBH normal
mode and intensity steps. Calculations on heptane (b) analogously
employed 4 concurrent threads. Discussion of anomalous CPU-time
behaviour is given in ESI,† S2. ‘Fit’ indicates a linear model regression
through the relevant data.
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frequency calculation. Therefore, as theMBH region size approaches
parity with the full calculation, the MBH intensity methodology is
liable to become computationally disadvantageous. For small mole-
cules the overhead of the MBH intensities technique is unlikely to
aﬀord any computational advantage, as seen in the case of heptane
(Fig. 16b, consisting of 23 atoms). Intrinsic overhead in the MBH
normal mode calculation for heptane is compounded by the deriva-
tive calculation, producing disappointing performance. Concretely,
only the smallest MBH region—consisting of a single methyl
moiety—produces a computational advantage over the full calcula-
tion. The salpn complex (Fig. 16c, 55 atoms) appears to interpolate
this behavior, producing clear albeit underwhelming advantages in
runtime with the exception of the largest MBH region.
We find that the discriminant for MBH intensity calculation
eﬃciency with respect to the full numeric frequency calculation
is—to a first-order approximation—a function of the number of
single-point calculations implicated in theMBHand finite diﬀerence
calculations. Assuming the central diﬀerence approximation and a
single mobile block, this number is 12n0 + 24, where n0 is the
number of free atoms, compared to 6n for the conventional fre-
quency calculation, where n is the total number of atoms. Employing
a forward diﬀerence approximation in the calculation of dipole
derivatives would reduce the expected computational expense of
the MBH intensities methodology by approximately 50%. The
computational overhead exhibited by these calculations is a function
of the specific post-processing technique adopted for this proof
of concept, however more eﬃcient methods—such as integrated
evaluation of dipole derivatives during the MBH calculation—are
possible and are anticipated to produce eﬃciencies that are always
advantageous with respect to complete vibrational analyses.
Finally, we found that preconditioning our MBH and intensities
calculations by reuse of SCF data between sub-calculations was a
prerequisite of eﬃcient calculation with respect to conventional
vibrational analysis.
4 Discussion and conclusion
4.1 Low frequency behavior in the MBH formalism
It is noted that the behavior of MBH spectra in both peak position
and intensity is relatively unreliable in the nr 1000 cm1 regime.
This behavior is attributable to the inadequate modeling of collec-
tive modes (such as flexion and breathing modes) with delocalized
atomic motions under the imposition of mobile block constraints.
Contrariwise, peak intensities are well-replicated in the
n Z 1000 cm1 regime, although this realism is dependent
on attention to the suitability of MBH region definitions.
4.2 Eﬀect of MBH region size around regions of interest
We are particularly interested in measuring the eﬀect of MBH
size on the vibrational structure of ligands coordinating metal
centers. This work was particularly inspired by the inference of
ligand denticity on the basis of vibrational structure by Martı´nez
et al.27 As such, our benchmarks have been constructed with
some focus on the behavior of carbonyl moieties with respect to
MBH regions containing some number of aliphatic methylene
repeat units. This focus is especially concerned with the pertur-
bation of carboxylate symmetric and antisymmetric stretches by
Fermi resonance with CH2 and OH flexions that are relatively
proximate in the molecular graph.
We find in the case of aliphatic chains terminating in carboxylate
moieties that surprisingly few methylene groups need be explicitly
modeled to reach an excellent degree of convergence with respect to
a full frequency calculation. This observation has been made with
respect to the convergence of carboxylate symmetric and antisym-
metric stretch frequencies, however we find that this behavior is
generalizable to vibrational intensities.
4.3 Caveats regarding MBH region selection and realism of
spectral intensities
Our calculations broadly suggest that the most eﬀective use of
MBH intensity recovery is not in approximating the complete
vibrational spectrum of a molecule but rather the isolation of
particular peaks of interest, in the absence of any background
of co-located vibrational intensity. Such calculations furnish
useful information regarding the relative intensity of peaks of
interest as well as their modulation with respect to geometric
and electronic changes. Notably, MBH intensity recovery appears
to be a good strategy for the simulation of the diﬀerence spectra
arising from changes in moieties of interest in a molecule. We
find that the presence of vibrational peaks that are co-located
with peaks of diagnostic interest may exhibit surprising disparity
with complete vibrational spectra in light of the neglect of
degrees of freedom giving rise to those peaks.
We noted the presence of transient peaks in some calculations
that we attribute to boundary condition eﬀects, namely, the bisec-
tion of polarized bonds by the definition of a mobile block.
4.4 Opportunities for parallelism
We note that the single-point calculations on displaced geome-
tries contributing to the calculation of dipole derivatives are
totally independent with respect to each other, and therefore
the evaluation of these derivatives is an ‘embarrassingly parallel’
problem. This fact oﬀers further routes to reducing real-time
computational expense, although we did not investigate this.
This is because most computational chemistry software already
leverages fine-grained parallelism to accelerate SCF evaluation.
Hierarchical or so-called multi-grain parallelism is therefore
liable to introduce unwarranted additional complexity in the
provisioning of computational resources without aﬀording a
meaningful improvement in performance, excepting cases where
heterogeneous hardware provides a logical mapping of the
diﬀerent hierarchical levels of a computational problem into
hardware.828
8 An accessible example of eﬀective hierarchical parallelism on heterogeneous
hardware is the Folding@Home project (https://folding.stanford.edu/), where a
task-parallel problem (conformation space exploration) is allocated to compute
nodes in a high-latency fashion (to wit, personal computers of volunteers via the
Internet), where molecular dynamics calculations (optionally performed with
fine-grained parallelism contingent on available CPU or GPU cores) are
performed.
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5 Conclusion
Herein, we have demonstrated the feasibility of calculating
vibrational intensities in a partial-Hessian approximation, per-
mitting the simplification of IR intensity calculations to subsets
of a molecule by re-use of pre-calculated properties as well as
the calculation of the IR intensity contribution of vibrationally
isolated moieties. We parameterize the computational eﬃciency
of the methodology and find it to be highly predictable with
respect to the size of the species under study and the size of the
region of interest within that molecule. We suggest that the
methodology is most useful for the simulation of diﬀerence
spectroscopy within substructure of a molecule.
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Conclusion 8
Science is what we understand
well enough to explain to a
computer. Art is everything else
we do.
Donald Ervin Knuth
8.1 Remarks on Introductory Chapters
Achieving the transition to a sustainable and carbon-neutral energy econ-
omy is perhaps one of the most exigent challenges facing humanity.
A potential route to this economy is artificial photosynthesis, wherein
the process by which plants fix solar energy by splitting the water
157
8. Conclusion
molecule is replicated in artificial chemical systems. Artificial photo-
synthesis can yield both hydrogen from water, as well as more complex,
value-added compounds through Fischer–Tropsch synthesis. Whilst the
biological mechanism and infrastructure of photosynthesis is without
a doubt exceptionally complex—representing over two billion years of
evolutionary refinement—the operative principles of photosynthesis are
not beyond comprehension and distillation into substantially simpler
functional models. Understanding the photosynthetic mechanism in as
much detail as possible is important for facilitating rational design of
artificial photosystems.
This thesis has introduced the experimental and theoretical back-
ground of photosynthesis in Chapter 1. To a great extent, interest in
photosynthesis has been informed by a desire to know how nature can
elegantly achieve:
• Electrochemical scission of water under ambient conditions of tem-
perature and pressure, a process that is quite energetically intensive
in its extant industrial implementations.
• Controlled recycling of oxidation states in a conservative catalytic
cycle.
Whilst water oxidation by reduced metals is a common phenomenon,
controlled cyclic reduction of a metal by a light-driven process requires
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somewhat more sophistication. The OEC consists of a highly sensitive
framework supporting both the oxidation of water and the reduction
of four chemically distinct manganese ions, and it has not been until
recently that crystallography, magnetic resonance, and other forms of sp-
ectroscopy have converged on a coherent picture of the geometry of PSII.
Nevertheless, a complete account of the dynamical behaviour and oxida-
tion state disposition of the OEC remains both highly contentious and an
invaluable source of insights into biomimetic photoassisted oxidation.
In Chapter 2, a case has been made for the necessity and urgency of
development of artificial photosynthesis technology, drawing together
several threads:
• Anthropogenic global warming, and its corollary of climate change.
Combustion of fossil fuels has been linked to increasing concentra-
tions of greenhouse gases—particularly carbon dioxide—in Earth’s
atmosphere, which has been causally implicated in excursions in
mean global temperatures with respect to historical records since
the beginning of the industrial revolution. Climate change is antici-
pated to be a source of stress on biodiversity, food security, water
security, and health.
• Geopolitical instability arising from a lack of energy independence
on the part of industrialised nations. The geographical localisation
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of petrochemical deposits has been both a direct and indirect cause
of war, and is likely to be of great concern in the future.
• Depletion of petrochemical reserves is likely to result in both
short-term price shocks and secular increase in oil prices. The
popularisation of new modalities for oil extraction, such as tar
sand exploitation and hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’) raise serious
environmental questions, whilst petrochemical exploration and
exploitation in the Arctic and Antarctica is a potential threat to the
environment in those regions in the long term.
Whilst any of these threats is cause for serious concern, the conflu-
ence and interplay of these factors represents a dire prospect for the
progress and continuity of complex society as we currently understand
it. Transition to sustainable sources of energy—such as are potentially
afforded by artificial photosynthesis—is anticipted to ameliorate these
stresses. This is by a) comprising part of an energy economy that has the
potential to be carbon-neutral, thus not contributing CO2—a greenhouse
gas—to the atmosphere, and b) De-coupling energy security from access
to highly localised petrochemical deposits. Whilst hydrogen economies
are a plausible mode of energy storage and transport in a post-peak-oil
world, or in the non-legacy world concept popularised by Nocera, et al.,
present hydrogen generation capabilities are strongly tied to fossil fuel
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reforming, which does not solve the problem of petrochemical reliance. A
number of credible lines of inquiry towards water splitting as a source of
hydrogen fuel are being actively developed in light of this situation, each
with attendant technical challenges. Artificial photosynthesis revolving
around the biomimesis of PSII is attractive because of the high quantum
efficiency of PSII and the extremely mild conditions under which biologi-
cal photosynthesis is achieved, motivating efforts to understand in detail
the structure and mechanism of the PSII OEC.
In Chapter 3, an abridged introduction to computational chemistry
was presented, with specific focus on locating Density Functional Theory—
the premiere electronic structure theory for intermediate size systems
(tens to hundreds of atoms)—within the context of allied methodologies.
DFT relies upon a number of approximations (some unique to DFT, others
which are shared by electronic structure methods generally) to obtain
accurate results in a computationally efficient manner. Limitations on the
size of systems that can be analysed by computational techniques speak
to the differing algorithmic complexity of those techniques, as well as the
speed, parallelism, and memory capacity of extant technology.
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8.2 Remarks on Research Publications
The introductory chapters enumerated previously provide a context and
vocabulary for understanding the specifics and thematic relations be-
tween the scholarly publications that are introduced in Chapters 4–7.
These publications are united by a common goal of rationalising partic-
ular structural and mechanistic traits of the PSII OEC. The first three
of these papers present different computational explorations of the PSII
OEC, themselves based on different experimental probes of the OEC’s
structure and water oxidation metabolism. The fourth presents a novel
methodology that was developed with specific intent to answer questions
about the photosynthetic apparatus in a computationally expeditious
way. This methodology also stands on its own as a general technique for
acceleration and simplification of computational vibrational structure
investigation.
The publication introduced in Chapter 4 in part sought to resolve the
aetiology of structural differences in the OEC upon substitution of the
Ca2+ ion of the Mn4CaO5 heterocubane with Sr
2+, by constructing a mini-
mal crystallographically adapted computational model. Sr2+ substitution
of the PSII OEC is of particular interest because strontium is the only
known metal ion that substitutes for calcium in the OEC whilst retaining
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substantive water-oxidising activity. Whilst other known metal substitu-
tions of the PSII OEC do not express meaningful water oxidation activity,
diffractometric characterisation of their respective OECs, potentially as-
sisted by computational modeling, may be fruitful in parameterising
metal ions and ligand geometries germane to artificial photosystem de-
sign.
The publication introduced in Chapter 5 elaborated upon elemen-
tary studies of small molecule models of part of the PSII OEC, which
provided a proof-of-concept of a putative compensatory effect that may
account for the observed FTIR difference silence on S-state advance of
D1-Asp170, which is observed crystallographically to coordinate the OEC.
This publication parameterised the integrated FTIR difference response of
a model of D1-Asp170 with respect to conformational and constitutional
isomerism. The massively combinatoric approach adopted—as well as
the simulation of both frequency and intensity shifts—affords substantial
additional insight over the preceding work and enhanced confidence in
the feasibility of the nominal compensatory effect.
The publication introduced in Chapter 6 presented magnetic structure
data (in the form of broken-symmetry DFT spin ladders) and hyperfine
tensor data for a number of models of the PSII OEC, and illustrated the
extend to which these data comport with competing models of magnetic
coupling and ligand interactions within the functional OEC, imputed
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from experimental data. These studies illustrate the degree to which
computational studies can act as a critial adjunct to indirect probes of
molecular structure, which typically underdetermine geometries. In a
similar vein, correlation of X-ray absorption fine structure data (EXAFS)
with structural models of the OEC is an important target of future re-
search within the group.
In Chapter 7, a methodology was introduced for obtaining complete
vibrational information (i.e. both vibrational frequencies and intensities)
of substructures of a computational model in the Mobile Block Hessian
approximation. This work was undertaken to lay the foundation for
vibrational analysis of models of the PSII OEC in a computationally ef-
ficient manner. More specifically, the MBH intensities methodology is
anticipated to make feasible inspections of FTIR difference intensity cor-
responding to ligands attached to oxidisable Mn atoms in large, highly re-
alistic OEC models. This endeavour was previously precluded by limited
computational resources, however preliminary work has been performed
on applying the MBH intensities methodology to crystallographically
adapted models of the OEC, with initial performance information sug-
gesting that wide conformational exploration is feasible at relatively
modest computational expense.
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8.3 Coda
Computational chemistry, tempered by intuition, has proven itself to
be in invaluable tool in understanding chemical systems. Nevertheless,
the complex electronic structures of bioinorganic enzymatic cofactors
have placed extraordinary demands on technology. The exponential de-
preciation of computational resources leaves much to be hopeful about,
regarding the accelerating accessibility of increasingly complete and so-
phisticated models of nature’s ‘engines of creation’.a
This is fortunate, because a convergence of circumstances creates a
pressing need for new routes to energy security. Through an evolution-
ary process spanning geological time, plants and other photosynthetic
organisms have exquisitely distilled the secrets of water oxidation in the
form of the structural and mechanistic details of the PSII OEC. It stands
to reason that if we can secure the collective human insight and digital
processing power, we can learn them as well.
aAfter K.E. Drexler. [242]
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